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Abstract
In this dissertation, the impact of drought at different spatiotemporal domains on dust events in the
Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert is investigated. The Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) was evaluated against AOD from
AERONET program covering the western USA. The fractional abundance of endmembers,
hydrological changes, soil loss, and PM10 dispersion are estimated across the Lordsburg Playa, a
dust hot spot in the Chihuahuan Desert.
The dust source points in the Chihuahuan Desert were highly concentrated in areas of severe to
extreme drought, while those in the Southern Great Plains span a wider range of drought
conditions. There were an increased number of dust events in those regions which were
experiencing or recovering from severe to exceptional drought conditions, especially in the
southwestern Southern High Plains, west and south of Lubbock, which is a region dominated by
non-irrigated cropland. At lower temporal averaging domains, drought showed a strong connection
with the dust initiation points in the desert at severe to exceptional drought conditions irrespective
of different spatial scenarios, however, dust source points in the plains were linked to lower
drought intensities of no drought to abnormally dry. Increasing temporal averaging to 2-years and
5-years, dust events in the desert showed strong connection with moderate to severe drought, while
in the plains they were clearly linked to moderate drought at all spatial settings.
The number of AOD retrievals in the southwest USA was on average greater than 14.8 days per
30 days for almost all months except summer, likely triggered by its arid and semi-arid climate.
The majority of collocating domains of AOD from the MODIS on Aqua showed a better
correlation with AERONET AOD than did AOD from MODIS Terra, and the correlation
vii

coefficients exhibited large regional variability across the study area. In general, the majority of
the stations revealed significant correlation between MODIS and AERONET AOD at all
spatiotemporal aggregating domains, although MODIS generally overestimated AOD compared
to AERONET. The correlation coefficient in the southwest United States was the lowest and in
the stations from the high latitude was the highest.
A remote sensing study of the surface conditions of Lordsburg Playa also demonstrated that the
combination of optical and radar images significantly improved the effort to identify long-term
changes of the playa and locations within the Lordsburg Playa susceptible to hydrological and
LULC changes. Applying the linear spectral unmixing addressed the limitation of moderate spatial
resolution sensors of Landsat and Sentinel-2. Google Earth Engine facilitated the research by
minimizing the time required for acquisition, processing, and analysis of images, and the storage
required for the larger data size. Modeling wind erosion and dust dispersion from the Lordsburg
Playa addressed the limitation of the SWEEP model in simulating soil loss from irregular fields
by breaking the playa fields into strips of rectangular subfields and aligning the longest sides with
the dominant wind direction. As a result, the North Playa fields emitted 1245.92 and 1664.73
metric tons of PM10 during the 3 February and 5 June 2020 dust days, respectively. The AERMOD
model characterized the PM10 dispersion successfully, and identified the timings and locations of
dust clouds affecting the major transportation systems crossing the playa during the two dusty
days.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
The exchange of mass, energy, momentum, and biogeochemical fluxes at interfaces between the
land and atmosphere are vital processes that shape the functionality of the Earth system (Suni et
al., 2015). Major changes on these highly complex land-atmosphere interactions have been
threatening the Earth system and human lives. The changes are linked to global and regional
climate change, decadal, inter-annual and seasonal climate variations, and weather extremes, as
well as anthropogenic actions on the terrestrial biosphere (Jia et al., 2019). Natural and human
induced land use and land cover (LULC) changes, hydrological disturbances, and drought episodes
have modulated the Earth’s landscape; disturbed energy, moisture, and chemical fluxes; and
impacted the Earth’s climate (Foley et al., 2005; Houghton et al., 1999).
The magnitude of the disturbance of the biosphere plays a crucial role in determining the amount
of particles injected to the atmosphere and their composition, with implications for both air quality
and climate (Heald & Spracklen, 2015). For example, land cover change due in part the transition
of rangelands into croplands contributed around 25% of wind erosion susceptible areas globally
(Ginoux et al., 2012). Bolstering this observation, other studies suggested that human
modifications of land surfaces accounted for 10-60% of the global wind erosion (Mahowald, 2004;
Mahowald et al., 2010; Tegen et al., 2004). In North America alone, the dust load to the atmosphere
increased by up to 500% due to human land use activities since mid-Holocene epoch (Neff et al.,
2008). Similarly, Achakulwisut et al. (2018) demonstrated that due to an increase in drought
conditions the dust concentrations increased across the southwestern United States between 2000
and 2015. Compared to other regions, the impact of LULC changes and drought conditions on the
1

aerosol emissions from the land surface is much more intensive in the arid and semi-arid regions
of the world. This is due to their vulnerability and poor adaptability to the adverse effects of these
changes (IPCC, 2007), and their sensitivity to these changes in inducing positive feedback loops
that reinforce and prolong the adverse impacts (Huang et al., 2017).
The arid and semi-arid regions of the western United States, extending up to the eastern edge of
the northern and southern Great Plains, have been under constant threat of natural and human
caused climate, land use, and land cover changes. Historically, this region has showed major
LULC changes since the European settlement in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, causing
permanent transitions from natural lands to new cover types, and creating wind erosion prone
surfaces (Lee & Gill, 2015). The transition in turn triggered the establishment of invasive species
that are capable of dominating other native vegetation species (Kuppinger et al., 2010), exposing
the soil surface for wind erosion. Consequently, the region experienced an increase in atmospheric
dust loading in the Southern Great Plains, Colorado Plateau, and major deserts including
Chihuahuan, Mojave, and Sonoran, attributed to anthropogenic land disturbances and
hydroclimatic variability (Carmona et al., 2015; Neff et al., 2008; Reynolds et al., 2007; Saxton et
al., 2000). Numerous playas and other landforms in the deserts and plains across the region have
become major sources of dust events due to surface and groundwater diversions, drought, and
climate change (Gill, 1996; Goodman et al., 2019; Van Pelt et al., 2020). In addition, the
mountainous ecoregions of this region have been major sources of aerosol through wildfires
exacerbated by climate change (Liu et al., 2016; Spracklen et al., 2009), their impact reaching up
to East Coast of the United States and Canada (Coin, 2020).

2

The aerosols (mineral dust, smoke, black carbon, sulfates, nitrates, sea salt, organic aerosols,
pollens, and so on) generated from terrestrial biosphere and geosphere of this region have posed
far reaching impacts on climate, humans, economy, and air quality. The atmospheric aerosols
affect the Earth’s energy budget system through aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud coupling
interactions (Jiang et al., 2020; Schepanski, 2018). They also affect hydrology by decreasing the
albedo of snowpack on mountains when deposited on such surfaces, causing earlier and faster
snowpack melt and modulation of hydrograph of downstream rivers (Clow et al., 2016; Vicars &
Sickman, 2011). Dust emission episodes can also cause adverse human health problems (Crooks
et al., 2016; Tong et al., 2017), visibility related traffic hazards (Ashley et al., 2015; Li et al., 2018),
agricultural productivity reduction as the result of the removal of the most fertile soil particles and
nutrients (Li et al., 2009; Lyles & Tatarko, 1986), and economic burden due to detour of major
transportation networks (Arizona Department of Transportation, 2019). The deposition of dust
particles on oceans, lakes, rivers, and canals degrades water quality (Mladenov et al., 2011;
Skidmore, 2000); and on solar panels reduces energy production efficiency (Styszko et al., 2019).
In addition, dust particles can carry an array of allergens, pathogens, and toxic chemicals causing
respiratory and cardiovascular disorders, conjunctivitis, and skin irritations (Kim et al., 2015).
Numerous climate models and paleoclimatic data predict that the arid and semi-arid regions of the
western United States will be drier and hotter in the coming decades due to human induced climate
changes. According to those models, the southwestern United States is expected to warm by 3.3o
C and precipitation decrease by nearly 40% by 2100 in spring, which is the most dusty season
across this region (Li et al., 2021). The climate change will intensify average and extreme drought
severity and may lead to droughts stronger than the 1930s Dust Bowl drought during the 21st
century (Cayan et al., 2010). The drought risk could reach an all-time high across the American
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southwest during the late 21st century accompanied by high variability (Loisel et al., 2017). These
predicted very alarming drought scenarios are all suggested to increase the intensity and frequency
of dust events. For example, under the RCP8.5 climate scenario, Achakulwisut et al. (2019)
suggested that airborne dust may increase in the southwest United States due to increasing aridity.
In addition, climate models indicate that the impact of climate change on vegetation health and
multiple climate variables is expected to increase wildfires across the American west in the 21st
century (Liu & Wimberly, 2016; Yue et al., 2013). Liu & Wimberly (2016) documented that
vegetation change is likely to amplify climate-driven increase in fire frequency and size between
2071 and 2100. Yue et al. (2013) showed that the West may experience an increase of 24 - 124%
in area burned during the mid 21st century.
The application of satellite remote sensing data products, and geospatial analysis algorithms and
tools on air quality and LULC changes has sharply increased in recent decades. The advancement
of these resources in recent decades improved and facilitated the mining of information from very
big data products over diverse temporal and spatial scales (Anenberg et al., 2020; Hecheltjen et
al., 2014). The introduction of cloud computing infrastructures like Google Earth Engine and
Amazon Web Services into analysis of the Earth climate system accelerated computation by
offering massive computing power, performance, very big satellite data products, storage, and
powerful algorithms (Gorelick et al., 2017; Zhuang et al., 2020). The combination of optical and
radar satellite remote sensing data availability mitigated the problems with much remote sensing
data resulting from the frequent cloud cover, intense precipitation, absence of solar illumination
during night, and low temporal coverage. Several satellite remote sensing technologies and
algorithms have been developed in the past few decades for characterizing aerosol loading and
monitoring air quality. Satellite retrievals of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
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(MODIS), Multi-Angle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR), Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite (VIIRS), Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) – R Advanced Baseline
Imager (ABI), Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), and TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument
(TROPOMI) have been widely utilized for these purposes (Baddock et al., 2021). The launching
of Multi-Angle Imager for Aerosol (MAIA) and Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring Pollution
(TEMPO) within the coming two years will further improve pollution emission inventories,
monitor population exposure, quantify particulate matter in air pollution, and evaluate effective
emission-control strategies (Liu & Diner, 2017; Zoogman et al., 2017). The remote sensing
imagery products have been widely also used for analyzing and monitoring LULC changes,
hydrological changes, and water erosion, in addition to dust and wind erosion (Alexakis et al.,
2013; Phinzi & Ngetar, 2019).
Continental climates represent a complex interplay of the atmosphere and the other parts of the
Earth system, functioning as a “climate memory” that can maintain interannual atmospheric
anomalies (Shinoda, 2017). The time-lagged carryovers of Earth system anomalies manifesting in
drought can represent a “drought memory” which manifests in, among other phenomena in
drylands, the emission of dust (Shinoda, 2017). As mentioned earlier, the drought conditions and
dust emissions in southwest North America have been causing severe problems, and models are
indicating projections of severe drought and dust emissions. Therefore, it is important to explore
the impact of “drought memory” on the generation of dust events across the plains and deserts of
the American west and compare this interaction between across these ecoregions.
The atmospheric aerosol loading of smoke and dust from the terrestrial biosphere of the western
United States, sea salt aerosol injected to this region through the Pacific coast, anthropogenic
aerosols from urban and industrial sources, and very fine aerosols transported to this region from
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transpacific and transatlantic sources cover a very large area all of western North America. Due to
their point scale measurement and sparseness of ground-based measuring stations, the applicability
of ground-based measurements for large spatial regions like the American west is not the most
preferable approach. With their high spatial and temporal resolution, and high spatial coverage,
satellite remote sensing data are the appropriate products to characterize atmospheric aerosol
loading over this region. However, due to their better accuracy, ground-based measurements are
used to validate and calibrate remote sensing observations. Moreover, the integration of both data
products can further improve the performance of air quality models.
Desert playas in the Chihuahuan Desert, despite their very small areal coverage (only 4%), were
the sources of 48% of the observed dust plumes (Baddock et al., 2011). Among these playas, the
Lordsburg Playa, New Mexico, United States, crossed by I-10 and Union Pacific railroad, has been
one of the major sources of dust events in the Chihuahuan Desert with the greatest local human
impact through hazard to the transportation corridor (Van Pelt et al., 2020). The long-term surface
properties and hydrological changes in this playa are the main parameters that determine the dust
generating capacity of the playa. The medium resolution optical remote sensing imagery products
like Landsat and Sentinel-2 are widely employed to detect the long-term changes of surface
properties and hydrology. However, due to the small size of the Lordsburg Playa, these remote
sensing products cannot fully detect the changes. To address this limitation, spectral unmixing
algorithms can be employed in order to decompose the pixel mixtures and estimate the spectral
contribution of each surface property to land surface change. Integrating radar remote sensing into
the aforementioned methodologies can further improve the detection of changes across the playa.
Furthermore, the dust emitted from the Lordsburg Playa has been causing a major hazard to
highway and railroad traffic, leading to hundreds of traffic crashes and dozens of fatalities (Van
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Pelt et al., 2020). Thus, it has utmost importance to simulate the soil loss as the result of dust
emissions from the most wind erosion susceptible part of the playa and characterize the exposure
of the highway and railroad traffic to these emissions during dusty days from the dustiest seasons.
Wind erosion and air dispersion numerical models can be utilized for these purposes. The USDA’s
Single Event Wind Erosion Evaluation Program (SWEEP) model (USDA-ARS, 2007) is the
appropriate model to simulate soil erosion for the playa and US EPA’s AERMOD model (U.S.
EPA, 2018a) is the preferred and recommended model to characterize the PM10 pollution.
1.2 Dissertation Objectives
The objective of this dissertation is:
1. To investigate the cumulative impact or “memory” of drought at different temporal and
spatial scales on the dust events in the Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert
regions of the United States.
2. To compare and evaluate the Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) from satellite remote sensing
product of MODIS sensor with the ground-based measurement of AOD from Aerosol
Robotic Network (AERONET) program across different ecoregions of the western United
States.
3. To estimate the fractional abundance of soil, vegetation, and water endmembers across the
Lordsburg Playa by using a linear spectral unmixing algorithm on optical remote sensing
images from Landsat and Sentinel-2.
4. To explore the applicability of the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) from Sentinel-1 sensor
on studying the water level changes and the possible sinks for sediment loading across the
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Lordsburg Playa by employing Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR)
techniques.
5. To simulate soil loss in terms of total soil loss, saltation/creep loss, suspension loss, and
PM10 loss from the North Playa and Road Forks fields of the Lordsburg Playa using
SWEEP model during the dusty days of 3 February and 5 June 2020.
6. To characterize the downwind spatiotemporal dispersion of the SWEEP model generated
PM10 emission from the North Playa and Road Forks fields of the Lordsburg Playa at the
receptor sites distributed over the playa including the major transportation systems using
AERMOD model and numerous accompanying models.
The first objective is addressed in Chapter 2. The second and third objectives are examined in
Chapter 3. The fourth, fifth, and sixth objectives which are linked to the Lordsburg Playa, are
presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses the major findings from the three chapters of this
dissertation and the contribution of this study to the research community and the public.
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Chapter 2: Relationship between Spatial and Temporal “Drought Memory”
on Dust Sources in Two Ecoregions of the USA1
2.1 Abstract
The Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert regions are some of the most dust-event prone
areas of the United States. Dust events in these regions are assumed to be magnified by drought.
This study relates the temporal and spatial “drought memory” on the generation of dust events
from 2001 to 2014. Results indicate that dust points in the Chihuahuan Desert were highly
concentrated in areas of severe to extreme drought, while those in the Southern Great Plains span
a wider range of drought conditions. There were an increased number of dust events in those
regions which were experiencing or recovering from severe to exceptional drought conditions,
especially in the southwestern Southern High Plains, west and south of Lubbock, which is a region
dominated by non-irrigated (rainfed) cropland. At lower temporal averaging domains (one week
and 1-year), drought showed a strong connection with the dust event initiation points in the
Chihuahuan Desert at severe to exceptional drought conditions irrespective of different spatial
scenarios, however, dust points in the Southern Great Plains were linked to lower drought
intensities of no drought to abnormally dry. Increasing temporal averaging to 2-years and 5-years,
dust events in the Chihuahuan Desert showed strong connection with moderate to severe drought,
while in the Southern Plains they were clearly linked to moderate drought at all spatial settings. In
addition, at every temporal and spatial scale, the drought intensities linked with the Southern Great
Plains and Chihuahuan Desert dust event initiation points were significantly different. Drought,

1

This chapter represents a manuscript under review. Eibedingil, Iyasu, Thomas E. Gill, Tarek Kandakji, Jeffrey A.
Li, Junran Li, and R. Scott Van Pelt, in review. Relationship between Spatial and Temporal “Drought Memory” on
Dust Sources in Two Ecoregions of the USA. Submitted to Journal of Hydrology.
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especially when extending over multiple years, indeed appears to play some role in driving dust
events in the Southwestern United States, though it appears to be more locally-focused and likely
magnified by the more intensive land use in the Southern Great Plains region than in the
Chihuahuan Desert.
Keywords: Drought, Drought Memory, Dust Event, Southern Great Plains, Chihuahuan Desert,
Remote sensing, Land cover
2.2 Introduction
Blowing dust and dust storms (together, referred to as dust events) occur frequently in the Southern
Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert regions of the USA, including large parts of the states of
Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Texas (Fig. 1) (Kandakji et al., 2020; Prospero et al., 2002). Their
occurrence is linked to the arid and semi-arid climate (Kessler et al., 1978), low vegetation cover
(D. A. Gillette, 2004), and weather systems which cause strong winds across both regions during
the dry season (Lee et al., 2009; Rivera Rivera et al., 2009). Dust events in this region are driven
by both convective (mesoscale) and non-convective (synoptic scale) meteorological processes
(Novlan et al., 2007). Convective dust events are driven by thunderstorm winds (Chen & Fryrear,
2002) while synoptic-scale events across the region are commonly produced by Pacific cold fronts
moving from west to east (Novlan et al., 2007) and less frequently but more intensely, gradient
winds associated with cyclones in the lee of the Rocky Mountains (Lee & Tchakerian, 1995; Rivera
Rivera et al., 2009). On a larger scale, Tong et al. (2017) revealed that both warmer sea surface
temperatures in the North Pacific and colder waters that emerge from the coast of California were
possibly associated with a recent increase in the frequency of dust events in the Southwest.
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The majority of the dust events in the Texas – New Mexico – Oklahoma region occurs during the
local area’s dry season, particularly in winter and spring. The frequency of dust events in El Paso,
Texas, in the Chihuahuan Desert, peaks during the spring months of March, April, and May
(Novlan et al., 2007). For a larger region, Li et al. (2018) showed that more than 50% of the dust
events happened from February to March and around 40% occurred from November to December
in the period of 2010-2016. These dust events modulate the composition of air by injecting dust
particles, leading to exceedance of air quality standards (Lee et al., 2009), adverse impacts on
human health (Grineski et al., 2011; Reed & Nugent, 2018; Tong et al., 2017), economic
(Hornbeck, 2009) and environmental impacts (Ashley et al., 2015), and reduced visibility
impacting land transportation and aviation (Fultz & Ashley, 2016; Li et al., 2018). With the
removal of most fertile fraction of the topsoil by wind erosion and its deposition elsewhere, dust
events significantly impact agricultural applications (Duniway et al., 2019), water resource
availability and timing of snowmelt by modulating snowpack albedo (Clow et al., 2016), and
efficiency of solar panels (Styszko et al., 2019). The projected impacts of climate change on the
southwestern United States are expected to increase the frequency and/or intensity of dust events
and magnify these adverse effects (Achakulwisut et al., 2019).
Numerous dust event source identification, dust detection, and monitoring methods have been
developed augmenting remotely sensed satellite imagery and ground-based data products (Chi et
al., 2019; Tong et al., 2012). These methodologies mainly employed meteorological data and
different image processing approaches applied to satellite and land cover/land use products. For
instance, to detect the occurrence and location of dust events in the Great Plains and Chihuahuan
Desert, different studies utilized various approaches to identify dust sources on Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) (Rivera Rivera et al., 2010), Advanced Very High
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Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) (Rivera Rivera et al., 2010), and Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite imagery products (Lee et al., 2009, 2012).
Since European settlement in the 19th and early 20th centuries, the Southern Great Plains have
experienced major land use and land cover changes. This cropland-agriculture-intensive region
was the heart of the 1930s Dust Bowl (Parkinson, 1936), in which drastic land use change, drought,
and economic depression combined to cause the largest wind-erosion-related disaster in USA
history (Lee & Gill, 2015). In the past four decades the Southern Great Plains have experienced a
series of more subtle land use and land cover changes. For instance, a report by Sleeter et al. (2018)
revealed that the Southern Great Plains experienced a net decline of 3367 km2 of agricultural lands
from the early 1970s to mid 1980s. On the other hand, over the same time period
grasslands/shrublands showed a dramatic net increase of 2719 km2. This largely resulted from the
establishment of the Conservation Reserve Program, a voluntary enrollment program with the
objective of conserving soil, water, and wildlife resources by long-term retirement of
environmentally sensitive crop lands from agricultural production (Bangsund et al., 2004;
Robbins, 2014). From the mid 1980s to early 2010s, agricultural lands showed a net increase of
3885 km2 and grasslands/shrublands type showed a net decline of 3302 km2 over the Southern
Great Plains (Sleeter et al., 2018). The changes in land cover have certainly modified the dynamics
and frequency of dust events in this region by changing the amounts of land surface exposed to
wind erosion, more specifically in the agricultural lands of the Southern Great Plains.
The Chihuahuan Desert, a warm desert ecoregion to the southwest of the Southern Great Plains
covering far west Texas, southern New Mexico, and part of Arizona in the USA and portions of
the states of Chihuahua, Durango, Zacatecas, Coahuila and Nuevo León in Mexico, experienced
relatively little land cover change from 1973 to 2000 (Sleeter et al., 2018) and human land use
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within the desert is limited and primarily for rangeland. In this study, I consider the part of the
desert within New Mexico and Texas. However, the Chihuahuan Desert has exhibited a periodic
cycle of longer-term changes from grasslands to shrublands and vice versa. For example, Peters et
al. (2015) documented that during the time period of 1858 – 1998 the uplands in the Chihuahuan
Desert previously dominated by black grama (Bouteloua eriopoda) grasses transitioned to
shrublands. Although the full causes of this shrub invasion remain unclear, the invading shrubby
species are more drought-tolerant than the grasses they replace (Gibbens et al., 2005; Throop et
al., 2012) and thus drought is likely to play an important role. Shifting of grasslands to shrublands
in the Chihuahuan Desert decreases land cover and leads to an increase in wind erosion (Okin &
Gillette, 2001).
Droughts are long-lasting natural hazards which have major impacts on health, economy,
environment, and society (Nandintsetseg & Shinoda, 2015). Drought and its associated earth
system effects lead to the loss of land cover, making the land surface susceptible to wind erosion
(Galloza et al., 2018). Thus, drought is one of the main driving factors that impact the generation
of dust events in many ecoregions (Cook et al., 2009; Keramat et al., 2011) including the North
American Great Plains and deserts (Achakulwisut et al., 2018; Ponette-González et al., 2018).
During drought, decrease in soil moisture diminshes vegetation cover and soil cohesion and
increases the size of gaps between plants, in turn increasing the availbility of soil exposed to wind
(Okin, 2008). Based on the statistical assessment of frequency of dust events and Palmer Drought
Severity Index, Wheaton (1990) reported that dust events and intensive wind erosion are closely
associated with droughts. The positive correlation between drought and dust event activity has
beeen described in many nations (Middleton, 1985; Zoljoodi et al., 2013). Kandakji et al. (2021)
used chi-square analysis to show a statistically significant association between broadly defined
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drought levels and land use/land cover at the times and locations of dust events that may contribute
in aggregate to regional patterns and variations in dust sources in the Southern Great Plains and
Chihuahuan Desert regions.
Both paleoclimatic data and climate models predict that climatic warming will intensify drought
averages and extremes in the USA and may lead to droughts stronger than than the 1930s Dust
Bowl drought (Cayan et al., 2010; Strzepek et al., 2010; Woodhouse et al., 2010). Cook et al.
(2015) pointed out that in the southwest and central Great Plains of North America, climate change
is expected to aggravate drought severity in the coming decades. Loisel et al. (2017) indicated that
drought risk could reach an all-time high during the late 21st century with high variability. These
predicted and very alarming drought scenarios are all suggested to increase the intensity and
frequency of dust events: for example, under the RCP8.5 climate scenario, Achakulwisut et al.
(2019) suggested that airborne dust may increase in the southwest United States due to the
increasing aridity.
Continental climates represent a complex interplay of the atmosphere and the other parts of the
Earth system, functioning as a “climate memory” that can maintain interannual atmospheric
anomalies (Shinoda, 2017). The time-lagged carryovers of Earth system anomalies manifesting
in drought can repesent a “drought memory” which manifests in, among other phenomena in
drylands, the emission of dust (Shinoda, 2017). In this study, I investigate the cumulative impact
or “memory” of drought at different temporal and spatial scales on the dust events in the Southern
Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert regions using a quantitative measure of drought intensity at
the time of dust events and cumulatively prior to the event, at the dust source points themselves
and at different spatial buffers around each source point. I employ different statistical methods,
geospatial and remote sensing tools, and programming packages on drought index maps of United
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States Drought Monitor (USDM) and previously identified dust event source points using
meteorological, MODIS sensor, and land cover data products. I also explore the potential
differences in drought-dust relationships as a function of the different land cover and land
management practices in the Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert in the nature and
dynamics of dust event generation by looking for differences in the dust-drought history
relationship between the two regions. I hypothesize that different land management practices and
land cover/land use differences between the two regions could influence the frequency and
magnitude of dust events and their interaction with drought intensity.
2.3 Study Area
The study area covers the states of Texas, New Mexico, and Oklahoma, USA, arbitrarily divided
into the Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert using the Pecos River as a boundary line
(Heintzman, 2019; Morafka, 2012) (Fig. 1). The Southern Great Plains part of the study area
comprises Oklahoma, the western portion of Texas (west of the 100th meridian), and eastern New
Mexico (east of the Pecos River). Climatically this region is semi-arid which shows variability
from east-to-west and north-to-south, with average annual precipitation of less than 500 mm.
Vegetation at present is mainly dominated by shrubland, cultivated crops, and grassland (Mohanty
et al., 2002). The geomorphology of the Southern Great Plains consists of a flat plain area tilting
downwards to the southeast (Mohler et al., 1986) with rolling hills to the east: the underlying
geology is comprised of Paleozoic and Mesozoic formations covered by Tertiary and Quaternary
sediments as a result of erosion from the Rocky Mountains in late Tertiary time (Pollard, 1977).
Human land use over the last several centuries is characterized by an increase in agricultural
activities, mainly cropland expansion which has led to the substantial transformation of the
landscape including conversion of native long-term grasslands to croplands and increasing
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drawdown of the Ogallala Aquifer for irrigation. In connection to climate change and
anthropogenic impacts, abandonments of cropland have also occurred (Lark et al., 2015). The
Chihuahuan Desert includes the large part of southern New Mexico and far west Texas west of the
Pecos River and south and east of the Colorado Plateau. The desert receives an average annual
precipitation of 150 – 400 mm, 60% of which occurs during North American monsoon season
(Douglas et al., 1993; Schmidt, 2012). Although the geology of the region is complex, the majority
of the region has calcareous soils developed from limestone beds as a result of sea submergence
in earlier geologic times (Molinar et al., 2002). Except for a few islands of evergreen forest in the
high-altitude mountains, the land cover is mostly characterized by grasslands with shrubs scattered
throughout the desert (Mohanty et al., 2002). Human land uses in this desert other than as
rangeland are very limited as compared to the Southern Great Plains.

Fig. 1: Map showing the geographic location of the study area and land cover types for Texas,
New Mexico, and Oklahoma acquired from 2016 National Land Cover Dataset (US
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Environmental Protection Agency) (L. Yang et al., 2018). The red enclosed line represents the
geographic extent of study area. The blue line represents Pecos River dividing the study area into
the Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert.
2.4 Data and Methods
2.4.1 United States Drought Monitor (USDM)
Drought indices are quantitative measures that characterize drought conditions of a region by
combining different data products such as precipitation and evapotranspiration (Zargar et al.,
2011). The United States Drought Monitor (USDM) is currently widely used in the United States
for declaration and decision-making in the organizational level, for research, and by the media
(Abatzoglou et al., 2017). It was confirmed that USDM data was more powerful than Palmer
Drought Severity Index (PDSI) in measuring regional dryness linked to the generation of dust
events (Lee et al., 2009), because it assimilates information from PDSI, Standardized Precipitation
(SPI), climatological inputs, and hydrological data (Svoboda et al., 2002). USDM data is produced
and released on a weekly basis. It classifies the drought intensity for those areas experiencing
drought into five categories: exceptional drought (D4), extreme drought (D3), severe drought (D2),
moderate drought (D1), and abnormally dry (D0). Those areas that do not show any drought are
classified as “None” or “No Drought”. The Drought Monitor maps are in shapefiles which can be
easily imported, managed, mapped, and analyzed in different software packages.
For this study, weekly USDM maps for the time period from January 04, 2000 to December 31,
2014 were used. Importantly, the data record encompasses 2011–2012, one of the most extreme
drought periods on record in Texas and parts of the surrounding states (Hoerling et al., 2014), in
which increased wind erosion and dust transport were observed in both the Southern Great Plains
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and Chihuahuan Desert (Ponette-González et al., 2018; Rivas, 2019; M. R. Sweeney et al., 2016),
allowing us to evaluate the immediate and cumulative effects of drought (“drought memory”) on
dust over regional spatial and temporal scales.
2.4.2 Dust Event Source Points
The dust event initiation point locations were obtained using the methodology described by Lee et
al. (2009, 2012) and for this study were the subset of the dust points generated by Kandakji et al.
(2020) that are located within the Chihuahuan Desert and Southern Great Plains (Kandakji et al.,
2020). These studies employed meteorological data, MODIS satellite imagery products, and land
cover maps to identify hot spots of dust events and their associated geomorphic and land cover
characteristics in the Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert. Dusty days were identified by
using visibility data from US National Weather Service archives from 15 meteorological stations,
using a threshold of visibility drop to 5 km for at least one hour or dust reported for at least two
hours regardless of visibility. True RGB band combination of MODIS imagery products at 250 m
and 1000 m spatial resolution aboard Aqua and Terra satellites were used to identify blowing dust
not obscured by clouds for the time period from 2001 to 2014. To further refine the source point
identification process, a “split-window” image processing approach was applied (Ackerman,
1997). Dust in images was enhanced using band difference of brightness temperature between
thermal infrared channels 31 and 32 from MODIS sensor. The resulting image has dust plumes
enhanced as black, while water, ice, and clouds show up as white. As a result, the initiation points
of individual dust plumes emanating from point sources are resolvable to a spatial dimension of
500 m x 500 m. More details of the methodology are provided in (Kandakji et al., 2020).
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The dust plume source points within the study area were extracted using Intersect Tool in ArcMap.
As a result, a total of 1254 dust point sources within the study area were acquired, 910 in Texas,
323 in New Mexico, and 21 in Oklahoma (Fig. 2). The dust points were divided into two
ecoregional categories (ESRI, 2017) using the Pecos River as a separating line. Consequently,
1005 points in the Southern Great Plains and 249 in the Chihuahuan Desert were identified (Fig.
2).
2.4.3 Methods
The datasets were analyzed to examine the nature and dynamics of drought – dust event interaction
at point scale over different temporal and spatial extents in different land cover and land
management practices using the Drought Monitor category as a drought indicator. Based on the
classified dust points, I examined the relationship between both datasets using frequency
distributions. In order to facilitate the comparison of Drought Monitor data and dust event source
points, two data processing methods were applied. First, Drought Monitor maps within the area of
study were extracted using the “Intersect” tool within the “Analysis” toolset of ArcToolbox in
ArcMap software (ESRI, 2017). Since the number of Drought Monitor maps was large, a bunch
map extraction process was performed using a Python script to optimize the computational time
requirement. Second, the extracted maps representing the study area were converted to raster
images at 0.1o spatial resolution. This spatial resolution was selected based on trade-off between
the finer spatial resolution and high computational requirements.
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Fig. 2: Dust event source points within the study area and their classification into the Southern
Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert.
By creating a database and employing ArcGIS (ESRI, 2017), I mapped and analyzed the average
and total accumulations of Drought Monitor defined drought intensity with space and time
corresponding to each of the dust event source points over the region. I created area graphs of
drought intensity and frequency distribution of dust event source points for each state to investigate
these relationships. An area graph shows Drought Monitor elements in the dataset as six curves
and fills the area beneath each curve. In this case, the Drought Monitor elements represent the six
drought intensity categories (D4, D3, D2, D1, D0, and no drought). As a multivariate dataset of
six vectors, the curves show the relative contribution of each drought intensity to the total height
of the curve throughout the entire time domain (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 3: Spatial and temporal aggregation of drought intensity data of all dust event source points.
The Nearest week, 1-, 2-, and 5-year average indicate the temporal aggregating domain
considered. The radius “R” indicates the nearest pixel and the spatial aggregating domain of 30,
60, and 100 kms.
To perform a buffer zone analysis of dust event source points, I identified the nearest drought
intensity pixel to each of the dust points in space and time. Spatially, I used the Euclidean Distance
approach. The minimum and maximum distance was 0.1067 km and 7.7312 km, respectively. At
each of the 1254 dust event source points, I viewed the drought intensity around the point and
going back in time (to represent drought history) at different spatial and temporal averaging
domains (Fig. 3). Temporally, I first identified the nearest value of drought intensity (Drought
Monitor class) to each of the dust event points at the time of the dust event. Then, I determined the
history of drought at that point prior to the occurrence of the dust event by calculating the average
Drought Monitor-defined drought accumulation over prior periods of 1 - year, 2 - years, and 5 years, at those points prior to the dust events. I also considered different spatial averaging domains
of 0 (nearest single pixel determined using Euclidean distance approach), 30, 60, and 100 km
buffer distances around the dust points. Therefore, I constructed 16 different combinations to
assess the relationship between spatial and temporal “drought memory” and dust plume initiation
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in the two different yet adjacent ecoregions. These scenarios include single nearest pixel, 30 km,
60 km, and 100 km averaging spatial distance radii around a dust event initiation point against the
nearest week, 1 – year, 2 – years, and 5 – years temporal averages of drought.
I applied the Two Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis testing approach to test whether the
distributions of spatial extent and temporal history of drought intensity to dust from the two
ecoregions are similar or different. This test is a nonparametric hypothesis test that evaluates the
difference between distribution functions of two sample data vectors. It returns a test decision for
the null hypothesis that the data in the two samples are from the same continuous distribution. The
alternative hypothesis is that the two samples are from different continuous distributions. The
result is 1, if the test rejects the null hypothesis at 5% significance level (95% confidence interval),
otherwise it is 0 which represents a failure to reject the null hypothesis. In this procedure, the
decision to reject/failure to reject the null hypothesis is based on the comparison of the asymptotic
p-value with the significance level of 5%.
2.5 Results and Discussion
During 2001 – 2014, southern Texas, southeastern reaches of the Texas Panhandle, Oklahoma
Panhandle, southwestern Oklahoma, and far northeast New Mexico showed the highest average
drought intensity (Fig. 4a). On the other hand, far western Texas and large parts of New Mexico
experienced a lower average drought intensity. Similarly, total accumulation of drought (Fig. 4b)
revealed nearly the same spatial distribution of drought intensity with the overall mean map,
excluding an increase on the areal extent of severe drought for the whole region of New Mexico.
Although some regions encountered intense drought during the time period of 2000 - 2014, the
condition of land cover before drought, drought distribution in time, drought seasonality, and
meteorological factors are all also plausible factors responsible for the generation of suitable
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conditions for the development of dust events. For example, southern Texas showed highest
drought intensity in both overall mean and cumulative total, however, it was not observed to be a
source area of any dust events; higher levels of land cover, different land management practices,
and/or lower wind velocities may cause lower dust event frequencies in this region.
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Fig. 4: (a) and (b) Overall mean and total sum of Drought Monitor drought intensity for the time
domain from 4 January 2000 to 31 December 2014, respectively. (c) and (d) Drought intensity at
the time of the dust event and overall mean drought intensity of dust points from 2001 to 2014,
respectively.
To examine the relationship between drought intensity and dust event initiation at each dust source
point location, drought intensity at the time of occurrence of the dust event and overall mean
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drought intensity at each dust point for 1, 2, and 5 years prior to the dust event by selecting the
nearest pixel in time and space are depicted in Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d, respectively. A cluster of
numerous dust point sources in the Southern Great Plains, more specifically in a belt extending
from the west to the south of Lubbock, Texas, were linked to highest drought intensities at the time
of the events, consistent with the findings of Kandakji et al. (2021) who used a different drought
metric (Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d). This is a region where land use is predominantly dryland cropping,
i.e., active growing of plant crops relying on natural rain, without irrigation (Sutton, 1984; USDA,
National Agricultural Statistics Service, 2019) In such land use, periods of drought could trigger
crop failure (Ray et al., 2018) and land surface cover loss, and increase the area of exposed surface
(Merrill et al., 1999), which would increase wind erodibility of the land surface. For example,
cotton and corn crop areas planted decreased by 4401.5 km2 and 536.3 km2, respectively, in the
Great Plains part of Texas during the severe drought period of 2011 – 2013 (Ray et al., 2018). It
can be inferred from this observation that excessive drought at a given time, regardless of
antecedent drought history, in combination with land use for dryland agriculture may contribute
to significant number of dust events. Likewise, the dust events in the southwestern New Mexico
part of the Chihuahuan Desert showed a similar relationship. The dust sources in region contain
many ephemeral wetlands (playas) which with excessive drought are changed to barren lands
which become the hotspots of dust emission (Lee et al., 2009; Li et al., 2018; Rivas, 2019). The
surfaces of playas are dynamic and sediment availability to wind changes rapidly in response to
rainfall, water-table depth, and evaporation rate (Briere, 2000; Scuderi et al., 2010; Tollerud &
Fantle, 2014), and thus to drought. In addition, the majority of those dust events associated with
intensive drought were also characterized by a history of moderate to exceptional drought prior to
the dust events (Fig. 5a-d). For example, the dust event on 22 January 2012 originating from
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around Big Spring (-101.15o longitude and 32.17o latitude), Texas, occurred after an exceptional
drought (Fig. 5c).

Fig. 5: Drought intensity condition prior to the dust events of (a) 15 December 2003, (b) 24
February 2007, (c) 22 January 2012, and (d) 9 February 2013. Dates of the dust events indicated
by the dashed line.
From the area graphs of monthly drought intensity and frequency distributions of monthly and
yearly aggregated dust event source points, temporal correlations between both variables are
evaluated in the states of Texas, New Mexico, and Oklahoma (Fig. 6). In all three states, the
majority of the dust events happened after severe to exceptional drought. It is observed that the
states of Texas and New Mexico experienced excessive drought during the time periods prior to
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the highest frequency of dust events (Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b). For instance, looking to the yearly
frequency distributions of dust points, higher frequencies are observed during the years 2003,
2008, and 2012. Although the drought in 2012 was far more extreme than during the other years,
the number of dust event source points after the 2012 drought was relatively lower. This could be
attributed to the exclusion of many MODIS images from the dust event source points identification
process due to contamination by clouds and/or not identifiable dust plumes (Kandakji et al., 2020;
Lee et al., 2012). Before 2003 (Andreadis et al., 2005), 2008 (Ahmadi et al., 2019), and 2012
(Hoerling et al., 2014), intense and/or extensive droughts had occurred occurring at least two of
the three states. It appears that intense droughts between the time periods ending in 2003, and 2011
– 2012, likely in combination with other climate, weather, and land management factors, helped
cause the significant increases in 2003 and 2012, respectively. This was seen to be the case for
Texas and New Mexico. Oklahoma showed the lowest number of dust source points and the events
were mostly concentrated in 2005, 2012, and 2014 (Fig. 6c). This observation could be partly
influenced by the state’s far smaller area. Prior to the occurrence of the 2012 and 2014 events,
Oklahoma was largely affected by the 2011-12 drought that affected Texas (Hoerling et al., 2014)
which did not fully abate in 2013 and peaked again in the High Plains part of Oklahoma in 2014
(Koch & Coulston, 2016).
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Fig. 6: Comparison of drought intensity and dust event source points using monthly percent area
of Drought Monitor data and monthly and yearly frequency distribution of dust event source
points for the states of (a) Texas, (b) New Mexico, and (c) Oklahoma.
The results for lower temporal scenarios of drought i.e., nearest week and 1-year prior aggregation
domain are presented in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7a, the nearest week to the dust event at the dust
sources in the Chihuahuan Desert showed a wider spread of drought intensity, with peaks at severe
to exceptional drought and off drought at all spatial scenarios. This excluded the decrease on the
frequency of no drought at 100-km averaging domain. In the Southern Great Plains (Fig. 7b) the
dust points observed a wider spread, however, peaking at lowest drought intensities of no drought
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to abnormally dry at all spatial radii around the dust points. This observation implies that for both
regions, it is not only the drought during the dust event at the immediate location of dust points,
but also the regional drought conditions within a surrounding distance on the order of at least ~100
km that can influence the emergence of dust sources. In the Southern Great Plains, dust events
were regularly developed not only during intensive drought, but also during low drought
conditions. This could be due to the strong sensitivity to drought of aeolian processes in the region
as the abandonment of drought-stricken agricultural fields leaves them susceptible to wind erosion
(Ray et al., 2018). It could also represent the influence of land use on dust initiation being more
important than drought in this highly agricultural region, such as tillage practices which Ervin &
Lee (1994) suggested may play a dominant role on the temporal incidence of blowing dust in the
Southern High Plains. In addition, during the past century the Southern Plains region has gone
through multiple severe droughts (1910s, 1930s, 1950s, and 2011-2012) (Hoerling et al., 2014;
Lee & Gill, 2015) and declining of Ogallala Aquifer’s water table levels (more than 45 meters in
Lubbock and its surrounding region, Texas and Oklahoma Panhandle) due to excessive pumping
for irrigation (McGuire, 2017). These factors definitely depleted the soil moisture from
precipitation and thus triggered cohesion decrease between the soil particles exposing them for
erosion by wind.
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Fig. 7: Frequency distribution plots of drought intensity at nearest single pixel, 30 km, 60 km,
and 100 km averaging buffer radius: (a) and (b) from the nearest week to the dust points for the
Chihuahuan Desert and Southern Great Plains, respectively; (c) and (d) from the accumulation of
1 year prior to the dust events representing the Chihuahuan Desert and Southern Great Plains,
respectively.
Changing the temporal extent of drought from nearest week to the prior 1-year averaging domain,
the dynamics of the interaction between drought and dust events is modulated (Fig. 7c and Fig.
7d). In the case of the Chihuahuan Desert, most of the dust points are associated with abnormally
dry to severe drought conditions, reaching their highest frequency in severe drought irrespective
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of different spatial extents (Fig. 4c). In contrast, the distribution of drought intensity in the
Southern Great Plains linked to the dust points is skewed to the left with high clustering around
abnormally dry and moderate drought intensities (Fig. 4d). In both regions, the same as in the
nearest week scenario, the influence of drought over an area surrounding the dust point at least to
a distance of ~100 km appears to impact the initiation of dust events. However, in the Chihuahuan
Desert the drought memory within one year apparently should be very severe to most efficiently
impact the generation of dust events. In the Southern Great Plains, abnormal dryness to moderate
drought over a year appears sufficient to associate with favorable conditions for dust event
development, perhaps due to the greater influences of land management.
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Fig. 8: Frequency distribution plots of drought intensity at nearest single pixel, 30 km, 60 km,
and 100 km averaging buffer radius: (a) and (b) from the accumulation of 2 years “drought
memory” prior to the dust events for the Chihuahuan Desert and Southern Great Plains,
respectively; (c) and (d) from the accumulation of 5 years “drought memory” prior to the dust
events representing the Chihuahuan Desert and Southern Great Plains, respectively.
Histogram plots shown in Fig. 8, represent the results from higher temporal scenarios of 2-years
and 5-years “drought memory” averaging domains around the dust points. At all spatial settings,
dust event source points in the Chihuahuan Desert are clearly linked to moderate to severe drought
(Fig. 8a). At 2-years averaging domain, however, the dust points in the Southern Great Plains
showed a different pattern of a distinct and higher correlation at moderate drought. At 5-years
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averaging domain, dust points in the Chihuahuan Desert showed good relationship with only no
drought, moderate, and severe drought, peaking the frequency of dust events at no drought
category at all spatial scenarios. With the exception of an increase in no drought and decaying of
severe drought, the dust events in the Southern Great Plains observed a similar relationship pattern
to 2-year averaging condition, i.e., strong correlation at moderate drought (Fig. 8b). These findings
indicate that the influence of “drought memory” was stronger in the Chihuahuan Desert as in both
temporal aggregation domains the dust events were linked to higher drought intensities.
In order to compare the drought intensities associated with dust event source points, I applied the
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis testing approach; the results are summarized in
Table 1. I ran the test for the couplings of distributions from different combinations of temporal
and spatial “drought memories” scenarios between the Chihuahuan Desert and Southern Great
Plains. It is evident from Table 1 that the distributions of drought associated with dust source
points in the Chihuahuan Desert and Southern Great Plains at all possible combinations of spatial
and temporal values are significantly different at 5% significant level (95% confidence interval).
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Table 1: Hypothesis analysis result of comparison between different combinations of temporal
and spatial memory distributions associated with dust point sources of the Chihuahuan Desert
and Southern Great Plains.
Spatial
Condition

Single Pixel

30 Km Buffer

60 Km Buffer

100 Km Buffer

Combination
Chihuahuan Desert

Southern High Plains

H
Value

Nearest Week

Nearest Week

1

< 0.001

1 Year Prior

1 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

2 Year Prior

2 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

5 Year Prior

5 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

Nearest Week

Nearest Week

1

< 0.001

1 Year Prior

1 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

2 Year Prior

2 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

5 Year Prior

5 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

Nearest Week

Nearest Week

1

< 0.001

1 Year Prior

1 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

2 Year Prior

2 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

5 Year Prior

5 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

Nearest Week

Nearest Week

1

< 0.001

1 Year Prior

1 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

2 Year Prior

2 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

5 Year Prior

5 Year Prior

1

< 0.001

P Value

Overall, this study suggests that drought, not only at the immediate and local scale (as shown by
Kandakji et al. (2021)) but also with an influence of larger spatial and temporal scales, impacted
the generation of dust events across the Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert, but did so
differently. In the Southern Great Plains, drought may have created a favorable condition for dust
event generation largely by reducing the area of rainfed (non-irrigated) crops, mainly cotton, and
promoting a greater exposure of the land surface to wind erosion. The recurrence of severe drought
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and excessive pumping of ground water from the aquifers for irrigation in the past century, stressed
the soil texture by limiting irrigation, thus limiting soil moisture input to precipitation only and
exposed the surface for wind erosion through the drought-induced fallowing of agricultural lands.
In the Chihuahuan Desert, drought in combination with other climate variables and likely less to
human drivers influenced the incidence of dust events through promoting long-term shrub invasion
and short-term loss of grass land cover, desiccation of ephemeral wetlands, and exposure of
unvegetated gaps between the “fertility islands” for surface winds (Okin & Gillette, 2001).
Especially in the Chihuahuan Desert, during periods of drought, evaporation and
evapotranspiration are the dominant factors on the hydrology of playas, leading to an increase on
the sediment availability for wind erosion (White et al., 2015). In alluvial grasslands and
shrublands of the Chihuahuan Desert, prolonged drought is a key shaper of plant community
structure, especially of grasslands, and has previously been asserted (without quantitative data) to
increase dust emission (Gillette & Monger, 2006). Policy makers and land owners in this region
must remain informed about the future projections of drought and accordingly calibrate their land
management practices, thus guarding and alleviating the impact of future hazards from dust events
as modulated by drought.
2.6 Conclusions
This study bolsters the observation that drought intensifies dust event generation in regions
sensitive to changes in soil moisture and land use/land cover. Effects on land use/ land cover
setting, soil properties, and hydrological processes manifest the interaction between drought and
dust events in the Southern Great Plains and Chihuahuan Desert at increasing scales of space and
time. The intercomparison of drought intensities and frequency distributions of dust event source
points indicated that in all three states (Texas, New Mexico, and Oklahoma) the majority of the
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dust events occurred after severe to exceptional droughts ending in 2003 and in 2011- 2012,
although this observation may be limited by the inability of the MODIS optical sensor to detect
dust beneath cloud.
The accumulation of “drought memory” in space and time had different associations to dust
sources in both regions, appearing to have more of a direct effect on dust sources in the Chihuahuan
Desert than the Southern Great Plains, where land use is more intensive. The status of land use/
land cover before drought, drought intensity distribution in time, and drought seasonality could be
additional limiting factors responsible for the development of suitable conditions for dust event
generations. At lower temporal averaging domains (nearest week and prior 1-year), severe to
exceptional drought showed a strong connection with dust event initiation points in the
Chihuahuan Desert irrespective of different spatial areas around the dust source. However, dust
source points in the Southern Great Plains are linked to the lowest drought intensities - no drought
to abnormally dry, suggesting that land use practices there may play a dominant role in modulating
dust occurrence. In both ecoregions it is not only the drought during the dust event near the
immediate location of the dust points, but the drought status within a radius of 100 km that is
associated with the emergence of dust events. Increasing the temporal drought history to the
previous 2-years and 5-years, dust events in the Chihuahuan Desert observed strong connection
with moderate to severe drought, while in the Great Plains they were clearly linked to moderate
drought at all spatial settings. Finally, at every temporal and spatial scale, the drought intensities
linked with the Southern Great Plains and the Chihuahuan Desert dust event initiation points are
significantly different, suggesting that the drought-dust relationship is different for different
ecosystems and ecoregions differentially impacted by human land use. Drought, especially its
cumulative effects extending over multiple years, indeed appears to play some role in driving dust
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events in the Southwestern United States, though it appears to be more locally-focused and likely
modulated by the more intensive land use in the Southern Great Plains region than in the
Chihuahuan Desert.
Considering their importance in controlling soil erosion, land managers should encourage and
enact practices mitigating the undergoing shifts from grass to shrub in the Chihuahuan Desert.
They should limit on the disturbance of playa substrate by humans and animals during the period
between the flood inundations in both eco-provinces. The management of land and water are
critical practices in controlling blowing dust from the Southern Great Plains. Thus, land managers
should optimize the management of land and water resources to avoid the fallowing of agricultural
lands.
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Chapter 3: Comparison of Aerosol Optical Depth from MODIS Product
Collection 6.1 and AERONET in the Western United States2
3.1 Abstract
Recent observations reveal that dust storms are increasing in the western United States, posing
imminent risks to the environment, public health, safety, and the economy. Much of the
observational evidence has been obtained from ground-based platforms and visual interpretation
of satellite imagery from limited regions. Comprehensive satellite-based observations of long-term
aerosol records are still lacking. In an effort to develop such a satellite aerosol dataset, I compared
and evaluated the Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) from Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Deep Blue (DB) and Dark Target (DT) product collection 6.1 with
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) in the western United States (bounded by -92o meridian
in the east). I examined the seasonal and monthly average number of MODIS Aqua DB AOD
retrievals per 0.1o x 0.1o from January 2003 to December 2017 across the region’s different
topographic, climatic, and land cover conditions. The number of retrievals in the southwest United
States was on average greater than 14.8 days per 30 days (~ 50%) for almost all months and greater
than 37 days per 90 days (~ 41%) for all seasons except summer. Springtime saw the highest
number of AOD retrievals across the southwest, triggered by its arid and semi-arid climate. Except
during monsoon months, the majority of the states of Arizona, New Mexico, and western Texas
showed the lowest number of AOD retrievals. The seasonality and concentrations of aerosol

2
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Daniel Q. Tong. Comparison of Aerosol Optical Depth from MODIS Product Collection 6.1 and AERONET in the
Western United States. For submission to Remote Sensing.
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loadings were different across the AERONET stations, largely influenced by geographical
locations, weather and climate factors, elevation, and land use/land cover conditions.
The majority of collocating domains of AOD from Aqua sensor showed a better correlation with
AERONET AOD than did AOD from Terra, and the correlation coefficients exhibited large
regional variability across the study area. In the majority of the sites that exhibited less than a 0.6
correlation coefficient and very few matched data points at nearest single pixel, the correlations
gradually improved when the spatial domain increased to the 50 km x 50 km box averaging
domain. In general, the majority of the stations revealed significant correlation between MODIS
and AERONET AOD at all spatiotemporal aggregating domains, although MODIS generally
overestimated AOD compared to AERONET. However, the correlation coefficient in the
southwest United States was the lowest and in the stations from the high latitude was the highest.
Keywords: Aerosols, Angstrom Exponent, MODIS, AERONET, Deep Blue, Dark Target.
3.2 Introduction
Aerosols affect the climate system through direct radiative forcing (Huang et al., 2015; Peers et
al., 2015), indirect radiative forcing (Zhang et al., 2016), and modulation of heterogenous
chemistry (Jolivet et al., 2008). They adversely impact human health (Li et al., 2016; Shiraiwa et
al., 2017), environment (Reisen et al., 2013; Viana et al., 2014), and economy (Gao et al., 2015).
Linked to its major deserts in the southwest and highly vegetated mountainous ecoprovinces, the
western United States is a source of many types of aerosols including both direct and chemically
transformed emissions injected from natural and anthropogenic sources (e.g., dust, vegetation
wildfires, agricultural fires, power plants, volatilization products of plants, and automobiles) (Chin
et al., 2007; Schlosser et al., 2017). Considerable evidence indicates that during the past few
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decades the western United States has been experiencing an increase in the frequency and intensity
of dust events and wildfires; the dust dominated aerosols mainly originate from the deserts and
plains, and wildfire aerosols from forest, woodland, and grassland ecoprovinces. Tong et al. (2017)
reported a rapid intensification of dust storm activity over American deserts in the time range 1988
– 2011. Brahney et al. (2013) revealed that the American West is becoming increasingly dusty
based on Ca+2 composition of precipitation from 1994 to 2009. Using iron as proxy of mineral
dust, Hand et al. (2016) showed an increasing trend of dust in large parts of the western United
States with +5% per year change from 1995 to 2015 during the dusty month of March, an effective
doubling of March dust concentration during the two decades. Wildfires have been contributing
large amounts of aerosols into the atmosphere over the West (Dennison et al., 2014; Littell et al.,
2009; Liu et al., 2016; McClure & Jaffe, 2018). McClure & Jaffe (2018) showed that since the mid
1980’s the total United States area burned by wildfires has been increasing with the fires in the
northwest United States accounting for around 50-60% of that increase. Climate change and
variability in different climate parameters significantly contributed to the increase in the wildfires
(Harvey, 2016). Littell et al. (2009) documented that most of the vegetation zones in the western
United States exhibited strong year-of-fire relationships with low precipitation, intense drought,
and high temperature.
In recent decades, aerosol products from satellite remote sensing, ground-based observations, and
models have been widely synthesized to monitor the temporal and spatial distribution of aerosol
loading on global and regional scales (Chung et al., 2005; Van Donkelaar et al., 2012; Hersey et
al., 2015; P. S. Kim et al., 2015; O. Torres et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2013). Remote sensing imagery
products from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor aboard the
Aqua and Terra satellites provide retrieved data on aerosol properties at near-daily global coverage
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and a wide range of spatial and spectral resolutions. However, due to the potential influences of
retrieval algorithms, surface albedo, topography, shadow, and image resolutions, the satellite
products should be continuously validated to minimize the uncertainties (Al-Wassai & Kalyankar,
2013; Bibi et al., 2015; Justice et al., 2000; Loew et al., 2017). Aerosol data acquired from ground
stations, more specifically ground-based remote sensing approaches such as the Aerosol Robotic
Network (AERONET), are crucial resources in ground-truthing satellite products as they have
higher precision of measurement at low spatial reach (Filonchyk et al., 2019). The AERONET is
a direct measurement acquired by sunphotometer and aggregated in time at the point location.
However, the satellite AOD is columnar measurement retrieved through radiative-transfer models
based on many assumptions about aerosols and surface characteristics leading to various sources
of uncertainty (Levy et al., 2007; Remer et al., 2006). Satellite AOD (including MODIS) represents
the AOD concentration for a fraction of a minute when a satellite is on orbit over a region (Kumar
et al., 2011).
Several researchers have investigated the relationship between satellite remote-sensed and groundbased aerosol products by collating both data products to characterize aerosol loading to the
atmosphere in space and time (Bréon et al., 2011; Mishchenko et al., 2010; Saide et al., 2014;
Vijayakumar et al., 2016). Bréon et al. (2011) evaluated the accuracy of aerosol products retrieved
from the measurements of multiple satellite remote sensing instruments by comparing with AOD
from the AERONET program on a global scale. Saide et al. (2014) examined the performance of
the aerosol data matrix from the assimilation of AOD retrieval from Geostationary Ocean Color
Imager (GOCI) and MODIS instruments by comparing against ground measurement of
AERONET AOD and PM10 in northeast Asia. Vijayakumar et al. (2016) investigated dust
dominated aerosol characteristics during a specific dust event in western India by augmenting
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aerosol data from MODIS and AERONET, and meteorological data of model simulations from
European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Reanalysis-Interim (ERA-Interim).
Similarly, many studies utilized satellite, model simulations, and ground-based data to improve air
quality modeling and forecasting in the United States (Drury et al., 2010; Lei & Wang, 2014; Jing
Li et al., 2015; Roy et al., 2007), mainly focusing in eastern United States. For example, Li et al.
(2015) used AOD data processed from MODIS, Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR),
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS), and Ozone Monitoring Instrument OMI
image products and the results were verified against AERONET AOD measurements.
Although air quality in the western United States has improved during the past few decades
(Raman et al., 2016), different studies revealed that air pollution has increased nationally since
2016 (Clay & Muller, 2019). For example, according the report from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) (US EPA, 2019) the southwest experienced an
abrupt increase of PM10 pollution from 2015 primary linked to mineral aerosol loading and the
northwest showed a spike in PM2.5 pollution contributed by wildfires. In addition, Tong et al.
(2017) documented that in the American deserts the frequency of windblown dust storms has
increased by 240% from the 1990s to the 2000s. In an effort to develop a more comprehensive and
long-term fusion of ground-based and satellite-based observations, and to facilitate the validation
of satellite remote sensing imagery products, this study compares and evaluates the AOD from
MODIS DB and DT product collection 6.1 with AERONET AOD in the western United States
bounded by -92o meridian in the east.
3.3. Study Area
The study area encompasses the western part of the United States bounded by -92o meridian in the
east, including parts of 22 states (Fig. 9). This region is a land of extremes. It contains several
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major ecological regions (Fig. 9a): warm and cold deserts, coastal and inland forests, coastal and
alpine environments, shrublands and grasslands, distributed from -105 to 4302 meters elevation
(Fig. 9b). Mainly influenced by differences in elevation and climatological influence of the Pacific
Ocean, the climate of the western United States is very diverse in nature (Bryson & Hare, 1974).
Due to this variation, the region is subjected to a diverse spectrum of natural and anthropogenic
aerosols and impacts. The black (Fig. 9a) and blue (Fig. 9b) dots show the AERONET stations
over the Western United States, located in a wide range of ecological regions and elevations.
Depending on their proximity to different ecosystems and land uses, these stations can be exposed
to different aerosol sizes and types.

Fig. 9: (a) Ecological regions of the western United States acquired from the Commission for
Environmental Cooperation (US Environmental Protection Agency). Black dots represent the
AERONET stations. (b) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) map of the western United States
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extracted from global GTOPO30 model at 30 arc seconds (~1 km) spatial resolution (USGS).
Blue dots represent the AERONET stations.
3.4 Data
3.4.1 AERONET
The ground-based data used for this study were acquired from the AERONET network program.
AERONET is a federated instrument network of sunphotometers and data archive for aerosol
characterization under the administration of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (Holben et al.,
1998). The AERONET program uses sunphotometers that measure direct solar irradiance and sky
radiance at the Earth’s surface (Rainwater & Gregory, 2005). The sunphotometers are directed at
the sun (or the moon if the sensitivity is high enough) and the output delivers a direct measurement
of the extinction of light between the top of the atmosphere and the Earth’s surface, which is
directly related to AOD. In addition, using this measurement other columnar optically effective
aerosol properties were acquired including volume size distribution, complex index of refraction,
Angstrom exponent, and single scattering albedo. The measurement is acquired every 15 minutes
at eight spectral bands (340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870, and 1020 nm). Three versions of data are
available for three data quality levels: Level 1.0 (unscreened), Level 1.5 (cloud-screened and
quality controlled) and Level 2 (quality-assured).
I used Level 2 data of 23 AERONET stations (Fig. 9 and Table 2) over the western United States.
These sites were selected for the analysis based on the availability of greater than five years data
record and the geographic location west of 90o west longitude. Since AERONET AOD data were
not available at 550 nm wavelength, equivalent AERONET AOD at 550 nm (t550nm) values were
determined by interpolating AERONET AODs reported at 500 and 675 nm spectral channels and
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Angstrom exponents at 440 – 675 nm (a440-675) using the Angstrom exponent formula in the
following equation (Eq. ( 1)) (Shi et al., 2011; Yang & Hu, 2018).
τ!""#$

τ!!"#$ =
$exp

+
%&'∗)#* !""#$ ,+!!"#$

( 1)
(

where t550nm and t500nm are AOD at wavelengths 550 (l550) and 500 (l500) nm, respectively, and a
is Angstrom exponent at 440 – 675 nm (a440-675). This processing was applied to all 23 sites.
Table 2: Geographic information, time range of available data at AERONET sites (Holben et al.,
1998) and land cover/land use type (https://nationalmap.gov/small_scale/mld/landcvi.html) for
23 sites.
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Evergreen Needleleaf Forest
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Rural, dryland cropland, & pasture

Urban & cropland/grassland mosaic

Urban, shrubland, & grassland

Rural, dryland cropland, & pasture

Land Use and Land Cover Type

3.4.2 MODIS
MODIS sensors aboard NASA’s Aqua and Terra satellites acquire near-global daily measurements
using 36 spectral bands in a wide spectral range (0.41 to 15 µm) (Remer et al., 2005). MODIS on
the Aqua platform was launched in December 1999 and on the Terra platform in late May 2002
(Sayer et al., 2014). Retrieved from the calibrated radiance/reflectance measurements, the MODIS
Level 2 aerosol products (MYD04 from Aqua and MOD04 from Terra) monitor the ambient
columnar aerosol loading and other aerosol properties over cloud-free and snow/ice-free land and
ocean surfaces. Aerosol products for land are retrieved using Deep Blue (DB) and Dark Target
(DT) algorithms at a nominal spatial resolution of 10 x 10 km at nadir. These algorithms synthesize
different assumptions about the Earth’s surface and the expected aerosol types above these surfaces
(Levy et al., 2013). The standard aerosol product from Dark Target method works best over dark
vegetated regions and does not work well over bright land surfaces. Extraction of aerosol
properties from satellite imagery over bright surfaces (such as prevalent in arid and semi-arid
lands) is a challenging issue at many wavelengths of visible light. The DB algorithm is powerful
in retrieving aerosol products over bright desert surfaces because it utilizes two blue channels (412
and 470 nm) to discern the reflectance between the land surface and aerosols (Hsu et al., 2004,
2006, 2013), but it can also retrieve over highly vegetated targets. In these channels, aerosols tend
to be bright and land surface features dark. DB algorithm reports AOD at 550, 412, 470 and 670
nm, Angstrom exponent at 412 – 470 nm, and single scattering albedo at 412, 470 and 670 µm.
In the present study, I used the latest Deep Blue Level 2 MODIS aerosol products collection 6.1
from Aqua and Terra satellites, MYD04_L2 and MOD04_L2, respectively. The uncertainty of the
retrieved Terra MODIS DB AOD collection 6.1 is 0.03 ± 21% and 0.03 ± 18% with respect to
ground-truth measurement of AERONET AOD (0.03 ± 0.21 x AODAERONET and 0.03 ± 0.18 x
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AODAERONET) for arid and vegetated path retrievals, respectively (Hsu, 2017). Thus, collection 6.1
has a slightly better performance than collection 6.0. The DB aerosol product in collection 6.1 is
generated by Enhanced DB algorithm (Hsu et al., 2013) by improving collection 6.0. The
improvements include heavy smoke detection, artefact reduction over heterogenous terrain,
improved surface modeling for elevated terrain, and bug fixes and updated regional/seasonal
aerosol optical models (Wei et al., 2019). The MYD04_L2 and MOD04_L2 data products were
ordered and downloaded from Atmosphere Archive and Distribution System (LAADS)
Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) website (ladsweb.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov) covering
the western United States from July 2002 to June 2018. I used daily Deep Blue AOD at 550 nm
and Angstrom exponent for land at 10 x 10 km spatial resolution with all the available quality
flags.

The

DB

AOD

is

represented

by

the

data

field

name

“Deep_Blue_Aerosol_Optical_Depth_550_Land.” The DT AOD is represented by the field name
“Optical_Depth_Land_And_Ocean” which is aerosol optical thickness at 550 nm for both ocean
(best) and land (corrected). The interpolation of AERONET and MODIS AOD, the extraction of
MODIS AOD for the AERONET coordinate locations, and the statistical analysis were batch
processed using MATLAB and Python software packages.
3.5 Methods
3.5.1 Assessment of the number of pixels of MODIS Deep Blue AOD retrievals
I investigated the long-term monthly and seasonal average distribution of MODIS Aqua DB AOD
retrieval per the interpolation grid cell per season and month averaged from 2003 to 2017 for the
western United States. This analysis can give us information about the applicability of the aerosol
product in different regions, frequency of days impacted by poor air quality associated with
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aerosols, and impact of cloud and snow on the number of retrievals. For this analysis I used the
interpolated images created from the Level 2 granules overlapping the study area. This
methodology was applied to facilitate the assessment by utilizing images with regular latitude and
longitude grids rather than on irregularly spaced pixels along the orbit track (Level 2) (Ginoux et
al., 2010). This is performed by linearly interpolating the Level 2 granules from each day using an
interpolation function from MATLAB. All pixels covering the study area were arranged into one
daily file. Then, linear interpolation was applied at every fixed matrix point (0.1o x 0.1o) weighing
the surrounding Level 2 values by the fraction of overlapping area between the two grids. As a
result, a total of 5786 files were produced extending from 4 July 2002 to 22 May 2018. Aqua
products were used based on the higher correlation with AERONET AOD, discerned during the
research process.
3.5.2 Comparison of MODIS AOD with AERONET AOD
Aerosol optical depth retrieved from MODIS DB and DT product collection 6.1 were compared
with AOD data from 23 AERONET sites. I also investigated the correlation of AOD between the
couplings of MODIS Aqua – AERONET and MODIS Terra – AERONET. For this analysis, I
used

the

original

(irregular

grid)

Level

2

product

with

the

data

field

name

“Deep_Blue_Aerosol_Optical_Depth_550_Land” from both Aqua (MYD04_L2) and Terra
satellites (MOD04_L2). Time series of MODIS AOD were extracted for the AERONET station
locations by considering different combinations of temporal and spatial domains.
Spatially, I considered three different scenarios. The MODIS AOD pixels nearest to the
AERONET sites were identified using the Euclidean distance method. The determined pixels were
denoted as single pixels or a centroid representing AERONET sites, by limiting the distance
between the center of pixels to a radius <= 10 km. In addition, I examined the impact of regions
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surrounding the centroids by considering two different spatial averaging domains of AOD values,
the nearest nine and twenty-five pixels. For the nine pixels scenario (30 x 30 km box or 3 x 3
pixels), AOD from the identified central points and its nearest eight surrounding pixels were
averaged by setting the threshold radius distance of 20 km or less. Similarly, for the 25-pixel
scenario (50 x 50 km box or 5 x 5 pixels), AOD from the identified central points and its nearest
twenty-four pixels were averaged by limiting the radius distance to 30 km or less.
Likewise, I considered three averaging temporal domains, nearest data, 30-minutes and 3-hours
averaging domains. The closest single MODIS AOD to the AERONET AOD were identified by
limiting the difference to less than or equal to 10 minutes, otherwise the data were not included in
the correlation analysis. For the 30-minutes and 3-hours averaging domains, all of those
AERONET AOD measurements within +/- 15 minutes and +/- 90 minutes of the MODIS overpass
time were aggregated. These three temporal scenarios were applied to the AERONET AOD
corresponding to the MODIS AOD retrievals averaged at nearest single pixel and within 30 km x
30 km and 50 km x 50 km boxes. Using the mean as a statistical measure of central tendency is
appropriate as it saves the mode of the quality flags from each pixel within the averaging domain
(Petrenko et al., 2012). After running the correlation analysis between all the corresponding
collocated MODIS DB AOD and AERONET AOD measurements at all spatiotemporal scenarios,
the results were compared with the correlation between MODIS Dark Target (DT) AOD and
AERONET AOD at similar spatiotemporal settings. Here, I used the scientific data set named
“Optical_Depth_Land_And_Ocean” at 550 nm from Dark Target (DT) algorithm with all quality
assurance flags.
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3.6 Results and Discussion
3.6.1 Assessment of the number of pixels of MODIS Deep Blue AOD retrievals
The long term seasonal and monthly average numbers of MODIS DB AOD retrievals per 0.1o x
0.1o grid averaged from January 2003 to December 2017 are presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11,
respectively. The results revealed that the southwestern United States showed a significant number
of retrievals per long-term average seasonal and monthly distribution during the same period.
During the summer months (June, July, and August) the majority of Arizona, New Mexico and
western Texas, which are experiencing a wet monsoon during that time, showed the lowest number
of AOD retrievals. As the climate is very dry, the number of retrievals in the southwestern United
States was on average greater than 14.8 days (~ 50%) per 30 days for the majority of months and
more than 37 days (~41%) per 90 days for the three seasons other than June-July-August. On the
other hand, the states of California and Oregon exhibited the highest retrieval during summer
reaching from 65 to 85 days per 90 days. During winter (December, January, and February), the
northern part of the study area experienced either no or the lowest number of retrievals due to the
presence of snow and cloud cover. Due to their high reflectivity, snow and clouds interfere with
the AOD retrieval by making the separation of the radiance contribution from the surface and
aerosols very difficult. In addition, some regions did not show any retrieval possibly due to the
exclusion of pixels due to the contribution of reflectance from water bodies.
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Fig. 10: Seasonal distribution of the number of MODIS DB AOD retrieval per 0.1o x 0.1o
averaged from January 2003 to December 2018.
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Fig. 11: Long-term mean monthly distribution of the number of MODIS DB AOD retrieval per
0.1o x 0.1o averaged from January 2003 to December 2017.
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3.6.2 Evaluation of MODIS AOD using AERONET AOD
I evaluated the robustness of the MODIS AOD product against the in-situ records of AERONET
AOD. To validate the respective MODIS DB (land) and DT (land and ocean) AOD from Aqua
and Terra satellites against a ground-based AERONET AOD, I fitted a linear regression model at
all spatiotemporal scales. After running the model, I also extracted the Pearson correlation
coefficient (R), p-value (P), number of samples (N) and root mean square error (RMSE) to measure
the performance of the fitted models. Spatially, I considered the nearest single pixel to the
AERONET station, 3 pixels by 3 pixels (corresponding to 30 km x 30 km), and 5 pixels by 5 pixels
box (corresponding to 50 km x 50 km) as aggregating domains of MODIS AOD retrievals using
the AERONET locations as center of the boxes. Temporally, I used the nearest single record to the
MODIS AOD, 30 minutes (15 minutes before and after) and 3 hours (90 minutes before and after)
for averaging AERONET AOD using the MODIS AOD as a center time.
The results of correlation analysis between MODIS (Aqua and Terra) DB AOD and AERONET
AOD at different spatiotemporal scenarios are presented in Fig. 12, Fig. 13, Fig. 14, and Table
S.A. 1. The findings revealed strong and statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) correlation
between MODIS DB and AERONET AOD at all spatial and temporal scales in the majority of
stations, except the Red Mountain Pass station which showed a very weak and insignificant
correlation at limited spatiotemporal scenarios. This is apparently linked to high cloud and snow
cover in that high altitude area of the Rocky Mountains (Fig. 13 and Table S.A. 1). The Pearson
correlation coefficient between the couplings Aqua AOD – AERONET AOD and Terra AOD –
AERONET AOD ranges from 0.1 to 0.94 and 0.001 to 0.94, respectively, with 19 stations scoring
greater than 0.4 as the correlation coefficient. The Missoula station exhibited the strongest
correlation (Fig. 14) and Red Mountain Pass the weakest correlation at all averaging domains.
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Overall, at the majority of collocating domains AOD from Aqua sensor showed a better correlation
with AERONET AOD as compared to that of AOD from Terra. Therefore, Aqua AOD in
combination with ground-based AOD and fine particulate matter measurements may be a better
choice for modeling the ground-level air quality matrix, unless there is a diurnal component to the
AOD-PM relationship influenced by changes in boundary layer, changes in relative humidity, etc.
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Fig. 12: Scatter plots representing the validation of Aqua MODIS DB AOD against AERONET
AOD processed at 550 nm of representative Missoula station: nearest single pixel in time (a)
nearest singel pixel in space, averaged from nearest (b) 9 pixels and (c) 25 pixels; 30 minutes
averaging domain (d) nearest single pixel in time, averaged from nearest (e) 9 pixels and (f) 25
pixels; and 3 hours averging domain (g) nearest single pixel in time, averaged from nearest (h) 9
pixels and (i) 25 pixels. The red line is a regression line. Where R – Pearson correlation
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coeffiencent, P – p value, RMSE – root mean square error at 5% significance level, and N –
number of matched AOD points. The one-to-one agremment is represented by the dashed line.
The relationship between Aqua MODIS DB AOD and AERONET AOD showed a combination
of decreasing and increasing correlation with the increase in spatiotemporal averaging domains
(Fig. 12 and Fig. 13). The stations that showed a very strong correlation (greater than 0.6 except
the Univ. of Houston and Rimrock sites) and a slight increase in number of matched samples,
experienced gradual decrease in correlation coefficient with an increase in spatial domain from
nearest single pixel to 50 km x 50 km aggregating domain. The Univ. of Houston and Rimrock
sites showed very similar concentrations in the immediate and up to 50 km radius region. However,
in the majority of the sites that exhibited less than a 0.6 correlation coefficient and very few
matched data points at nearest single pixel, the correlations gradually improved when the spatial
domain increased to the 50 km x 50 km box averaging domain (Fig. 13). The correlation analysis
between Terra DB AOD and AERONET AOD showed a similar pattern to the Aqua DB AOD –
AERONET couplings at all stations, except at CART Site, Monterey, Sevilleta, Sioux Falls, and
Table Mountain stations that reversed the correlation trend by changing from lowest to highest
spatial domains. This reversal could be mainly due to the changes on the availability of matched
AOD measurements linked to the overpass time of Aqua and Terra satellites, as the overpass time
affects the number of matched samples.
When the temporal collocation of AERONET AOD to the nearest, +/- 15 minutes, and +/- 90
minutes of Aqua and Terra MODIS overpass time was performed, the relationship was changed in
terms of correlation coefficient, p value, and number of samples (Fig. 13 and Table S.A. 1). From
this analysis, the correlation between Aqua MODIS DB AOD from the nearest pixel and
AERONET AOD increased at 14 stations (representing a wide range of ecoregions), when the
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temporal scenario of AERONET AOD increased from nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes (Fig.
13). Eleven of these 14 stations then exhibited a drop in correlation when the temporal aggregating
domain increased from +/- 15 to +/- 90 minutes. However, the other nine stations showed a
decreasing correlation trend from nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes averaging extent (Fig. 13).
Five out of the nine stations then further showed a decrease in correlation when AERONET AOD
averaged increased to +/- 90 minutes of Aqua MODIS overpass time.
During the aforementioned series of temporal changes, the number of samples also changed
significantly (Table S.A. 1). The number of samples increased with an increase in temporal scales.
However, the rate of change was different from site to site. The rate of change from nearest single
pixel to +/- 15 minutes ranges from 4% to 11.4% (only one outlier with the rate of change of 115%)
and from +/- 15 to +/- 90 minutes ranges from 9.3% to 34%. In the scenario from nearest single
pixel to +/- 15 minutes, the lowest and highest percentage of changes happened at Goldstone
station and Frenchman station, respectively. Increasing from +/- 15 to +/- 90 minutes, the lowest
and highest percentage of change in number of samples were spotted at Railroad Valley station
and White Sands HELSTF, respectively. These changes could be partly contributed by the
difference in the availability of AERONET AOD records at different temporal averaging domains.
The change in the number of samples either weakened or strengthened the correlation between the
variables. It worth noting that the gaps and inconsistency in AOD measurements between the
AERONET sites might impact the correlation spectrum. Consequently, it makes it very difficult
to conclude how the rate of change in the number of matched samples influenced the relationship
and its dependence on the geographical location, aerosol type, meteorology, etc. In addition, the
increase in the temporal scale caused the disappearance of the only non-significant correlation
(Table S.A. 1).
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Fig. 13: Pearson correlation coefficient between MODIS DB AOD (Aqua and Terra) and
AERONET AOD over 23 stations at different combinations of temporal and spatial averaging
domains.
Perhaps due to the difference in satellite overpass time and associated differences in the matched
number of samples with AERONET AOD measurements, Terra DB AOD from the nearest single
pixel (spatially) showed significant difference with Aqua DB AOD when the temporal domain
increased from the nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes and then to +/- 90 minutes. Twelve
stations (a different set of stations as compared to Aqua) experienced an increase in Pearson
correlation coefficient when the temporal distance increased from the nearest single pixel to the
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+/- 15 minutes averaging extent. In eight of these stations, the correlation further increased as the
temporal averaging domain increased from +/- 15 to +/- 90 minutes, while the remaining four
stations showed a decrease in correlation. On the other hand, eleven of the stations exhibited a
decreasing correlation when the temporal aggregating domain increased from the nearest single
pixel to +/- 15 minutes. Extending the temporal averaging domain from +/- 15 to +/- 90 minutes
led for nine out of the eleven stations to show further decrease in correlation, while only two
stations bounced back to an increase in correlation.
Similar to the Aqua DB AOD – AERONET coupling, Terra DB AOD – AERONET coupling
revealed an increase in number of matched samples and change in the significance of correlation
with an increase in temporal resolution. The percentage change of number of samples extends from
3.6% to 12.9% and 7.4% to 31.7% when the temporal domain increases from the nearest single
pixel to +/- 15 minutes and from +/- 15 minutes to +/- 90 minutes, respectively. From the nearest
single pixel to +/- 15 minutes, the lowest and highest percentage of change was observed at
Goldstone station and Frenchman station, respectively, stations representing the warm desert
(Mojave Desert) ecoregion. The dynamics of these changes could have emerged from the impact
of the bright desert surface on the MODIS AOD retrieval. Changing from +/- 15 to +/- 90 minutes
domain, the lowest and highest percentage of change occurred at Red Mountain Pass station and
Rimrock station, respectively.
From the investigation of Pearson correlation coefficient between Aqua DB AOD aggregated
using 30 km x 30 km box and AERONET AOD, fourteen stations showed an increase in
correlation when temporal extent increased from nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes (Fig. 13).
These stations represent a wide range of ecoregions. This finding suggests that over these fourteen
stations a major fraction of the aerosols may have been in suspension for a long period of time or
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the aerosol sources were continually injecting aerosols into the atmosphere. The other nine stations
showed decreasing correlation. This decrease in correlation could be linked to the dispersion or
settlement of aerosol particles from the atmosphere. Extending temporal domains from +/- 15
minutes to +/- 90 minutes resulted in a decline of correlation over sixteen stations. This observation
indicates that as the spatiotemporal averaging domains for AERONET AOD increases, the
relationship between both variables starts to diminish. When the time interval increased from
nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes, the lowest and highest percentage change of number of
samples were observed at the Bozeman station with 4.6% and the Frenchman Flat station with
12.1%, respectively. Because the temporal aggregation is associated with the AERONET AOD
data, this spectrum in rate of change could be linked to the availability of data before and after the
satellite overpass time. Increasing the temporal extent from +/- 15 minutes to +/- 90 minutes, the
number of samples quadrupled compromising the strength of correlation coefficients. The lowest
and highest correlation was observed at the Goldstone station with 14.5% and the Rimrock station
with 46.5%, respectively (Table S.A. 1).
Terra MODIS DB AOD aggregated using a 30 km x 30 km box showed an increase in correlation
at fourteen stations when compared with AERONET AOD when the temporal extent increased
from the nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes. The remaining nine stations experienced a decrease
in correlation. With an increase in the temporal averaging range from +/- 15 to +/- 90 minutes,
thirteen stations exhibited a decrease in correlation, while the rest of the stations showed an
increase in correlation. From the nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes, the lowest and highest
percentage of change occurred for number of samples at the Goldstone station with 4.8% and at
the Frenchman Flat station with 13.6%, respectively. Changing from +/- 15 minutes to +/- 90
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minutes, the lowest and highest percentage of change observed in the number of samples at the
Goldstone station with 15.9% and at the Ames station with 42.4%, respectively.
Aqua MODIS DB AOD averaged using a 50 km x 50 km box (corresponding to 5 pixels x 5 pixels)
was also compared with AERONET AOD processed at the nearest single pixel, +/- 15 minutes
and +/- 90 minutes to the Aqua MODIS overpass time. As in the previous scenarios, the +/- 15
minutes for aggregating AERONET AOD showed better performance in improving the correlation
coefficient. Fourteen stations displayed an increase in correlation when the aggregation of
AERONET AOD increased from the nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes. A further increase to
+/- 90 minutes led to a decrease in correlation in thirteen stations and an increase in fifteen stations.
This finding indicated that with coarser spatiotemporal domains (50 km x 50 km box and +/- 90
minutes) the correlation strength was diminished by the AOD values acquired from distant pixels
in time and space. In other words, with a further increase in spatiotemporal scale the pixels start to
decline their representation with the center of the box. The Bozeman station (4.9%) showed the
lowest percentage of change in the number of samples and the Univ. of Houston station (13.6%)
the highest when increased from nearest single pixel to +/- 15 minutes. The heterogeneity on the
geographical location, land cover/land use setting, and sources of aerosols in both these stations
could be attributed to the variability. However, when the temporal domain increased from +/- 15
minutes to +/- 90 minutes, the Goldstone station saw the lowest (16.8%) and the Rimrock station
the highest (52%). Therefore, I recommend the application of medium spatiotemporal collocating
resolutions (temporally +/- 15 minutes and spatially 30 km x 30 km) for the estimation of groundbased air quality parameters.
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Fig. 14: Pearson correlation coefficient between spatially aggregated at nearest pixel, 30 km x 30
km box and 50 km x 50 km box Aqua MODIS DB AOD and temporally aggregated at nearest,
+/- 15 minutes and +/- 90 minutes AERONET AOD at 23 AERONET sites across the western
United States.
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Furthermore, the correlation coefficient between Aqua DB AOD and AERONET AOD exhibited
large regional variability across the western United States. In particular, the correlation coefficient
values in the stations from the southwestern United States were relatively lower than those in other
regions of the study area across all spatiotemporal scenarios, with the exception of the Red
Mountain Pass station (Fig. 14). The stations in the northern part of study area displayed the
strongest correlation. The correlation between Terra DB AOD and AERONET AOD showed the
same distribution pattern of correlation as the Aqua MODIS DB AOD – AERONET AOD
coupling, however, slightly lower in strength. The Railroad Valley and Red Mountain stations
showed the lowest correlation at all temporal and spatial domains. The lower correlation in the
southwest could be partly due to a big data gap in the aerosol data from the AERONET sites.
The AOD measurement at 550 nm from MODIS DT aboard Aqua and Terra satellites was
evaluated against AERONET AOD. The results from this comparison were also compared with
the correlation coefficient from the MODIS DB AOD - AERONET AOD coupling, with the
objective to identify the product that can better appropriately characterize the atmospheric aerosol
loading across the western United States. I used the AOD at 550 nm retrieved from land and ocean
through DT algorithm with the scientific data name of “Optical_Depth_Land_And_Ocean”. The
results for the evaluation of the MODIS DT AOD are presented in Fig. 15, Fig. 16, Fig. 17, and
Table S.A. 2.
Generally, the MODIS DT AOD showed a better correlation with AEONET AOD across all
spatiotemporal domains and all ecoregions as compared with the MODIS DB AOD. For example,
Missoula station scored a correlation coefficient of 0.96047 in the Aqua DT AOD – AERONET
AOD comparison acquired from the nearest pixel in space and time (Fig. 15). However, in the case
of Aqua DB AOD and AERONET AOD comparisons it recorded a correlation coefficient of
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0.94109 (Fig. 12). Similar patterns of correlation differences were observed across all the
remaining spatiotemporal settings. The Univ. of Houston station, in a coastal and urban
environment showed a percentage change increase of 55% going from Aqua DB AOD (0.61471)
to Aqua DT AOD (0.95212) from the nearest single pixel in space and time. The inclusion of land
and ocean pixels in the DT algorithm could have partly influenced the strength of the correlation.
On top of that, an increase in correlation from DB to DT in the coastal stations of Monterey and
UCSB to those from central California may be partly contributed by the presence of more
vegetated surface and sea salt aerosol presence that was commensurate with the merits of the DT
algorithm (Loría-Salazar et al., 2016). Maricopa site showed the lowest correlation between Aqua
DT AOD acquired from the nearest pixel in space and AERONET AOD aggregated from nearest
pixel, +/- 15 minutes, and +/- 90 minutes (Fig. 17). This is due to an insufficient number of matched
data points (Table S.A. 2). Sayer et al. (2014) suggested that the difference in correlation between
DB AOD – AERONET AOD and DT AOD – AERONET AOD couplings was linked to the
persistently low AOD measurements, tricky surface conditions, and algorithmic assumptions.
According to their global-scale study, southwest North America was one of the few regions that
showed the largest differences in seasonal mean AOD between DB AOD and DT AOD.
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Fig. 15: Scatter plots representing the validation of Aqua MODIS DT (land and ocean) AOD
against AERONET AOD processed at 550 nm of representative Missoula station: nearest single
pixel in time (a) nearest singel pixel in space, averaged from nearest (b) 9 pixels and (c) 25
pixels; 30 minutes averaging domain (d) nearest single pixel in time, averaged from nearest (e) 9
pixels and (f) 25 pixels; and 3 hours averging domain (g) nearest single pixel in time, averaged
from nearest (h) 9 pixels and (i) 25 pixels. The red line is a regression line. Where R – Pearson
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correlation coeffiencent, P – p value, RMSE – root mean square error at 5% significance level,
and N – number of matched AOD points.
MODIS DT AOD exhibited a significant percentage decrease on the matched number of samples
with AERONET AOD as compared with MODIS DB AOD. This change occurred at all stations
and across all temporal and spatial scenarios. More specifically, the stations from the southwest
United States (Frenchman Flat, Maricopa, Sevilleta, Tucson, and White Sands HELSTF), coastal
regions (La Jolla, UCSB, and Univ. of Houston), and Colorado Rocky Mountains (Red Mountain
Pass) showed greater than 89% decrease (Table S.A. 1 and Table S.A. 2). This pattern supports
the strength of the DB algorithm in retrieving aerosol parameters in arid and semi-arid regions and
alpine environments. However, despite lower numbers of matched samples, MODIS DT AOD
showed higher correlation with AERONET AOD in a majority of the stations. The Goldstone and
Railroad Valley stations from the southwest never showed matched samples for the DT product.
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Fig. 16: Pearson correlation coefficient between MODIS (Aqua and Terra) DT AOD (land and
ocean) and AERONET AOD over 23 stations at different combinations of temporal and spatial
averaging domains.
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Fig. 17: Pearson correlation coefficients between spatially aggregated at nearest pixel, 30 km x
30 km box and 50 km x 50 km box Aqua MODIS DT (Land and Ocean) AOD and temporally
aggregated at nearest, +/- 15 minutes and +/- 90 minutes AERONET AOD at 23 AERONET
sites across the western United States.
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In summary, this study demonstrated that the augmentation of aerosol optical depth data products
from satellite remote sensing and ground-based platforms can improve the characterization of
aerosol loading in space and time across the western United States. Monthly and seasonal maps
exhibited a wide range of MODIS aerosol optical parameter retrievals and identified the time
periods impacted by the data gaps. These maps can be used as a reference for spotting the temporal
and spatial spaces during the process of location selection for the deployment of ground-based
instruments to augment satellite remote sensing measurements. I evaluated the MODIS Level 2
AOD from DB and DT retrieval algorithms using ground-based remote sensing product of AOD
from AERONET by utilizing different spatiotemporal aggregation domains using the coordinate
information of the 23 AERONET sites as a centroid for aggregation. The findings from this
analysis can help in the calibration of MODIS aerosol retrieval algorithms in the locations where
their correlation with AERONET AOD were very low, such as the southwestern United States. In
addition, it can provide information about the performance of AERONET sites. I believe that data
gaps and inconsistencies in the temporal coverage of the aerosol optical parameters from the
AERONET program may have interfered with the analysis. Part of the data gaps can be avoided
by improving the management of the AERONET instruments, for example, by implementing
regular maintenance strategy and assigning adequate manpower.
3.7 Conclusions
The current study contributes a comprehensive approach to the evaluation of remotely sensed
satellite aerosol products using ground-based aerosol products by utilizing different aggregating
domains covering a very large study area, different land cover/land use settings and geographical
locations. Overall, this study demonstrated that the augmentation of aerosol data products from
satellite remote sensing and ground-based platforms can improve the characterization of aerosol
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loading in space and time across the western United States. It explored deeper into the finer
temporal and spatial scenarios than previous studies by optimizing the aggregating approaches
performing the long-term inventory of the aerosol data records from both the satellite and groundbased platforms. In order to assess the variability of aerosol concentrations in space and time from
the AERONET sites, the study integrated high aggregating domains. Based on these in-depth
approaches, this study identified stations and regions with the strong potential for evaluating and
calibrating satellite products, and spotted stations and regions that showed very low correlation
with the satellite observation and stations with many data gaps and few data records.
In general, the majority of the stations revealed significant correlation between MODIS and
AERONET AOD at all spatiotemporal aggregating domains. Specifically, the stations from the
higher latitude sites showed very strong correlation, making the sites suitable for evaluating
satellite retrievals. However, the stations from the southwestern United States desert showed the
lowest correlation coefficients. In view of this region being a dominant source of mineral dust,
these findings suggest that the MODIS AOD should be further improved and locally calibrated.
The dust emission concentrations from this setting have always been almost too low to be retrieved
by satellite products (Chavez et al., 2003). Aerosol sources, such as windblown dust and
anthropogenic fugitive dust (e.g., road dust from unpaved roads), are short-lived and
heterogeneous over space and time. Such source characteristics, along with bright, reflective
surface, make it particularly challenging for satellite retrievals in this region. More investigations
are needed to understand the aerosol impacts of long-term land cover and land use changes around
the AERONET sites as these surface types are very sensitive to climate change and variability,
and this parameter in turn is crucial in determining the response of the land surface to satellite
signals.
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Chapter 4: Application of Satellite Remote Sensing Products, Spectral
Unmixing, Wind Erosion, and Air Dispersion Models to Characterize Surface
Properties, Dust Emission, and PM10 Dispersion in the Lordsburg Playa
4.1 Abstract
Driven by the availability of very erodible soil, hydrological stresses, land cover/land use changes,
and meteorological parameters, the dust events initiated from the Lordsburg Playa, New Mexico,
USA, have been threatening public safety and health linked to low visibility and exposure to
particulate matter pollution. The response of playa surfaces to wind disturbances is greatly
dependent on the proportion of land cover, soil properties, weather and climate parameters, and
spatial distribution of vegetation; all factors affecting aeolian processes. Combined use of optical
and radar satellite imagery products can provide invaluable benefits in characterizing surface
properties of desert playas – the preferred landform for wind erosion. The optical images provide
a long-term data record and radar images deliver information irrespective of clouds, darkness, and
precipitation about the land surface. The wind erosion models can assist in simulating the soil loss
from the playa surface including coarse particulate matter in terms of space and time. By
connecting with wind erosion model, air dispersion models can also assess the exposure of
receptors such as those along the transportation corridors to dust emissions. Founded on these
investigations, land managers can design and optimize their land management practices and
policies to mitigate emission and reduce exposure to dust.
As a home for optical satellite remote sensing images, powerful algorithms, cloud computing
platform, and application programming interface (API) applications; Google Earth Engine (GEE)
is an invaluable resource to facilitate the acquisition, processing, and analysis of satellite products.
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In this study, the fractional abundance of soil, vegetation, and water endmembers were determined
from the pixel mixtures using the linear spectral unmixing model in GEE for the Lordsburg Playa,
New Mexico, United States, which is prone to aeolian erosion. Here, Landsat-5 and Landsat-8
images at 30 meters spatial resolution and Sentinel-2 images at 10-20 meters spatial resolution
were used. By employing Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) techniques, the
playa’s land surface changes and the possible sinks for the sediment loading from the surrounding
catchment area were identified. In this data recipe, a pair of Sentinel-1 images bracketing a
monsoon day with high rainfall event and a pair of images representing spring and monsoon
seasons were used. Single-event wind erosion evaluation program (SWEEP) model was used to
simulate soil loss. American Meteorological Society/Environmental Protection Agency
(AERMOD) model was used to characterize hourly coarse particulate matter (PM10) dispersion
across the playa.
The study demonstrated that the combination of optical and radar images significantly improved
the effort to identify long-term changes of the playa and locations within the playa susceptible to
hydrological stresses and land cover/land use changes. The linear spectral unmixing algorithm
addressed the limitation of Landsat and Sentinel images related to their coarser spatial resolutions.
Google Earth Engine (GEE) facilitated the research by minimizing the time required for
acquisition, processing, and analysis of images, and the storage required for the big data. This
study also addressed the limitation of the SWEEP wind erosion model in simulating irregular fields
by breaking the playa fields into strips of rectangular subfields and aligning the longest sides with
the dominant wind direction. As a result, the North Playa fields emitted 1245.92 and 1664.73
metric tons of PM10 during the example 3 February and 5 June 2020 dust days, respectively. The
AERMOD model also characterized the dispersion of PM10 successfully, and identified the timings
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and locations affecting the major transportation systems crossing the playa during the two dusty
days. The result from SWEEP and AERMOD models verified by the observations from webcam
photos and visibility records from the meteorological site.
4.2 Introduction
Playas are the major sources of atmospheric dust (Gill, 1996; Goudie, 2018; Hahnenberger &
Nicoll, 2014; Lee et al., 2012; Warren et al., 2007), attributed to the availability of thick deposits
of erodible clastic and chemical sediments (Gill, 1996), often inherited from wetter conditions
during the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs (Prospero et al., 2002), and unvegetated land cover
type (Floyd & Gill, 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Rezaei et al., 2016). They are generally dry lake beds
in internally-draining basins, common in arid and semi-arid environments where evaporation
exceeds precipitation and inflow (Gitz & Brauer, 2016; Osterkamp & Wood, 1987). Globally,
ephemeral water bodies account for around 31% of dust emissions (Ginoux et al., 2012). For
example, Bodele depression, part of a dry lake bed at the southern edge of the Sahara Desert, has
been the world’s greatest source of mineral dust contributing between 6 – 18 % to the global
atmospheric dust composition (Todd et al., 2007; Warren et al., 2007). Likewise, playas in the
southern Africa were responsible for more than half of all the dust plumes detected over the region
(Vickery et al., 2013). At the northern edge of the Mojave Desert, the dried bed (playa) of Owens
Lake, California, United States, is the largest source of mineral dust in the North America (Cahill
et al., 1996; Gill, 1996; Gillette et al., 2004). At the eastern Great Basin of Utah, United States, the
barren playa surfaces were identified as the major dust sources recording the largest number of
observed dust plumes (~60% of the plumes) (Hahnenberger & Nicoll, 2014). Ephemeral lakes in
the Chihuahuan Desert, despite a very small areal coverage (only 4%), were the sources of 48% of
the observed dust plumes (Baddock et al., 2011).
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The land surface’s response to the wind erosion is determined by a combination of physical
processes including soil moisture, surface roughness, vegetation cover, degree of surface crusting,
and climate (Lu & Shao, 2001; Rashki et al., 2013; Reynolds et al., 2009; Sweeney et al., 2011;
Webb & Strong, 2011). Soil moisture increases the threshold friction velocity by increasing
cohesion between soil particles (Scheidt et al., 2010; Whitney et al., 2015). Density of vegetation
cover, rocks, and microtopography affects threshold friction velocity by modulating surface
roughness (Raupach et al., 1993; Sweeney et al., 2011; Webb et al., 2014). Diminishing of grass
cover below 9% can increase dust flux dramatically (Li et al., 2007). Bolstering this observation,
climate induced decrease in perennial vegetation cover coupled with the disturbance of biological
soil crusts triggers an exponential increase of aeolian sediment flux (Munson et al., 2011). The
setting of land cover in terms of spatial pattern, distribution, density, and vegetation height also
play a significant role in the land surface’s response for erosion and deposition of soil particles
(Miri et al., 2017; Okin, 2008; Suter-Burri et al., 2013; Webb & Strong, 2011).
Hard crust surfaces typically at the inner part of the playa (Gillette et al., 2001) and sediment
loading fluctuation at the edge of the playa (Lee et al., 2009) are critical limiting factors
determining aeolian activities. A totally crusted surface without loose soil particles on top of it,
significantly reduces dust emissions (Gillette et al., 2001). However, these types of surfaces can
be evolved to continuous sources of dust when the interparticle bonds of the crust are broken by
anthropogenic activities and the surface is fed with a supply of sediments from its surrounding
basins through runoff (Houser & Nickling, 2001; Macpherson et al., 2008). Moreover, more
frequent dust storms and wind induced disturbances can degrade the crust strength leading to the
development of thin and soft crusts that are erodible (Cahill et al., 1996; McKenna Neuman et al.,
2005; McKenna Neuman & Maxwell, 2002). Comparing soil crusts, Langston & Neuman (2005)
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showed that salt crusts break down and erode sooner than biological crusts to wind disturbances
as the strength of a crust varies with the composition and spatial distribution of the binding media.
Hydrology linked inundation of playas is a crucial factor in controlling the amount of sediment
loading from watersheds and their deposition on playa surfaces, leading to regional changes of
dust storm hotspots (Bryant, 2003; Pelletier & Cook, 2005). Changes in the frequency and intensity
of runoff, and spatial extent of inundated area of playas may lead to a significant fluctuation of
sediment availability on seasonal and inter-annual bases (Mahowald et al., 2003; Stout, 2003). The
movement of the edge of playa’s water body also dictates the variation on the spatial pattern of
sediment deposition across the playa surface and the area susceptible to aeolian erosion (Stout,
2003). Heavy precipitation may trigger an increase of dust events through the development of soft
surfaces with thin and newly formed crusts; production of loose aggregates of evaporite minerals;
and rise of water table’s hydraulic head (Reynolds et al., 2009). These processes create wind
erosion susceptible surfaces by increasing rates of vapor discharge, formation of loose evaporite
minerals, and temporary softening of playa surfaces. During sediment runoff onto playas, coarse
particles deposit at the edge of the playa and fine particles accumulate at the inner part of the
playas, primarily influenced by their settling velocity (Luo et al., 1999). When a playa surface rich
with loose sediments is coupled with strong surface winds, dust events are developed. Dust
particles are entrained and transported from the surfaces when the wind speed reaches a critical
threshold friction velocity and often assisted by saltation mechanisms (Kok et al., 2012; Rice et
al., 1997; Shao et al., 1993).
Being unvegetated, flat, rich with unlimited supply of sediments, susceptible to wind erosion, and
sensitive to anthropogenic disturbances, Lordsburg Playa (Fig. 18) in Hidalgo County, New
Mexico, United States; has been hot spot of dust events. This playa is crossed by Interstate 10 (I77

10) and Union Pacific railroad, making it the only playa hotspot in the United States bisected by
an interstate highway (Gill et al., 2019). It is usually inundated by highly variable seasonal rainfall
events, mostly during the summer season, loading soil/sediment onto the playa through water
erosion of upstream breached tanks and berms (Botkin & Hutchinson, 2020). Hard crust surfaces
are developed in the inner part of the playa as a result of evaporation. An increase on the
availability of loose sediments on the playa through anthropogenic disturbances (livestock and
vehicular traffic, alteration of surface hydrology, depleted vegetation, and presence of exposed
saline-sodic soils) intensify dust event generation (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2008). The
dust events from this surface have been causing major risks to traffic safety (Botkin & Hutchinson,
2020; Van Pelt et al., 2020), the environment, public health (Rodopoulou et al., 2014; Sprigg et
al., 2014; Tong et al., 2017), and economy (Arizona Department of Transportation, 2019). For
example, the New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT) reported that dust storm (poor
visibility) linked traffic accidents have killed 21 and caused 39 closures at Lordsburg Playa’s I-10
interstate corridor between 2012 and 2020 (Botkin & Hutchinson, 2020; U.S. Department of the
Interior, 2008).
Remote sensing imagery products have been invaluable resources for analyzing and monitoring
land cover/land use changes, hydrological responses, water erosion, and wind erosion (Alexakis
et al., 2013; El-Jazouli et al., 2017; Garg et al., 2019; Phinzi & Ngetar, 2019). Given their high
temporal coverage, optical satellite remote sensing products have been widely employed for
investigating playas’ long-term variability of inundation (Birkett, 2000; Bryant & Rainey, 2002;
Gitz & Brauer, 2016; Johnson et al., 2011), water surface extent and area (Buma et al., 2018;
Herndon et al., 2020; Tulbure et al., 2016), water level (Reis & Yilmaz, 2008; Zhu et al., 2014),
evaporative water loss (Bastawesy et al., 2008), and spectral reflectance parameters (Chappell et
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al., 2007). However, few studies have been conducted to link the impact of hydrological changes
to dust generations from playa surfaces (Chappell et al., 2018; Parajuli et al., 2014; Rashki et al.,
2013; Rezaei et al., 2016). The performance of optical satellite remote sensing is usually hindered
during cloudy days, rainfall events, and nighttime. Recalling its ability to penetrate through these
obstructions, radar satellite remote sensing in combination with optical satellite remote sensing
can significantly improve the characterization of playa surface responses to hydrological and land
cover/land use changes. Moreover, the signal detected by optical sensors into a single pixel is
frequently a mixture of numerous disparate signals from different land cover types. This spectral
mixing can occur due to two reasons: if the spatial resolution is low enough and if the distinct
endmembers are combined into a homogeneous mixture (Ibarrola-Ulzurrun et al., 2019; Villa et
al., 2011). This type of mixing is especially common in arid environments that are typically a
combination of vegetation and soil in different proportions (Orlovsky et al., 2006) and it can be
addressed using spectral unmixing (Keshava & Mustard, 2002).
Wind erosion models can play a significant role in characterizing soil loss from dust storm hot
spots, such as over the Lordsburg Playa. This study utilized USDA’s Wind Erosion Prediction
System (WEPS) erosion sub-model or Single Event Wind Erosion Evaluation Program (SWEEP)
to estimate the components of soil loss/deposition over a field from the Lordsburg Playa using site
specific surface soil/biomass conditions and meteorological parameters (USDA-ARS, 2007). The
model calculations are the same as to the WEPS erosion model but are independent of the five
other submodels that build the WEPS model (Tatarko et al., 2016). The erosion submodel initiates
the process by determining static threshold friction velocity at which erosion begins for each cell
based on the surface conditions including random and oriented roughness; flat biomass, crust, and
rock cover; cover of loose, erodible aggregates on the crust; aggregate size distribution and density
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of uncrusted surface; and surface wetness (Hagen et al., 1995). Following that, the soil loss is
determined when the friction velocity exceeds the static threshold friction velocity.
The SWEEP model predicts potential soil loss from single day wind storm events using site
specific surface soil/biomass conditions and meteorological parameters in terms of total soil loss
(< 2.0 mm), creep/saltation (2.0 to 0.1 mm), suspension (< 0.1 mm), and PM10 flux entering the
atmosphere (Hagen et al., 1995; Tatarko et al., 2016). The estimated potential PM10 emission from
the SWEEP model can be further used as a primary input in air dispersion models to examine the
temporal and spatial exposures to the public health and safety from particulate matter pollution.
Although SWEEP model was widely used in estimating soil loss from agricultural lands, very few
studies used this model for non-agricultural land use settings (Q. Jia et al., 2014; Maurer & Gerke,
2011; Pi et al., 2016; Tatarko et al., 2016). For example, Maurer & Gerke (2011) and Jia et al.
(2014) employed SWEEP model to simulate aeolian sediment fluxes from an artificial
hydrological watershed and a tailing dam, respectively, where both have conceptually similar
settings as that of Lordsburg Playa.
Air dispersion models employ mathematical formulations to characterize atmospheric dispersion,
chemical, and physical processes of pollutants emitted by a source over space and time (Holmes
& Morawska, 2006; U.S. EPA, 2010). The American Meteorological Society (AMS) and
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Regulatory Model (AERMOD), one of the EPA’s
preferred and recommended air quality dispersion models, is a steady-state plume model that
incorporates air dispersion based on planetary boundary layer turbulence structure and scaling
concepts providing estimates of ambient concentrations (U.S. EPA, 2019). As an output, it
provides estimates of ambient pollutant concentrations primarily for regulatory purposes
(Cimorelli et al., 1998; Heckel & Lemasters, 2011). It aims at simulating near field (< 50 km)
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dispersion from a variety of polluting sources and a number of model configurations including
rural and urban settings, surface and elevated sources, fixed and mobile sources, and simple and
complex topographical settings (Rood, 2014; U.S. EPA, 2019; Zou et al., 2010). Among other
dispersion models, the AERMOD model has been extensively applied to simulate PM10 pollutant
dispersion from different source types including industries (Amer & Abbas, 2015; Fadavi et al.,
2016; Hadlocon et al., 2015), agricultural fields (Botlaguduru, 2010), mining areas (Tartakovsky
et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2019), and landfill sites (Chalvatzaki et al., 2015; Westbrook & Sullivan,
2006). Focusing on the exposed playa of Mono Lake, California, Ono et al. (2011) assimilated
real-time sand flux monitoring, ambient PM10 monitoring, and the AERMOD model to estimate
dust emissions and their downwind impact; confirming the superiority of the AERMOD model in
these type of topographical settings as compared to other air dispersion models. However, not a
single study has used the AERMOD model to characterize the fate and transport of PM10 on
downwind major transportation systems and their impact on public health and safety.
Given this paradigm, the present study combines optical and radar satellite remote sensing imagery
products to characterize long-term changes of surface properties of the desert playas (ephemeral
lakes) - the preferred landform for wind erosion- using Lordsburg Playa, New Mexico, United
States as an example. It examined the fractional abundance of soil, vegetation, and water
endmembers of each pixel of images using a spectral unmixing algorithm in Lordsburg Playa. This
was done using optical remote sensing imagery products of Landsat and Sentinel-2 at Google Earth
Engine (GEE). Here, the study used the Landsat-8 and Landsat-5 at 30 meters spatial resolution,
and the Sentinel-2 Multispectral instrument at 10-20 meters spatial resolution. It also studied the
playa’s water level changes and the possible sinks for sediment loading and hot spots for wind
erosion by employing Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) techniques. In this data
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recipe, the study analyzed a pair of Sentinel-1 images that bracket a monsoon day with high rainfall
event and a pair of images representing a dry day and the monsoon day. It simulated the soil loss
in terms of total soil loss, saltation/creep loss, suspension loss, and PM10 loss from the North Playa
and Road Forks fields of Lordsburg Playa using the SWEEP model during the dusty days of
February 03, 2020 and June 5, 2020. Furthermore, it also characterized the downwind
spatiotemporal dispersion of the SWEEP model generated PM10 emissions from the fields of the
Lordsburg Playa at the receptors distributed over the playa including the transportation systems
using AERMOD model and accompanying models.
4.3 Study Area
The study area is the Lordsburg Playa in Hidalgo County, New Mexico, United States, in the far
northwestern portion of the Chihuahuan Desert, a few miles west of the City of Lordsburg (Fig.
18). Lordsburg Playa is a closed basin, bounded to the east by the Pyramid Mountains and to the
west by the Peloncillo Mountains (Krider, 1998; Scuderi et al., 2010). This pluvial ephemeral lake
has a lake area of 374 km2, catchment area of 5670 km2, lake area/catchment area ratio of 0.066,
annual precipitation of 25 cm, and annual evaporation of 184 cm. Thus, it usually experiences high
hydrological stresses, because the annual evaporation rate exceeds the overall inflow rate to the
basin floors from precipitation, runoff, and groundwater (Allen, 2005). As a result of hydrological
and geological processes which occurred during the pluvial Pleistocene epoch, sediments were
deposited and formed into fine-textured soil associations in the basin between the mountains (Cox,
1973). As a result, the soil distribution in the piedmont slopes (including the edges of the playa)
and the inner part of the playa are dominated by highly fragile and erodible soil classes (Botkin &
Hutchinson, 2019; USDA, 2019). The playa is usually inundated by highly variable seasonal
rainfall, mostly happening during summer North American monsoon season, loading soil
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sediments through water erosion, and breached tanks and berms (Botkin & Hutchinson, 2020). It
develops crusts on its surfaces once the water evaporates, because the outflow rate is greater than
the inflow rate. Anthropogenic disturbances to the playa (livestock and vehicular traffic, alteration
of surface hydrology, depleted vegetation, and presence of exposed saline-sodic soils) increases
the availability of loose sediments leading to the generation of dust storms (Van Pelt et al., 2020;
U.S. Department of the Interior, 2008).

Fig. 18: (a) True RGB (Band 4 – Red, Band 3 – Green, and Band - Blue) image of the study area
covering Lordsburg Playa from Sentinel-2 MSI (MultiSpectral Instrument) Level 2A at 10
meters spatial resolution (Gascon et al., 2017). (b) North Playa field used to simulate soil loss
using SWEEP model. (c) Road Forks field used to simulate soil loss using SWEEP model. (d)
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Hard crusted surface from the inner part of the playa acquired on March 7, 2018. (e) Inundation
of the playa acquired on September 20, 2018.
4.4 Investigating the Surface Properties and Evolution of Lordsburg Playa Using Optical
and Radar Satellite Imagery Products
4.4.1 Data
This study employed a combination of optical and radar satellite remote sensing imagery products,
and spectral signatures of endmembers to characterize the surface properties of the Lordsburg
Playa. Satellite remote sensors acquire information about the Earth system through a variety of
basic physical principles, detecting and measuring the electromagnetic spectrum by the radiation
reflected (optical sensors), emitted (thermal infrared or passive microwave sensors), or scattered
(active radar sensors including radar) (Joshi et al., 2016). Given these properties and their different
penetration capabilities, optical and radar satellite remote sensing data have been synthesized to
widen the electromagnetic spectrum coverage and in turn, to improve the monitoring performance
of land cover/land changes and hydrological processes (Dusseux et al., 2014; Erasmi & Twele,
2009).
4.4.1.1 Optical Satellite Remote Sensing Imagery, Inventory, and Preprocessing
Optical satellite remote sensing utilizes the visible, near infrared, and short-wave infrared parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum to rasterize the earth’s surface by detecting the radiation (mainly
solar) reflected from the target on the ground. From this category, Landsat mission (Landsat 5 and
8) and Sentinel-2 image products were used. Landsat products were selected for their long-term
data coverage and Sentinel-2 images for their finer spatial resolution. This study utilized the
invaluable resources of Google Earth Engine (Gorelick et al., 2017), to avoid the space required
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for big satellite data storage; minimize the time required for data acquisition, downloading,
processing, and analyzing; and exploit the powerful algorithms. Google Earth Engine is a cloudbased platform that provides multi-petabyte analysis-ready satellite remote sensing data, internetaccessible application programming interface (API), interactive development environment (IDE)
that enables rapid prototyping and visualization, powerful algorithms, and capabilities for
disseminating results to other stakeholders (Gorelick et al., 2017).
The NASA and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) joint program, Landsat series of Earth
Observation satellites have continuously acquired images of the Earth’s land surface since 1972 at
a 30 meter spatial resolution about once every two weeks, providing invaluable resources for
researches focusing in agriculture, geology, forestry, regional planning, mapping, and global
change researches (U.S. Geological Survey, 2016, 2020). This study used the combination of
Landsat 5 (ETM sensor) and Landsat 8 (OLI/TIRS sensors) Surface Reflectance Tier 1 images for
Worldwide Reference System (WRS) Row 38 and Path 34 covering the Lordsburg Playa. Landsat
5 images include 7 bands with 4 visible and near-infrared (VNIR) bands, 2 short-wave infrared
(SWIR) bands, and 1 thermal infrared (TIR) band. On the other hand, Landsat 8 scenes contain 9
bands with 5 visible and VNIR, 2 SWIR bands, and 2 TIR bands. Both datasets are corrected for
atmospheric effects.
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Fig. 19: Frequency of atmospherically corrected Landsat 5 and 8 surface reflectance images
covering the Lordsburg Playa at Path 34 and Row 38 by: (a) Cloud cover score and (b) years.
The red dashed line represents the threshold used for screening images with low cloud coverage
(< 25).
Combining Landsat 5 and Landsat 8, the images cover almost 37 years of data records, Landsat 5
extending from March 1984 to May 2012 and Landsat 8 from April 2013 to present. The satellite
overpass time (sensing time) over Lordsburg Playa was around 17:12 UTC (between 16:45:23 and
17:40:50 UTC) for Landsat 5 and 17:47 UTC for Landsat 8 (between 17:44:43 and 17:50:31 UTC).
A total of 637 images were collected, 487 images from Landsat 5 extending from March 1984 to
May 2012 and 150 images from Landsat 8 extending from April 2013 to December 2019. A
majority of the images showed very low cloud cover score (Fig. 19a). For around 350 images, all
their pixels were free from cloud contamination. This finding bolstered the applicability of optical
remote sensing in the study area region for different land and atmospheric studies. The images
were evenly distributed across the study’s temporal domain with the average value of 18.2% per
year and standard deviation of 4.6% (Fig. 19b), except during 1984, 1985, and 1990 which showed
very low image counts. Exclusively, 2012 did not provide any datasets attributed to the temporal
gap between Landsat 5 and Landsat 8 images. From the all available Landsat satellite series, only
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the Landsat 7 ETM+ sensor provided images for 2012, however, due to the failure of Scan Line
Corrector (SLC) the images possess wedge-shaped scan-to-scan gaps (Scaramuzza & Barsi, 2005).
Considering the low cloud coverage in the study area region, the study used 25 % cloud cover
score as a threshold to filter out images with greater than or equal to this value (Fig. 19a). After
this screening, the study was left with 487 images representing 76% of the total images. The longterm monthly sum of cloud cover score distribution exhibited the mean value of 40.58% after the
cloud screening, decreased by around 12.5 % from the before cloud screening scenario which was
53.08 (Fig. 20a). August encountered a big drop in the number of images after the cloud screening,
associated with the monsoon season. The months in winter and late fall seasons experienced
slightly fewer images compared with the remaining months before and after the cloud screening.
The collection, processing (including cloud screening), scaling, merging, and visualization of the
images were performed in Google Earth Engine.

Fig. 20: Data processing of images covering Lordsburg Playa through cloud cover score
screening (< 25): (a) Landsat 5 and 8 images and (b) Sentinel-2 images.
The European Space Agency’s Multispectral Instrument (MSI) abroad two polar-orbiting Sentinel2 satellites (Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B) provides a global coverage (between latitudes 56o S and
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84o N) at every 5 days with 2 satellites and 10 days with one satellite (European Space Agency,
2020). The MSI instrument senses the Earth’s surface using 13 spectral bands: 4 visible and NIR
bands at 10 meters, six red edge and SWIR bands at 20 meters, and 3 atmospheric bands at 60
meters spatial resolutions. The current study used Level-2A images which are atmospherically
corrected Bottom of Atmosphere (BOA) surface reflectance derived from the corresponding
Level-1C products (European Space Agency, 2013). This product temporally covers from March
28, 2017 to present and each image is consisting of 12 bands (unlike in Level-1C, excluding cirrus
band 10 as it does not contain surface information).

Fig. 21: Frequency of atmospherically corrected Sentinel-2 MultiSpectral Instrument (MSI)
Level-2A surface reflectance images covering the Lordsburg Playa at Orbit Number 141 and Tile
Number Field T12SXA by: (a) Cloud cover score and (b) years. The red dashed line represents
the threshold used for screening images with low cloud coverage (< 25).
I utilized the images collected from March 2017 to December 2019 with the Orbit number of 141
and Tile Number Field T12SXA covering Lordsburg Playa. A total of 77 (39 images from Sentinel2A and 38 images from Sentinel-2B) images were acquired, 4 images during 2018 and 73 images
during 2019 (Fig. 21b). The satellite sensing time over Lordsburg Playa was between 17:49:11
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and 17:57:41 UTC for Sentinel-2A and between 17:49:09 and 17:57:39 UTC for Sentinel-2B. A
majority of the images were not corrupted by clouds (Fig. 21a). Before the cloud screening (<
25%) the image counts were evenly distributed throughout the year averaging at 6.42, except
during December in which all the 2018 images were acquired on December (Fig. 20b). After the
cloud screening, the number of images were reduced to 45, the early and late months of year
showing a considerable drop. The collection of the images from only 13 months (1 month from
2018 and 12 months from 2019) may have impacted the assessment of the cloud climatology. The
collection and processing of all the images were performed in Google Earth Engine.
4.4.1.2 Spectral Signatures of Endmembers and Spectral Resampling
The spectral signatures of vegetation, soil, and water endmembers were acquired from the USGS
spectral library covering wavelengths from the ultraviolet to the far infrared (Kokaly et al., 2017).
The original measurements were acquired using laboratory, field, and airborne spectrometers; and
were already resampled to terrestrial Multispectral sensors including Landsat 8 OLI and Sentinel2 MSI. Thus, the resampled spectral signatures of the endmembers were directly applied to the
linear spectral unmixing model. However, the original measurements were not resampled to the
Landsat 5 ETM sensor wavelength spectrum. To address this gap, I resampled the spectral
signature of endmembers from Analytical Spectral Devices (which were convolved from the
original measurements) to the wavelengths of the Landsat 5 ETM using ENVI version 5.3 (Exelis
Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, Colorado). In addition, the USGS spectral library does not
include measurements from the Lordsburg Playa. To deal with the problem, I used the spectral
information of the endmembers from other playas across the southwestern United States (including
Stonewall Playa, Cuprite, Nevada) with similar properties as endmembers from the Lordsburg
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Playa. I employed 6 bands from Landsat 5, 8 bands from Landsat 8, and 12 bands from Sentinel2.

Fig. 22: Spectral resampling of land surface endmembers (vegetation, soil, and water) spectral
signature from (a) Analytical Spectral Devices (ASD) spectral resolution (Kokaly et al., 2017) to
(b) Landsat 5 spectral resolution using ENVI version 5.3 (Exelis Visual Information Solutions,
Boulder, Colorado).
4.4.1.3 Radar Satellite Remote Sensing Imagery and Preprocessing
During cloudy days and heavy precipitation, the performance of optical satellite remote sensors is
impaired, resulting in noisy pixels in the sensed images and creating gaps in the continuity of
information flow. Given this limitation, it is crucial to integrate other data products with the
capability to penetrate through those obstructions. Thus, in this study I also employed radar images
from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) remote sensing instrument aboard Sentinel-1 satellite
mission which has a capability of operating at all-weather and all-time scenarios. European Space
Agency’s Sentinel-1 mission comprises a constellation of two polar-orbiting satellites (Sentinel1A and Seninel-1B), operating at C-band SAR (at 5.4 GHZ frequency or 5.6 cm wavelength)
imaging providing a revisit time of 6 days for two satellites and 12 days for a single satellite (Torres
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et al., 2012). Sentinel-1 C-band SAR collects images at a variety of spatial resolutions and
polarizations.
To investigate the deformation and displacement of the Lordsburg Playa due to the inflow of water
and associated water erosion to the playa from a single rainfall event and monsoon season, four
images were acquired from the Alaska Satellite Facility’s Vertex data portal (Copernicus Sentinel
data, 2017). A pair of Sentinel-1 images (pre-event from July 24, 2017 and post-event from August
5, 2017) bracketing a monsoon day (August 01, 2017) characterized by a high rainfall event on the
region. I used a pair of images representing dry day (pre-event from March 14, 2017) from a spring
season and a monsoon day (post-event from August 5, 2017) from summer season. I used Level1 Single-Look Complex (SLC) product type from Sentinel-1B acquired through the
Interferometric Wide (IW) Swath mode implying the spatial resolution of 5 x 20 meters and dual
polarization of VV and VH.
4.4.2 Methods
The methodologies I utilized in this study were divided into two parts. The first part focuses on
the optical satellite remote sensing imagery products and the second part on the radar satellite
remote sensing imagery products (Fig. 23). In the first part, I used linear spectral unmixing model
to identify the fractional abundance of endmembers in each pixel, water pixel flagging approach
to estimate the areal extent of the water body, and Canny edge detection algorithm to delineate the
edge of the water body in the playa. In the second part, I applied interferometer SAR (InSAR)
technique to estimate the deformation and displacement due to changes in the playa’s hydrology.
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4.4.2.1 Linear Spectral Unmixing, Water Pixel Flagging, and Edge Detection
To estimate the fractional abundance of the playa’s land surface endmembers, I used the linear
spectral unmixing that decomposes a mixed pixel into distinct endmembers (Eq.(2)). This model
assumes the spectrum mixture of each pixel is a linear combination of endmember spectra
weighted by the fractional abundance of each endmember (Bioucas-Dias et al., 2012). In this case,
it considers the electromagnetic radiation interacts with just one type of endmember, neglecting
multiple scattering of light between distinct endmembers. Eq.(2) represents the linear spectral
unmixing model:
j

yi = " xij βj + εi

(2)

j=1

where yi denotes the spectrum mixture of each pixel at each ith spectral channel from the optical
remote sensing imagery; xij denotes the spectral signature of endmember j at ith spectral channel
from either laboratory, field, or airborne spectrometers, or combinations of these instruments; βj
denotes the fractional abundance of endmember at ith spectral channel; εi denotes the modeling
residual error at ith spectral channel; j denotes the number of endmembers (in this case, 3
endmembers namely, vegetation, soil, and water); and i denotes the number of the spectral bands.
In addition, because the fractional abundance parameter (𝛽) represent the fractional areal
abundances shared by the endmember j, I constrained the fractional abundance values by the
nonnegativity (Eq.(3)) and sum-to-one (Eq.(4)) conditions. The unknown parameters (βj ) can be
estimated by using different linear algebra approaches that minimizes the residual error term (εi ).
However, in this study I used the spectral unmix algorithm provided by the Google Earth Engine.
This approach decomposes each mixed pixel by computing the pseudo-inverse and multiplying it
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through each pixel. The fractional abundance of water was further used for the estimation of
flooded water extent.
βj ≥ 0, for endmembers (j) vegetation, soil, and water

(3)

j

" βj =1

(4)

j=1

Fig. 23: Flowchart of the methodologies utilized in the linear spectral unmixing and radar image
analysis.
In order to estimate the areal extent of the flooded water in the playa, I applied the water flagging
approach. The pixels were flagged as water when the fractional abundance threshold of water
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endmember was greater than or equal to 0.35 (≥ 0.35) (Bangira et al., 2017). Furthermore, I also
utilized the Canny edge detection algorithm to locate the edge of playa’s water body due to direct
rainfall and runoff from its watershed. This analysis was also performed in Google Earth Engine
in which the output is an image with non-zero value indicate edges, and the magnitude of the value
is the gradient magnitude. This digital image processing algorithm has been widely employed in
different edge detecting studies and compared to other algorithms its performance was best (Rong
et al., 2014).
4.4.2.2 Deformation and Displacement Estimation
Using the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images from Sentinel-1B satellite, I investigated the
deformation and displacement in the Lordsburg Playa due to changes in water level linked to the
direct rainfall and runoff from the playa’s watershed. The analysis involves two steps as it is
depicted in the flowchart (Fig. 23). The first step employs interferometric synthetic aperture radar
(InSAR) imaging technique to measure changes land surface deformation using a pair of SAR
images from Sentinel-1B satellite. This imaging technique measures the topography of a land
surface, its changes over time, and other changes in the detailed characteristics of the surface
(Rosen et al., 2000). It exploits such changes by measuring the difference between the phase
signals of the SAR images. All the analysis stages in this step were accomplished in Sentinel-1
Toolbox (S1TBX).
As a pre-processing stage, duplicate SAR images were first co-registered into a stack in order to
align the pixels of images properly. This stage verifies that ground land surface target contributes
to the same pixel in both images. Then, interferogram phases were created by cross-multiplying
the pre-event image with complex conjugate of the post-event image. In order to perform
interferometric processing, I used two duplicates of images covering the Lordsburg Playa acquired
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at different satellite overpass times. A duplicate of images consisting of one pre-event image from
July 24, 2017 and one post-event image from August 5, 2017, bracketing a monsoon day of August
01, 2017. Another duplicate of images representing dry day of March 14, 2017 from the spring
season and a monsoon day of August 5, 2017 from summer season. Following that, to minimize
the noise introduced by the previous stage by applying multi-looking and phase filtering
techniques. Finally, the processed image was geocoded (projected into a geographic coordinate
system) and exported using a preferable file format. In the second step, using SNAPHU algorithm
(Chen & Zebker, 2001) the generated interferogram phase image was unwrapped to the extract
displacement.
4.5 Modeling of Wind Erosion from the Lordsburg Playa Fields Using SWEEP Model
4.5.1 Data and Methods
The SWEEP model simulation was run for two fields, one from the southern edge of the North
Playa located to the north of the major transportation systems (Interstate 10 and Union Pacific
railroad), and the other one from Road Forks sub-playa field located south of the southern shoulder
of the Interstate 10 at the far west edge of the basin (Fig. 18), for two dusty days. The dusty days
are February 3, 2020 and June 5, 2020, representing spring and summer seasons known for higher
frequency of dust events. These days were selected through visibility data from meteorological
sites and webcam photos from NMDOT traffic cameras. The SWEEP model was primarily
designed to characterize soil loss from rectangular fields only. To address this limitation the
irregular shaped fields were divided into strips of rectangular subfields. For the February 3, 2020
event, the field from the North Playa was divided into 12 rectangular subfields and the field from
Road Forks into 9 rectangular subfields, covering 3.171 km2 and 0.279 km2, respectively (Fig. 24
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and Table 3). For the June 5, 2020 event, both fields from North Playa and Road Forks were
divided into 9 rectangular subfields, covering 3.012 km2 and 0.274 km2, respectively (Fig. 24 and
Table 3). In all four cases, the rectangular shaped subfields were aligned with the wind direction
(Fig. 24). For North Playa field, 232.69o and 124.44o from the north direction on February 3 and
June 5, 2020, respectively. For Road Forks field, 251.19o and 161.58o from the north direction
during February 3 and June 5, 2020, respectively. Overall, 39 SWEEP model simulations were
performed for the 39 subfields. These runs represent the worst-case scenario of maximum possible
erodibility of the surface.
Table 3: x-length and y-length input parameters used for simulating soil loss in the SWEEP
model (length in meters and area in m2)
Field

Date

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

x
213.13
213.14
213.15
213.16
213.17
213.17
213.17
213.17
213.17
213.17
213.17
142.10

February 3, 2020
North Playa
Road Forks
y
Area
x
y
Area
401.70 85604
29.62 186.02 5509
714.72 152188 29.62 309.80 9182
1159.38 247308 29.62 454.74 13467
1472.94 313893 118.48 579.22 68561
1517.59 323410 88.86 558.08 49585
1517.61 323415 88.86 454.67 40403
1517.62 323419 88.86 434.07 38567
1517.63 323421 88.86 372.07 33057
1517.63 323423 59.24 351.57 20814
1517.64 323424
1517.64 323424
757.98 107808
-
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June 5, 2020
North Playa
Road Forks
x
Y
Area
x
y
Area
143.25 619.88 88785 54.30 125.04 6789
214.90 1416.86 304400 54.30 400.11 21724
214.90 1549.33 332938 54.30 550.15 29871
214.90 1549.69 332935 54.31 625.17 33944
214.90 1549.68 332932 108.61 625.17 67889
214.90 1549.67 332929 108.61 600.17 65174
214.90 1549.65 332925 54.31 575.16 31229
501.39 1549.66 776808 54.30 225.06 12220
143.27 1239.69 177553 54.30 100.03 5431
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 4: Parameters required by the SWEEP model to simulate wind erosion.
Parameters

North Playa
20200203 20200605

Road Forks
20200203 20200605

Source of Data

1. Field
x and y of fields
Angle
Number of fields
Wind barriers

Refer Table 1
52.69

304.44

71.19

341.58

12
0

9
0

9
0

9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Furrow

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Furrow

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Furrow

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Furrow

Wind direction via
New Mexico Climate
Center
-

2. Biomass
Residue average height (m)
Residue stem area index (m2/m2)
Residue leaf area index (m2/m2)
Residue flat cover (m2/m2)
Growing crop average height (m)
Growing crop stem area index
(m2/m2) crop leaf area index
Growing
2
2
(m
/mspacing
)
Row
(m)
Seed placement

Bureau of Land
Management
(BLM)

3. Soil Layers
Number of layers
Thickness
Sand Fraction (Mg/Mg)
Very fine sand fraction (Mg/Mg)
Silt fraction (Mg/Mg)

2
150, 1370
0.18, 0.031
0.13, 0.024
0.59, 0.444

3
200, 330, 990
0.18, 0.311, 0.551
0.13, 0.086, 0.111
0.59, 0.309, 0.174

Clay fraction (Mg/Mg)

0.1, 0.525

0.1, 0.38, 0.275

0, 0
1.491, 1.491
1.8, 1.8
2.73, 2.73
4.914, 26.174
14.989, 10.506
0.01, 0.01
36.8, 59.748
0.267, 0.267

0, 0, 0
1.307, 1.677, 1.426
1.8, 1.8, 1.8
3.018, 3.359, 3.348
4.409, 11.118, 17.7
14.745, 14.735, 12.778
0.01, 0.01, 0.01
36.042, 44.489, 51.383
0.103, 0.217, 0.145

Natural Resources
Conservation
Service (NRCS)
USDA through
Soil Survey
Geographic
(SSURGO)
database

0.5
10

0.5
`10

Klose et al. (2019)
Field visits

0.8
1.5
1.8
2.73
4
0
10
10

0.8
1.5
1.8
3.02
4
0
10
10

Klose et al. (2019)
Assumed

Rock volume fraction (m3/m3)
Dry bulk density (Mg/m3)
Avg. aggregate density (Mg/m3)
Avg. dry aggregate stability (ln(J/kg))
GMD of aggregate sizes (mm)
GSD of aggregate sizes (mm/mm)
Minimum aggregate size (mm)
Maximum aggregate size (mm)
Soil wilting point w. content
(Mg/Mg)
4. Soil Surface
Surface crust fraction (m2/m2)
Surface crust thickness (mm)
Loose material on crust (m2/m2)
Loose mass on crust (kg/m2)
Crust density (Mg/m3)
Crust stability (ln(J/kg))
Allmaras random roughness (mm)
Ridge height (mm)
Ridge spacing (mm)
Ridge width (mm)
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NRCS, USDA
Soil sampling and
particle size
distribution
analysis from field
visits

Natural Resources
Conservation
Service (NRCS)
USDA through
Soil Survey
Geographic

Ridge orientation (deg)
Dike spacing (mm)
Snow depth (mm)
Hourly surface water content
(Mg/Mg)
5. Weather
Air density (kg/m3)
Wind direction (deg. from north)
Anemometer height (m)
Aerodynamic roughness (mm)
Z0 location flag
Number of interval/day to run
Wind speed (m/s)

0
0
0
0
1.0692
232
10
25
Station
24

0
0
0
0
0.9993
1.0698
124.44
251.19
10
10
25
25
Station
Field
24
24
Refer to Fig. 8

(SSURGO)
database
Assumed
0.9999
161.58
10
25
Field
24

Estimated
New Mexico
Climate Center
NRCS, USDA
New Mexico
Climate Center

As required by the SWEEP model, 38 parameters were defined through the SWEEP model’s series
of tabs: filed, biomass, soil layers, soil surface, and weather (Table 4). These groups define crop
and residue characteristics, soil properties, and weather characteristics. The majority of the soil
layer and soil properties data were acquired from the Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database
(Soil Survey Staff NRCS USDA, 2019) by creating areas of interests from the imported shapefiles
of North Playa and Road Forks fields. The biomass associated data were extracted from the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) data collected in accordance with the Assessment, Inventory, and
Monitoring (AIM) strategy (Bobo et al., 2018). Meteorological parameters were retrieved from the
NMDOT Lordsburg Playa weather sites, namely North Playa and Road Forks Disturbed (The New
Mexico Climate Center, 2019). The meteorological data includes wind speed, wind direction, and
air temperature. Daily time series of wind speed and air temperature for the four cases used in the
study are given in Fig. 25. The average daily air temperature and elevation of the fields were used
to estimate air density for the day. Hourly wind speeds were used to run the erosion, fulfilling the
requirement of AERMOD model for hourly pollutant emission. Hourly surface water content
required by the soil surface tab was assumed to be zero to consider the worst-case scenario.
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Fig. 24: Geometry of field locations used by SWEEP and AERMOD models to simulate soil loss
and particulate matter dispersion, respectively, during February 3, 2020 and June 5, 2020.
Soil samples for particle size distribution (volumetric particle size) analyses were collected from
field visits to the Lordsburg Playa and soil samples were selected based on their proximity to the
North Playa and Road Forks fields (Fig. S.B.2. 1 and Fig. S.B.2. 2). The analyses were performed
at the Arid Environment Laboratory, Department of Geological Sciences, University of Texas at
El Paso, using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 laser diffractometer (Malvern Instruments Ltd., 2007)
with the Hydro 2000 accessory for wet sample dispersion. The soil preparation and analyses were
conducted following the methodologies recommended by Sperazza et al. (2004) and the Arid
Environment Lab. Depending on the dominant particle size of the samples a sieved subsample of
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0.2 to 0.6 gram of samples were prepared from the sample bags after collecting the samples passing
through a 2 mm sieve. The samples were dispersed in 11.5 ml of 5% sodium hexametaphosphate
solution using a 15 ml glass tube. The tubes were shaken for a minimum of 8 hours to disperse the
soil aggregates. The saturated soil samples were then placed to a Hydro Malvern water container
and analyzed for their grain size. Plots of the cumulative volume percentage versus particle size
(0.01 to 2000 µm) were used to investigate the particle size distributions. In addition, these data
were used to extract fractions of sand, very fine sand, silt, and clay using 0.002 mm, 0.05 mm, and
0.1 mm as a dividing particle sizes recommended by the SWEEP model user guide (USDA-ARS,
2007). The composition of both soil samples representing North Playa and Road Forks, were
dominated by silt reaching 59%. This observation was also supported by SSURGO database from
USDA.
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Fig. 25: Meteorological data of wind speed and air temperature required by SWEEP.
4.6 Characterizing Particulate Matter Dispersion over the Lordsburg Playa Using
AERMOD Model
4.6.1 Data and Methods
The AERMOD model is a steady state plume model with the capability to simulate dispersion
from rural and urban areas, flat and complex terrain, surface and elevated releases, and multiple
sources. In the stable boundary layer (SBL), it assumes the concentration distribution to be
Gaussian in both the vertical and horizonal directions (U.S. EPA, 2018a). In the convective
boundary layer (CBL), the model assumes the horizontal concentration distribution as Gaussian,
however, the vertical distribution is characterized with a bi-Gaussian probability density function
(Willis & Deardorff, 1981). In the case of CBL, the AERMOD model incorporates the concept of
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“Plume lofting,”, whereby a portion of plume mass, released from the buoyant source, rises to and
remains near the top of the boundary layer becoming mixed into the CBL (U.S. EPA, 2018a).
Based on the measurements and extrapolations of those measurements, the AERMOD model
estimates the vertical profiles of wind speed, wind direction, turbulence, temperature, and
temperature gradient. In the final stage, the model utilizes different algorithms depending on the
combinations of the input data to calculate the pollutant concentrations at the downwind receptors.

Fig. 26: AERMOD modeling system.
The AERMOD modeling system accompanies two data preprocessors that are regulatory
components, AERMET and AERMAP models (Fig. 26). Other non-regulatory components
include AERSURFACE, a surface characteristics preprocessor model; AERMINUTE, a 1-minute
Automated Surface Observing Stations (ASOS) wind data processor; pollutant source parameters
(location and geometry) (Fig. 24); and pollutant emission rate (Fig. 26). The AERMINUTE model
processes the 1-minute ASOS wind data to generate hourly average winds for input to AERMET
model in stage two (U.S. EPA, 2015). The AERSURFACE model processes the land cover data
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from the National Land Cover Data (NLCD) to generate surface characteristics including surface
roughness length, noontime albedo, and daytime Bowen ratio, for the use in stage three of
AERMET model (U.S. EPA, 2020). The surface roughness length is the height at which the mean
horizontal wind speed is zero based on a logarithmic profile that is linked to the height of obstacles
to the wind flow. The albedo is the percentage of total solar insolation reflected by the surface
back to space. The Bowen ratio is the ratio of sensible heat flux to latent heat flux indicating the
surface moisture.
The AERMET model, a meteorological data preprocessor, processes meteorological observations
from hourly surface observations that are typically collected at airports by the National Weather
Service (NWS) and/or Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), twice-daily upper air soundings
collected by NWS, and data collected from an on-site measurement program (U.S. EPA, 2019).
The AERMET model processes these three data inputs through three stages and each stage
required a separate run (Fig. 26). In the first stage, the surface, upper air, and on-site data are
written in specific file formats and their quality are examined. The second stage merges the data
processed in stage one and the hourly average ASOS data from AERMINUTE model into distinct
24-hour periods and saved the merged data to an intermediate file. In the final stage, the AERMET
assimilates the merged data from stage two and surface characteristics from AERSURFACE
model to compute the boundary layer parameters (e.g., surface friction velocity, mixing height,
and Monin-Obukhov length), and produces two input files required by the AERMOD model. The
Monin-Obukhov characterizes the relation between different atmospheric mixing phenomena. The
AERMAP model, a regulatory preprocessor for terrain data, processes a terrain data (Digital
Elevation Model) to generate a data containing elevation and hill-height scaling factors of each
receptor and source for use within an AERMOD model (U.S. EPA, 2018b) (Fig. 26).
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The 1-minute ASOS wind data, an input to AERMINUTE model for aggregation to hourly average
data, was downloaded from the NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI)
for the Deming Municipal Airport station, Deming, New Mexico, that was the closest ASOS site
matching in terms of distance and topographical features to the Lordsburg Playa. This data is
primarily used to reduce the number of calms and missing wind records in the surface data that are
the main limitations in the NWS surface meteorological data. The National Land Cover Data
(NLCD) for 2016 including tree canopy, land cover, and impervious data at a spatial resolution of
30 meters; an input data processed by the AERSURFACE model to create surface characteristic
parameters, were acquired from the Multi-Resolution Land Characteristics (MRLC) (Wickham et
al., 2014; Yang et al., 2018). This was done by outlining area corresponding to the on-site
meteorological stations in Lordsburg Playa and hourly surface meteorological data source in
Deming.
Three types of meteorological data were acquired and processed from three stations for use in
AERMET model. The NWS’s Deming Municipal Airport was selected for the hourly surface
meteorological observations, due to its proximity to the Lordsburg Playa, and the data was
downloaded through NOAA’s NCEI. The twice-daily upper air soundings from the Tucson
International Airport, which is the nearest site and would generally be upwind of and broadly
represent conditions at the Lordsburg Playa, collected by NWS were used. The on-site
meteorological data were acquired from the North Playa and Road Forks towers (Fig. 18) provided
by the New Mexico Climate Center. From the on-site stations; wind speed, wind direction, relative
humidity, air temperature, and dew point temperature data were used. In stage three, the AERMET
model prioritizes the on-site data to generate an input to AERMOD model, however, in the absence
of on-site data the model extracts from NWS hourly surface observations. Since during the dusty
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days of February 3, 2020, and June 5, 2020, the on-site towers recorded meteorological
measurements, the AERMET model utilized the on-site data. For the AERMAP preprocessor
model, the DEM image with the spatial resolution of 1/3 arc-second was adopted from the USGS.
The AERMAP model accepts DEM if stored in GeoTIFF and uncompressed file format (U.S.
EPA, 2018b). As required, the acquired compressed DEM image was converted to the GeoTIFF
without compression file format. In addition, Cartesian grid networks of receptors were used at
the elevation of 1.7 meters above the land surface covering the Lordsburg Playa and the major
transportation systems. The 1.7 meters receptor height was determined as the average value of the
current standard for eye height within the passenger car and trucks (U.S. Department of
Transportation, 2006). The horizontal spacing between the receptors is 150 meters. The receptor
were defined by the discretely placed receptor locations referenced to a Cartesian system. For the
AERMOD model, this study used rotated area source, rural environment, flat terrain, ground-level
release, and on-site meteorological observations. All the model runs including AERMOD,
AERMET, AERMAP, AERSURFACE, and AERMINUTE models were performed using the
executable files from the US EPA. Representative control input and output files of the AERMOD
modeling system are provided in Appendix C.
4.7 Results and Discussion
4.7.1 Linear Spectral Unmixing Using Satellite Remote Sensing Images
The maps for the fractional abundance of soil, vegetation, and water endmembers are presented
Fig. 27, Fig. 28, and Fig. 29, respectively, and they provided a means to discern surface cover
proportions of each pixel. The maps captured the natural distribution of the land cover across the
playa. These fractions were retrieved from Landsat 5 and 8 remotely sensed satellite images using
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linear spectral unmixing approach for the spring seasons of 1984 to 2019. Similar outputs for the
summer/fall seasons from the Landsat images (Fig. S.B.1. 1, Fig. S.B.1. 2, and Fig. S.B.1. 3) and
monthly maps of 2019 from sentinel-2 images (Fig. S.B.1. 4, Fig. S.B.1. 5, and Fig. S.B.1. 6) are
provided in the Appendix B.
For the soil endmember map (Fig. 27), the light brown areas represent higher fractions and deep
blue areas represent lower fractions. The white color indicates the masked pixels due to cloud
obstruction. The playa pixels were dominated by highest fractions of soil endmember during spring
seasons of the majority of years. This suggests that during these years, large parts of the playa
surfaces, including the edge of the playa and its surrounding areas, were potentially exposed to
wind erosion. For example, in spring 2011, the year with the high number of traffic accidents
linked to dust emissions (Botkin & Hutchinson, 2019), the playa pixels were dominated by highest
fractions of soil endmember. The low fractions of soil were mainly exhibited by the areas from the
inner and low-lying part of the playa during a few years, primarily influenced by the hydrological
processes (monsoon inundation) that happened during that season and the accumulated
hydrological processes from preceding seasons. In recent years, extending from 2014 to 2019, the
soil cover in the majority of pixels exhibited a decrease in soil fractions. This decrease in exposed
soil surface could contribute to the decrease on the number of traffic accidents in the recent years
associated to dust events in the playa (Botkin & Hutchinson, 2019). On the other hand, summer/fall
seasons experienced a decrease in the fractions of soil endmember across all years as compared to
corresponding spring seasons. This due to the availability of rainfall input to the hydrological
system of the playa during monsoon seasons.
Vegetation endmember processed from the Landsat 5 and 8 images, in contrast to soil endmember,
contributed low fractions to pixel mixtures across the playa and throughout the majority of spring
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seasons (Fig. 28). Only the spring seasons from the years 1995, 1998, and 2005; experienced
highest fractions of vegetation endmember. Those pixels with highest fractions of vegetation were
from the mountain regions bounding the playa from the west and east. For 1998 and 2005, the
pixels were only from the Peloncillo Mountains bounding the playa to the west. Thus, during the
majority of the years the playa surfaces were not covered by active vegetation cover, potentially
exposing the surface to wind erosion. In summer/fall seasons, the proportion of vegetation
endmember in the pixel mixtures were higher, giving the playa surface some protection against
wind erosion (Fig. S.B.1. 2). The 2019 monthly vegetation fraction from the Sentinel-2 images
was lowest from May to August, and highest in September and October (Fig. S.B.1. 5). Even
though in this region July and August are the wettest monsoon months, the phase lag in the
response of vegetation to rainfall influenced the vegetation cover dynamics across the summer and
fall months.
The fractional abundance of the water endmember for the spring seasons from the Landsat 5 and
8 images retrieved the playa’s water dominated pixels (Fig. 29). The pixels from the inner and
low-lying part of the playa showed higher fractions. It also captured water dominated pixels from
the very small water bodies along the sides of the major transportation systems (ditches) from the
spectral mixtures. Complementing these results, using the fractional abundance of water
endmember as an input, the areal extent of the flooded water within the playa was identified using
the threshold of 0.35 (Fig. 30). This approach aided the detection of very small and shallow bodies
due to the coarser spatial resolution of the optical images used in this study. Otherwise, it is very
difficult to detect these type of water bodies using the spectral indices like normalized difference
water index (NDWI). The water bodies are usually created as a result of strong monsoon seasons
during summer and they can sustain standing water until late spring. Similarly, the maps from
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Landsat images for summer/fall seasons captured the flooding water extent, however, the areal
extent of the water bodies were higher comparing with those from spring seasons (Fig. S.B.1. 3).
The 2019 monthly fractional abundance maps from the Sentinel-2 images provided similar result
as that as of Landsat images (Fig. S.B.1. 6), although the corruption of the maps by clouds were
higher in Sentinel-2 images. Thus, the linear spectral unmixing algorithm demonstrated its
potential for extracting different surface properties from pixel’s spectral mixtures of optical
images.
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Fig. 27: Fractional abundance of soil endmember retrieved from Landsat 5 and 8 for spring
season extending from 1984 to 2019.
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Fig. 28: Fractional abundance of vegetation endmember retrieved from Landsat 5 and 8 for
spring season extending from 1984 to 2019.
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Fig. 29: Fractional abundance of water endmember retrieved from Landsat 5 and 8 for spring
season extending from 1984 to 2019.
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Fig. 30: Water coverage over the Lordsburg Playa processed from the fractional abundance of
water that was retrieved from Landsat Images for spring season between 1984 and 2019.
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4.7.2 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Images
To complement the optical satellite remote sensing imagery and extract the land surface
deformation and displacement, this study employs the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from
Sentinel-1 satellite. The results from this method identified locations prone to phase and
displacement changes due to water level change. These locations can be possibly the hotspots for
generating dust events due to the availability of sediments. The output from interferogram phase
analysis revealed that the surface deformations extracted between paired images was primarily due
to hydrological processes. The deformation between pairs of images from spring season (acquired
on 14 March 2017) and monsoon season (acquired on 5 August 2017) was due to the seasonal
rainfall input and sediment loading transported from the watershed onto the playa through runoff
(Fig. 31a). The deformation between paired images of 24 July 2017 (pre-event) and 5 August 2017
(post-event) bracketing the rainfall event of 1 August 2017 was mainly due to rainfall and sediment
loading on the playa which occurred between pre- and post-event (Fig. 31b). The movement of
the edge of the playa’s water body from dry to wet season and vice versa, can increase the
availability of sediments for wind erosion along the edge of the playa. The displacement maps
(Fig. 32) that were processed from interferogram phase also highlighted the locations experiencing
the elevation change due to rainfall and sediment loadings. The highest positive elevation change
reached up to around 0.05 meters between spring and monsoon seasons (Fig. 32a) and up to around
0.054 meters due to a single rain event in summer (Fig. 32b), and these changes occurred at the
inner part of the playa. Thus, the combination of optical and radar satellite remote sensing products
improved the mapping of hotspots susceptible to wind erosion as well as inundated areas which
would not be susceptible to erosion.
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Fig. 31: Deformation fringes from interferogram phase analysis, (a) between spring day of 14
March 2017 and monsoon day of 5 August 2017, (b) between 24 July and 5 August 2017
bracketing rainy day of 1 August 2017.
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Fig. 32: Displacement maps processed from interferogram phase analysis output, (a) between
spring day of 14 March 2017 and monsoon day of 5 August 2017, (b) between 24 July and 5
August 2017 bracketing rainy day of 1 August 2017.
4.7.3 SWEEP Model
The SWEEP simulated soil loss (likely maximum soil loss from wind erosion) in terms of total,
saltation/creep, suspension, and PM10 from the North Playa and Road Forks fields for the dusty
days of 3 February and 5 June 2020, and are presented in Fig. 33, Fig. 34, Fig. 35, and Fig. 36.
The North Playa fields emitted 1245.92 and 1664.73 metric tons of PM10 during 3 February and 5
June 2020 dust days, respectively. The Road Forks fields discharged 30.16 kg and 50.75 kg of
PM10 on 3 February and 5 June 2020 dust days, respectively. The hourly PM10 emission rate for
the use in the AERMOD model also was generated. In all four scenarios, the soil loss started at
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11:00 local time, primarily influenced by the magnitude of the wind speed indicating that during
this time the friction velocity started to exceed the static friction velocity threshold (Fig. 25). Prior
to this time, simulated soil loss was zero in all soil loss modes.

Fig. 33: SWEEP simulated soil loss in terms of total, saltation/creep, suspension, and PM10 from
the North Playa field during the dusty day of February 3, 2020. The left y-axis represents the
total, saltation/creep, and suspension loss, and the right y-axis (twin axis) represents PM10.
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During the dusty day of February 3, 2020, the simulated soil loss from the North Playa showed
fairly normal distribution peaking at around 17:00 with around 0.41 g m-2 sec-1 soil loss (Fig. 33).
During this time, in the largest fields the saltation/creep, suspension, and PM10 soil loss was around
0.05, 0.35, and 0.015 g m-2 sec-1, respectively; and in the smallest field (Field # 1) the loss was
0.19, 0.20, and 0.08 g m-2 sec-1, respectively. The total loss (per area per time) was the same across
all subfields irrespective of geometry; because the biomass, soil properties, and meteorology inputs
to the SWEEP model were the same. However, the other three soil loss modes (saltation/creep,
suspension, and PM10) showed variability with the size of the fields. The suspension and PM10 soil
losses increased with the increase in field sizes. This is because the suspension component
continues to increase with downwind distance and the sources for suspension-size are usually
active over the entire field (USDA-ARS, 2007). In addition, this component has higher transport
capacity than that of saltation/creep component. On the other hand, the saltation/creep modes
showed higher soil loss in the small fields. This is linked to the property of saltation/creep
component to reach transport capacity at a shorter distance by using all the available wind
disturbance from the wind speed. Thus, in the small fields the saltation/creep component may reach
its capacity within that allowable short distance and discharge more soil than suspension mode.
For example, for Field # 1 the saltation/creep loss reached the maximum soil emission at around
200 meters downwind from southwest edge of the field. However, the suspension and PM10 soil
discharges reached its maximum value at the other end of the field (at 401 meters).
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Fig. 34: SWEEP simulated soil loss in terms of total, saltation/creep, suspension, and PM10 from
the North Playa field during the dusty day of June 5, 2020. The left y-axis represents the total,
saltation/creep, and suspension loss, and the right y-axis (twin y-axis) represents PM10.
On 5 June 2020 (Fig. 34), the North Playa field emitted much higher amounts of soil dust than
during 3 February 2020, due to higher wind speed. The loss was highest at 15:00 in all soil loss
modes. During that time, in the large fields (Field # 2 to 9) the saltation/creep, suspension, and
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PM10 losses were 0.22, 1.5, and 0.063 g m-2 sec-1, respectively; and in the smallest field (Field #
1) the loss was 0.58, 1.13, 0.04 g m-2 sec-1, respectively. For Field # 1 the saltation/creep soil
discharge reached maximum around at 400 meters from the southeast edge of the field. However,
the suspension and PM10 losses reached maximum at the other end of the field (at 619 meters).
Similar to the dusty day of 3 February 2020, the dusty day of 5 June 2020 also showed higher soil
loss through saltation/creep mode in the smallest fields.
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Fig. 35: SWEEP simulated soil loss in terms of total, saltation/creep, suspension, and PM10 from
the Road Forks field during the dusty day of February 3, 2020. The left y-axis represents the
total, saltation/creep, and suspension loss, and the right y-axis (twin y-axis) represents PM10.
The Road Forks field is much smaller in size as compared to the North Playa field and thus during
the two dusty days it generated lesser soil loss. However, due to its position along the dominant
southwesterly wind direction during the dusty spring season and immediately adjacent to the major
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transportation systems, this field has been posing serious threat to public health and safety at the
Lordsburg Playa. During the dusty day 3 February 2020, the Road Forks subfields showed
multimodal distribution of soil loss across all subfields peaking at 16:00 (Fig. 35). Saltation/creep
component dominated the soil loss across five subfields (Fields # 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9) due to their
smaller area size. In the largest field, saltation/creep, suspension, and PM10 components soil
discharge were 0.13, 0.22, and 0.09 g m-2 sec-1, respectively; and in the smallest field 0.23, 0.009,
and 0.003 g m-2 sec-1, respectively. During 5 June 2020 (Fig. 36), similar to the observation on 3
February 2020, the soil loss experienced multimodal distribution with the creep/saltation
component dominating in the small fields. However, the rate of the soil loss was higher during 5
June 2020 event. In the largest field the discharged soil through saltation/creep, suspension, and
PM10 reached 0.25, 0.41, and 0.18 g m-2 sec-1, respectively.
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Fig. 36: SWEEP simulated soil loss in terms of total, saltation/creep, suspension, and PM10 from
the Road Forks field during the dusty day of June 5, 2020. The left y-axis represents the total,
saltation/creep, and suspension loss, and the right y-axis (twin y-axis) represents PM10.
4.7.4 AERMOD Model
The hourly dispersions of PM10 over the Lordsburg Playa, simulated by the AERMOD model for
the dusty days of 3 February 2020 and 5 June 2020 are presented in Fig. 37 and Fig. 38,
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respectively. These dispersions represent PM10 concentration at receptor grid with elevated height
of 1.7 meters from the playa surface. The hourly concentration of PM10 that reached the major
transportation systems during these dusty days were determined in terms of time and space. The
exposure of I-10 traffic to this particulate pollution has been affecting public safety and health by
reducing visibility and air quality. The concentrations were higher at and near the areal sources,
and gradually decreased as the distance from the sources increased. This finding also demonstrated
that when the playa is exposed to high wind disturbances during spring and summer seasons, the
transportation system can be impacted by particulate matter pollution from all wind directions.
The size of the fields was also identified as an important factor that determines the amount of
particulate matter channeled to the traffic.
The highest hourly concentration of PM10 estimated during the dusty day of 3 February 2020 was
around 130,266 µg/m3 (Fig. 37), that were 866-fold of the primary and secondary limiting
concentration for PM10 which is 150 µg/m3. This magnitude of PM10 concentration was observed
at and near the North Playa field. Other studies also predicted high concentrations of PM10 at a
downwind distance from the sources. For example, Ono et al. (2011) simulated 60,000 µg/m3 of
hourly PM10 concentration at the Mono Lake Playa dust source in California using AERMOD
model during the dusty day of 20 November 2009, and it was validated by ground-based instrument
reaching 65,112 µg/m3 of highest hourly concentration during that day. Although during this day
the prevailing wind direction was from southwest, the highest concentrations of PM10 on the
transportation system was directed from the northwest during the evening time. This observation
was supported by the visibility data from the NM003 meteorological site and webcam photos from
the NMDOT traffic camaras at Mile Post 11 in Lordsburg Playa (Fig. S.B.3. 1 and Fig. S.B.3. 2).
Due to blowing dust the minimum hourly visibility measured at the NM003 meteorological site
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dropped abruptly from 12.43 miles to 1.03, 2.35, and 5.57 miles at 15:00, 16:00, and 17:00,
respectively. The webcam photos (Fig. S.B.3. 2) also display blowing dust that moves from the
North Playa towards the camera between 15:31:23 and 15:39:23, bolstering the AERMOD
simulated PM10 emission around 15:00 and 16:00. The highest hourly concentration blowing
towards the transportation system was recorded at 19:00 originated from the North Playa field.
On 5 June 2020, the maximum hourly PM10 concentration was around 217,565 µg/m3 and the
dominant wind direction was southwesterly. This maximum concentration was recorded at 15:00
hour. At this hour the simulated emission originated from the North Playa field and it advected to
the north. Thus, during this hour the impact of PM10 pollution from the North Playa field on the
transportation system was minimal. However, the PM10 emission from the Road Forks field
channeled directly towards the transportation system and may have impaired visibility.
Reinforcing this observation, the NM003 meteorological site (Fig. 18) also exhibited a visibility
of 1.61 miles (Fig. S.B.3. 1), a sudden drop from 12.43 miles at 14:00. Although the North Playa
field discharged higher PM10 emission, due to the prevailing wind direction the emission’s impact
on infrastructure from this field was lesser. Overall, the particulate pollution to the transportation
system was mainly injected from the Road Forks field. The webcam photos from the traffic camara
bolstered these findings (Fig. S.B.3. 3). At 17:00 the AERMOD simulated PM10 emitted from both
fields blowing towards the northeast, although the emission from the North Playa was higher. The
webcam photos captured between 17:22:23 and 17:22:23 also showed as the dust blowing from
both fields and the blowing dust was thicker in the north side of I-10.
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Fig. 37: Hourly dispersion of PM10 over Lordsburg Playa simulated by AERMOD model for the
dusty day of 3 February 2020. The two closed polygons represent the PM10 sources. The red and
blue lines represent the I-10 interstate and Union Pacific Railroad, respectively.
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Fig. 38: Hourly dispersion of PM10 over Lordsburg Playa simulated by AERMOD model for the
dusty day of 5 June 2020. The two closed polygons represent the PM10 sources. The red and blue
lines represent the I-10 interstate and Union Pacific Railroad, respectively.
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In summary, the result from the investigations of the Lordsburg Playa’s surface properties and its
long-term evolution proved that the assimilation of optical and radar satellite remote sensing
imagery products can significantly improve the capability to discern surface property changes on
playas in space and time. The identification of regions vulnerable to these fluctuations of changes
likely delineates hotspots susceptible to wind erosion. The utilization of Google Earth Engine
(GEE) facilitated the acquisition, processing, and analysis of the optical images by providing cloud
computing platform, long-term satellite imagery, and powerful algorithms. The application of
linear spectral unmixing algorithm to the Landsat and Senintel-2 optical images discriminated the
contribution of each endmember (soil, vegetation, and water) into the pixel mixtures. The
hydrological processes (monsoon rain and playa inundation) occurring during the specific season
and the preceding seasons were the main factors influencing the composition of each pixel.
During the spring seasons the playa pixels were dominated by high fractions of soil endmember,
except the inner and low-lying part of the playa. Due to this dominance the majority of the playa
surface was susceptible to wind erosion. Vegetation endmember showed low fractions across the
playa and throughout the majority of spring seasons. However, during summer/fall seasons, the
proportion of vegetation endmember in the pixel mixtures was improved, giving the playa surface
some protection against wind erosion. Water endmember exhibited high fractions in the inner part
of the playa. The linear spectral unmixing algorithm demonstrated its capability by capturing the
water dominated pixels from the very small water bodies (ditches) along the sides of the major
transportation systems crossing the playa. Using the water fractions as an input, the pixels with
greater than or equal to 0.35 threshold were flagged as water and thus the areal extent of the flooded
water within the playa was determined. By employing synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from
Sentinel-1, the land deformation and displacement due to hydrological processes were estimated.
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The locations prone to phase and displacement changes due to water level change were identified
and thus the possible hotspots of dust events. Therefore, the assimilation of optical and radar
satellite remote sensing products significantly improved the information about the long-term
evolution of the playa and mapping of hotspots susceptible to wind erosion.
The soil loss in terms of total, saltation/creep, suspension, and PM10 were simulated using the
SWEEP model for the dusty days of 3 February and 5 June 2020. The North Playa fields emitted
1245.92 and 1664.73 metric tons of PM10 during 3 February and 5 June 2020 dust days,
respectively. The Road Forks fields discharged 30.16 kg and 50.75 kg of PM10 on 3 February and
5 June 2020 dust days, respectively. Thus, the size of the fields affected the amount of airborne
soil loss from different components by controlling the activity of the soil loss components
downwind distance. Accordingly, in the very large fields the suspension and PM10 modes showed
higher soil loss and in the very small fields the saltation/creep was the dominant component. On 5
June 2020, the North Playa field emitted much higher amounts of wind-eroded soil than during 3
February 2020, because the wind speed was higher during that date. The Road Forks has smaller
field size as compared with the North Playa field and thus during the two dusty days it generated
a lesser amount of soil loss. However, due to its position relative to the wind direction and major
transportation systems, this field poses a more serious threat to the public health and safety.
Using the hourly PM10 soil loss output from SWEEP model, NLCD land cover data, emission
locations and their geometry, and multiple meteorological data products; the hourly concentrations
of PM10 over the playa were simulated by AERMOD model for the two dusty days. The highest
hourly concentration of PM10 during the dusty day of 3 February 2020 was around 130,266 µg/m3,
that was 866-fold of the primary and secondary limiting concentration for PM10. On 5 June 2020,
the maximum hourly PM10 concentration was around 217, 565 µg/m3 and the dominant wind
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direction was southwesterly. The result from AERMOD simulated PM10 dispersions were also
verified by the blowing dust observations from webcam photos and visibility data from
meteorological site.
4.8 Conclusions
The introduction of cloud computing platforms and accompanying algorithms into the Earth
system study over the past decade have facilitated and improved the mining of LULC and
hydrological changes buried within big volumes of satellite remote sensing imagery products. The
optimization of wind erosion and air dispersion models to different land surface settings refined
the characterization of soil loss from these surfaces and their downwind dispersion over space and
time. This study showed that the assimilation of these resources significantly assists the effort in
simulating and quantifying the impact of dust emissions from the desert playa on the public safety.
The study demonstrated that the application and exploitation of the cloud computing infrastructure
and big satellite data on facilitating the discerning of the long-term LULC and hydrological
changes. It explored the potential of spectral unmixing model in addressing the limitations of
moderate spatial resolution satellite imagery and discriminating the contribution of surface
endmembers into the spectral mixture. It exhibited that the vertical changes within the playa can
be estimated with radar remote sensing images, compensating the limitations of optical remote
sensing. The identification of locations sensitive to changes and hotspots for wind erosion are
valuable findings for supporting the efforts towards wind erosion control plans. Accordingly, this
approach can be used to improve and optimize land management practices.
Integrating the hotspots for wind erosion identified by the aforementioned approaches into the
wind erosion and air dispersion models is crucial step in improving the ability of quantifying dust
emission from the Lordsburg Playa and the exposure of the traffic to dust emissions crossing the
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playa. Thus, this study combined the USDA’s SWEEP wind erosion model and EPA’s AERMOD
air dispersion model to address these objectives, making first study of its kind to combine these
models to assess the linkage between the non-agricultural playa surface and the PM10 dispersion
along the major transportation systems. The ability of SWEEP model to simulate soil loss in terms
of total, creep/saltation, suspension, and PM10 was tested in the wind erosion prone fields along
the edge of the transportation system within the Lordsburg Playa for two dusty days one from
spring season and the other from summer season. Unlike previous studies, the model considered
irregular fields by dividing the playa fields into strips of wind direction oriented rectangular
subfields. The model adequately simulated the soil loss from the subfields. Besides soil properties
and meteorological parameters, field size was identified as a crucial parameter in controlling soil
loss from the plays surface. The suspension and PM10 were the dominant soil loss components in
large subfields and saltation/creep in small subfields. However, the model’s consideration of wind
direction for only the first to third periods of the day with the fastest wind speeds appeared to
hinder the performance of the model. The introduction of wind direction input for each wind speed
record of the day can significantly enhance the capability of the model in capturing the soil loss at
finer temporal resolution.
Based on the PM10 output from SWEEP model and multiple other parameters, the AERMOD
model characterized the spatiotemporal dispersion of PM10 at 6800 elevated receptors across the
playa. The intense concentration of simulated PM10 were also verified by the webcam photos and
visibility observation from the ground-based stations. The model showed that the position of the
dust sources relative to wind direction and major transportation systems were identified as critical
parameters determining the exposure of the traffic to PM10 pollution. With the lowest averaging
period of 1-hour for calculating pollutant concentration at a particular run, the opportunities for
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the AERMOD model to fully capture the PM10 emission produced by short-lived dust events due
to gusty winds are limited. The methodology presented in this study can be adopted during site
selection for effective control of wind erosion.
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Chapter 5: General Discussion
The research questions addressed in this dissertation were simulated by the interest to better
understand the impact of LULC and hydrological changes on the generation of dust events across
different spatial and temporal scenarios in the desert and plains of the American west. As a focus
site, they were motivated to investigate the long-term land surface constituent changes and
hydrological changes related to dust events at the Lordsburg Playa, a dried lake in southwest New
Mexico, United States. Estimation of soil loss from this playa during dusty days creating a hazard
to traffic safety along transportation systems crossing the playa also motivated an investigation;
accordingly, the amount of soil loss from this surface and the downwind concentration of dust
impacting a major transportation corridor are simulated using wind erosion and air dispersion
models, respectively. Thus, addressing these local and regional based research questions can
provide insight to the comprehensive matrix of land-atmosphere interaction models affecting
airborne dust, and can help in improving the prediction power of the climate models.
Due to their coarse spatial resolution, global or continental climate models do not accurately
estimate the aerosol loading from local sources. For example, Ginoux et al. (2012) pointed out that
the understanding of the global dust cycle is limited due to the scarcity of information about dust
sources from small-scale features which could account for a large fraction of global emissions.
Thus, the findings from the estimation of soil loss from the fields of the Lordsburg Playa using the
SWEEP model can provide a rough inventory of dust emission from the playas of the American
west.The dissertation showed that the combination of ground-based measurements, satellite
remote sensing imagery products, and model outputs assisted to better understand the changes in
land surface and aerosol loadings to the atmosphere. It demonstrated that the exploitation of cloud
computing infrastructure resources like the Google Earth Engine can significantly facilitate the
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discovery of patterns and changes buried within big volumes of satellite data. It addressed the
limitation of moderate spatial resolution images from Landsat and Sentinel-2 satellite missions by
decomposing the spectral mixture and identifying the contribution of each land cover type into
each pixel’s spectral mixture. It detected the areal extent of very small and shallow water bodies
within the Lordsburg Playa, which would otherwise be very difficult to detect using the
conventional spectral indices such as normalized difference water index (NDWI). It introduced a
new approach into SWEEP wind erosion modeling system by adapting the SWEEP model to
irregular fields from the Lordsburg Playa by dividing the areas of interest into rectangular subfields
and aligning the subfields with respect to the dominant wind direction. It also revealed that the
integration of the SWEEP wind erosion model generated PM10 into the AERMOD dispersion
model can accurately simulate the dust exposure to highway traffic in the transportation corridor
crossing the Lordsburg Playa.
Overall the dissertation turned out to be a great success, however there were some limitations and
challenges. I provide here some recommendations that can improve future studies related to the
topics investigated in this dissertation.
The spectral signature of soil, vegetation, and water endmembers used in this study were acquired
from other playas across the southwestern United States with similar properties as land cover type
in the Lordsburg Playa. The application of field and airborne spectrometers for the identification
of spectral signature of endmembers over the Lordsburg Playa representing all the seasons can
further improve the performance of spectral unmixing models. In connection to this study, I
recommend the inclusion of non-photosynthetic vegetation cover on the linear spectral unmixing
equation, since non-photosynthetic components of vegetation that include dead plant material, both
standing and detached, can protect the playa surface from wind erosion (Jackson & Prince, 2016).
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There is also a need for development of additional research projects to upgrade the SWEEP model
to take account of wind direction for each of the time steps erosion is calculated and spatially
variable or heterogenous data inputs in grid or polygon formats for a single run. This will address
the limitation of SWEEP model to only consider wind direction for 1 to 3 periods of the day with
the fastest wind speeds and single input from each of the 38 parameters required by the model.
The majority of the dust hazards on the Lordsburg Playa are linked to small-scale dust channels
and convective thunderstorm types of dust events, which can appear and disappear quickly.
Therefore, there is a need to advance the AERMOD air dispersion model to consider finer temporal
runs (< 1 hour) in order to capture the impact of these short-lived plume events. In addition,
installation of ground-based particulate matter measuring instruments along the major
transportation systems that cross the Lordsburg Playa can play an important role in the validation
of spatiotemporal dispersion of PM10 simulated through the AERMOD model.
The research projects presented in this dissertation inspired numerous additional branches of
research questions and opens the door to a number of future studies. It will be important to assess
the evolution of LULC changes around the AERONET sites from the southwestern United States
where the satellite MODIS AOD showed the weakest correlation against the ground-based
AERONET AOD. Although they are very difficult to implement, nonlinear spectral unmixing
approaches will be very helpful in fully characterizing the nonlinear spectral mixtures between
different components of land cover types. Such nonlinear mixing effects have been widely reported
in land cover type mixtures due to multiple reflection and transmission from desert surfaces which
resulted from random distribution of endmember components across pixels (Borel & Gerstl, 1994;
Ji et al., 2017).
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Appendix A
Table S.A. 1: P-value and number of matched samples between MODIS DB AOD (Aqua and
Terra) and AERONET AOD of 23 sites across western United States at different combinations of
temporal and spatial averaging domains. The yellow shaded cells represent not significant
correlation and green shaded cells represent no data.
Site

Nearest in Time
30 Minutes Averaging Domain
3 Hours Averaging Domain
Single
9 Pixels 25 Pixels
Single
9 Pixels 25 Pixels
Single
9 Pixels 25 Pixels
ID Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra
St. 1 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
488

473

594

608

644

642

540

521

672

668

729

713

709

681

953

951 1083 1055

St. 2 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
749

769 1027 1038 1092 1116 780

798 1074 1091 1146 1182 873

874 1303 1302 1461 1465

St. 3 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
1113 1233 1465 1682 1584 1734 1184 1305 1600 1804 1740 1865 1420 1531 2116 2316 2409 2473

St. 4 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
1281 1301 1685 1661 1836 1817 1369 1387 1820 1788 1989 1959 1612 1617 2283 2204 2568 2492

St. 5 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
736

734

907

884

930

904

820

829 1017 1004 1044 1025 1055 1038 1370 1330 1431 1372

St. 6 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
985

924 1172 1134 1215 1155 1024 957 1229 1188 1276 1212 1127 1071 1407 1377 1490 1430

St. 7 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
724

670

843

833

857

853

773

719

910

898

927

922

904

831 1115 1063 1158 1112

St. 8 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
806

818 1037 1072 1123 1106 870

880 1125 1158 1232 1197 1063 1051 1471 1490 1645 1583

St. 9 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
679

635

891

808

916

825

734

681

967

876

995

896

930

848 1277 1154 1342 1202

St. 10 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
775

651

954

822

982

841

813

685 1009 865 1044 886

997

841 1261 1104 1322 1140

St. 11 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
909 1191 1223 1388 1318 1484 981 1260 1352 1490 1464 1605 1167 1477 1801 1901 2030 2116

St. 12 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
1150 883 1384 1106 1405 1163 1211 936 1471 1172 1492 1233 1410 1134 1758 1500 1810 1609

St. 13 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
861 1190 2003 2003 2155 2160 903 1251 2140 2121 2308 2291 987 1382 2528 2507 2799 2768

St. 14 > 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
123

163

486

529

663

722

131

176

535

591

742

828

153

189

680

742 1033 1126

St. 15 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
1000 976 1237 1227 1272 1338 1095 1086 1373 1372 1412 1501 1469 1430 2012 1941 2147 2157

St. 16 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
1232 1390 1545 1744 1644 1842 1305 1471 1664 1862 1771 1969 1526 1676 2105 2223 2312 2391

St. 17 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
845

895 1086 1110 1144 1176 918

958 1190 1196 1259 1271 1114 1132 1557 1548 1731 1697

St. 18 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
695

861

965 1077 999 1147 738

909 1051 1152 1098 1225 857 1020 1374 1424 1528 1583

St. 19 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
1021 1035 1343 1353 1433 1430 1087 1094 1447 1438 1542 1523 1283 1276 1809 1756 1957 1880

St. 20 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
512

535

647

639

665

692

538

561

692

671

714

726

624

660

828

833

882

914

St. 21 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
956

833 1365 1246 1421 1273 1018 885 1454 1321 1513 1357 1225 1046 1834 1664 1926 1736
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St. 22 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
491

440

664

660

778

728

530

476

744

731

884

811

592

547

947

930 1195 1089

St. 23 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
644 1379 1531 1717 1579 1759 1387 1450 1655 1822 1714 1872 1691 1701 2113 2232 2239 2338

Table S.A. 2: P-value and number of matched samples between MODIS DT (land and ocean)
AOD and AERONET AOD of 23 sites across western United States at different combinations of
temporal and spatial averaging domains. The yellow shaded cells represent not significant
correlation and green shaded cells represent no data.
Site

Nearest in Time
30 Minutes Averaging Domain
3 Hours Averaging Domain
Single
9 Pixels 25 Pixels
Single
9 Pixels 25 Pixels
Single
9 Pixels 25 Pixels
ID Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra Aqua Terra
St. 1 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
265

305

383

449

437

494

286

330

429

490

495

542

331

398

542

631

655

740

St. 2 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
558

623

783

858

841

931

566

633

807

891

873

975

588

659

881

958 1006 1087

St. 3 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
486

650

962 1268 1109 1391 511

682 1018 1352 1184 1484 571

741 1193 1547 1464 1773

St. 4 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
792

912 1309 1445 1480 1624 832

959 1405 1537 1598 1735 905 1030 1619 1775 1936 2078

St. 5 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05

18
23 115 137 248 276 19
25 122 148 263 310 21
30 149 186 339 378
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
St. 7 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
580 516 728 686 756 722 604 553 773 735 805 775 650 596 866 816 930 870
St. 8 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
608 668 846 942 937 996 636 699 907 1005 1015 1072 690 758 1064 1174 1241 1309
St. 9 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
10
17 532 562 841 768 10
18 573 599 909 834 11
21 726 758 1203 1109
St. 10 > 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
6
4
35
25 309 318
6
4
36
25 318 333
6
5
39
27 372 390
St. 11 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
473 706 849 1016 970 1110 499 735 919 1073 1056 1174 536 792 1069 1217 1284 1394
St. 12 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
268 266 1135 803 1305 1092 281 276 1198 837 1381 1146 302 310 1372 1018 1633 1437
St. 13 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
St. 14 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
11
20 141 190 334 396 11
21 149 204 377 447 12
22 175 236 483 574
St. 15 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
491 577 882 991 983 1140 533 629 965 1091 1078 1264 655 760 1256 1390 1462 1658
St. 16 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
37
46 438 631 627 821 38
48 456 658 658 859 43
50 500 716 751 959
St. 17 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
500 616 756 877 849 969 528 641 814 933 920 1037 594 704 966 1108 1136 1298
St. 18 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
288 470 608 769 694 895 294 492 643 810 742 949 308 505 730 894 900 1094
St. 19 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
455 504 994 976 1230 1218 479 530 1062 1033 1318 1288 524 584 1233 1208 1572 1518
< 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05

St. 6

182

70 292 363 365 455 57
73 302 376 381 474 67
86 337 446 433 568
St. 20 55
St. 21 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
98

47

1337 1191 1418 1274 105

53

1425 1264 1510 1355 124

67

1769 1597 1907 1733

St. 22 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
29

29

358

359

519

517

29

29

375

382

551

554

30

31

393

406

602

614

St. 23 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 > 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05
19

27

324

503

530

789

22

28

341

183

528

553

837

27

33

391

596

653

963

Appendix B

Fig. S.B.1. 1: Fractional abundance of soil endmember retrieved from Landsat 5 and 8 for
summer/fall season extending from 1984 to 2019.
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Fig. S.B.1. 2: Fractional abundance of vegetation endmember retrieved from Landsat 5 and 8 for
summer/fall season extending from 1984 to 2019.
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Fig. S.B.1. 3: Fractional abundance of water endmember retrieved from Landsat 5 and 8 for
summer/fall season extending from 1984 to 2019.
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Fig. S.B.1. 4: Fractional abundance of soil endmember retrieved from monthly Sentinel-2 images
from January to December 2019.
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Fig. S.B.1. 5: Fractional abundance of vegetation endmember retrieved from monthly Sentinel-2
images from January to December 2019.
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Fig. S.B.1. 6: Fractional abundance of water endmember retrieved from monthly Sentinel-2
images from January to December 2019.
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Fig. S.B.1. 7: Water coverage over the Lordsburg Playa processed from the fractional abundance
of water that was retrieved from Landsat Images for summer/fall season between 1984 and 2019.
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Fig. S.B.1. 8: Monthly water coverage over the Lordsburg Playa processed from the fractional
abundance of water that was retrieved from Sentinel-2 Images between January and December
2019.
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Fig. S.B.2. 1: Particle size distribution of the soil sample used in the SWEEP model for the
North Playa field.

Fig. S.B.2. 2: Particle size distribution of the soil sample used in the SWEEP model for the Road
Forks field.
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Fig. S.B.3. 1: Minimum hourly visibility for dusty days of 3 February 2020 and 5 June 2020
from NM003 meteorological station.

Fig. S.B.3. 2: Blowing dust recorded by the webcam photos from NMDOT traffic cameras at
Mile Post 11 on 3 February 2020.
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Fig. S.B.3. 3: Blowing dust recorded by the webcam photos from NMDOT traffic cameras at
Mile Post 11 on 5 June 2020.
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Appendix C
1. Control Input File Structure and Output Files for the AERMOD Modeling System
1.1. AERSURFACE Model
1.1.1. North Playa Field
** Control file - for Lordsburg North Playa
CO STARTING
TITLEONE
TITLETWO

AERSURFACE Control File
Lordsburg Playa - North Playa Station, 2016 NLCD

** Using default and user defined options for OPTIONS keyword and
parameters
OPTIONS PRIMARY ZORAD
DEBUGOPT GRID TIFF
** CENTERLL 32.253000 -108.953000 NAD83
CENTERXY 692835.076371 3570318.168904 12 NAD83
DATAFILE
DATAFILE
DATAFILE

NLCD2016
CNPY2016
MPRV2016

"NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_LC.tiff"
"NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_Can.tiff"
"NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_Imp.tiff"

** Use default 1 km radius
ZORADIUS 1.0
CLIMATE

DRY

NOSNOW

ARID

** Get monthly values for 12 sectors
FREQ_SECT
SEASONAL
12
NONAP
RUNORNOT
CO FINISHED
OU STARTING
SFCCHAR
NLCDGRID
CNPYGRID
MPRVGRID
OU FINISHED

RUN

"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_lc_grid.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_can_grid.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_imp_grid.txt"

1.1.2. North Forks Field
** Control file - for Lordsburg Road Forks
CO STARTING
TITLEONE
TITLETWO

AERSURFACE Control File
Lordsburg Playa - Road Forks Station, 2016 NLCD
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** Using default and user defined options for OPTIONS keyword and
parameters
OPTIONS PRIMARY ZORAD
DEBUGOPT

GRID TIFF

**CENTERLL 32.2420000 -108.944000 NAD83
**CO CENTERXY easting northing utm_zone datum
CENTERXY 693706.430330 3569114.723848 12 NAD83
DATAFILE
DATAFILE
DATAFILE

NLCD2016
CNPY2016
MPRV2016

"NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_LC.tiff"
"NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_Can.tiff"
"NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_Imp.tiff"

** Use default 1 km radius
ZORADIUS 1.0
CLIMATE

DRY

NOSNOW

ARID

** Get monthly values for 12 sectors
FREQ_SECT
SEASONAL
12
NONAP
RUNORNOT
CO FINISHED
OU STARTING
SFCCHAR
NLCDGRID
CNPYGRID
MPRVGRID
OU FINISHED

RUN

"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_lc_grid.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_can_grid.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_imp_grid.txt"

1.1.3. Deming Municipal Airport Station
** Control file - for Deming Municipal Airport
CO STARTING
TITLEONE
TITLETWO

AERSURFACE Control File
Deming Municipal Airport Station, 2016 NLCD

** Using default and user defined options for OPTIONS keyword and
parameters
OPTIONS SECONDARY ZORAD
DEBUGOPT
** CENTERLL
CENTERXY
DATAFILE
DATAFILE
DATAFILE

GRID TIFF
32.2620000 -107.721000 NAD83
243678.778978 3572727.386448 13 NAD83
NLCD2016
CNPY2016
MPRV2016

"NLCD\DEMING_NLCD_2016_LC.tiff"
"NLCD\DEMING_NLCD_2016_Can.tiff"
"NLCD\DEMING_NLCD_2016_Imp.tiff"

** Use default 1 km radius
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ZORADIUS

1.0

CLIMATE

DRY

NOSNOW

ARID

** Get monthly values for 12 sectors
FREQ_SECT
SEASONAL
12
NONAP
RUNORNOT
CO FINISHED
OU STARTING
SFCCHAR
NLCDGRID
CNPYGRID
MPRVGRID
OU FINISHED

RUN

"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_DEMING_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_DEMING_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_lc_grid.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_DEMING_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_can_grid.txt"
"OUTPUT\SEASONAL_DEMING_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_imp_grid.txt"

1.1.4. AERSURFACE Output Files Used as Input Data for AERMET Model in Stage 3
1.1.4.1. North Playa Field
** Generated by AERSURFACE, Version 20060
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Title 1: AERSURFACE Control File
Title 2: Lordsburg Playa - North Playa Station, 2016 NLCD
Primary Site (Zo):
Center UTM Easting (meters):
692835.1
Center UTM Northing (meters): 3570318.2
UTM Zone: 12 Datum: NAD83
NLCD Version: 2016
NLCD DataFile: NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_LC.tiff
MPRV Version: 2016
MPRV DataFile: NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_Imp.tiff
CNPY Version: 2016
CNPY DataFile: NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_Can.tiff
Non-Airport Sector IDs: All
Zo Method: ZORAD
Zo Radius (m):
1000.0
Continuous snow cover: N
Surface moisture: Dry; Arid: Y
Month/Season assignments: Default
Late autumn after frost and harvest, or winter with no snow: 1
Winter with continuous snow on the ground:
Transitional spring (partial green coverage, short annuals): 3
Midsummer with lush vegetation: 6 7 8
Autumn with unharvested cropland: 9 10 11
FREQ_SECT SEASONAL 12
SECTOR
1
0.00
30.00
SECTOR
2
30.00
60.00
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11/18/20
22:05:13

2 12
4

5

SECTOR
SECTOR
SECTOR
SECTOR
SECTOR
SECTOR
SECTOR
SECTOR
SECTOR
SECTOR
**

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR

60.00
90.00
120.00
150.00
180.00
210.00
240.00
270.00
300.00
330.00

Season
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

90.00
120.00
150.00
180.00
210.00
240.00
270.00
300.00
330.00
360.00
Sect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5

Alb
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

Bo
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.29
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
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Zo
0.027
0.037
0.024
0.034
0.041
0.016
0.010
0.012
0.011
0.012
0.013
0.011
0.048
0.048
0.047
0.048
0.050
0.050
0.051
0.054
0.051
0.051
0.051
0.051
0.062
0.055
0.064
0.056
0.055
0.081
0.100
0.103
0.101
0.096
0.092
0.097
0.061
0.054
0.063
0.054
0.055

SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57
4.57

0.081
0.100
0.103
0.101
0.095
0.090
0.096

1.1.4.2. Road Forks Field
** Generated by AERSURFACE, Version 20060
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Title 1: AERSURFACE Control File
Title 2: Lordsburg Playa - Road Forks Station, 2016 NLCD
Primary Site (Zo):
Center UTM Easting (meters):
693706.4
Center UTM Northing (meters): 3569114.7
UTM Zone: 12 Datum: NAD83
NLCD Version: 2016
NLCD DataFile: NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_LC.tiff
MPRV Version: 2016
MPRV DataFile: NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_Imp.tiff
CNPY Version: 2016
CNPY DataFile: NLCD\LP_NLCD_2016_Can.tiff
Non-Airport Sector IDs: All
Zo Method: ZORAD
Zo Radius (m):
1000.0
Continuous snow cover: N
Surface moisture: Dry; Arid: Y
Month/Season assignments: Default
Late autumn after frost and harvest, or winter with no snow: 1
Winter with continuous snow on the ground:
Transitional spring (partial green coverage, short annuals): 3
Midsummer with lush vegetation: 6 7 8
Autumn with unharvested cropland: 9 10 11
FREQ_SECT SEASONAL 12
SECTOR
1
0.00
30.00
SECTOR
2
30.00
60.00
SECTOR
3
60.00
90.00
SECTOR
4
90.00 120.00
SECTOR
5 120.00 150.00
SECTOR
6 150.00 180.00
SECTOR
7 180.00 210.00
SECTOR
8 210.00 240.00
SECTOR
9 240.00 270.00
SECTOR 10 270.00 300.00
SECTOR 11 300.00 330.00
SECTOR 12 330.00 360.00
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11/19/20
22:24:19

2 12
4

5

**

SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR
SITE_CHAR

Season
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Sect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Alb
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21

Bo
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
3.71
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97
4.97

Zo
0.049
0.046
0.039
0.040
0.041
0.033
0.047
0.063
0.063
0.024
0.039
0.049
0.054
0.053
0.051
0.051
0.050
0.051
0.077
0.087
0.079
0.055
0.050
0.050
0.056
0.057
0.057
0.057
0.055
0.061
0.095
0.099
0.088
0.081
0.056
0.051
0.054
0.055
0.057
0.057
0.055
0.061
0.095
0.099
0.083
0.078
0.055
0.050

1.1.4.3. Deming Municipal Airport Station
** Generated by AERSURFACE, Version 20060
**
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11/19/20

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

22:31:46
Title 1: AERSURFACE Control File
Title 2: Deming Municipal Airport Station, 2016 NLCD
Primary Site (Zo):
Center UTM Easting (meters):
243678.8
Center UTM Northing (meters): 3572727.4
UTM Zone: 13 Datum: NAD83
NLCD Version: 2016
NLCD DataFile: NLCD\DEMING_NLCD_2016_LC.tiff
MPRV Version: 2016
MPRV DataFile: NLCD\DEMING_NLCD_2016_Imp.tiff
CNPY Version: 2016
CNPY DataFile: NLCD\DEMING_NLCD_2016_Can.tiff
Non-Airport Sector IDs: All
Zo Method: ZORAD
Zo Radius (m):
1000.0
Continuous snow cover: N
Surface moisture: Dry; Arid: Y
Month/Season assignments: Default
Late autumn after frost and harvest, or winter with no snow: 1
Winter with continuous snow on the ground:
Transitional spring (partial green coverage, short annuals): 3
Midsummer with lush vegetation: 6 7 8
Autumn with unharvested cropland: 9 10 11
FREQ_SECT2 SEASONAL 12
SECTOR2 1
0.00
30.00
SECTOR2 2
30.00
60.00
SECTOR2 3
60.00
90.00
SECTOR2 4
90.00 120.00
SECTOR2 5 120.00 150.00
SECTOR2 6 150.00 180.00
SECTOR2 7 180.00 210.00
SECTOR2 8 210.00 240.00
SECTOR2 9 240.00 270.00
SECTOR2 10 270.00 300.00
SECTOR2 11 300.00 330.00
SECTOR2 12 330.00 360.00

**

Season
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1
SITE_CHAR2
1

Sect
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Alb
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22

Bo
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

201

Zo
0.038
0.030
0.026
0.015
0.018
0.025
0.022
0.014
0.021
0.023

2 12
4

5

SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2
SITE_CHAR2

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0.22
0.22
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21

5.00
5.00
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
2.68
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

1.2. AERMINUTE Model
1.2.1. North Playa Field
STARTEND 01 2019 08 2020
IFWGROUP y 9 27 2006
DATAFILE STARTING
1-min\64050KDMN201901.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201902.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201903.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201904.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201905.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201906.dat
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0.075
0.040
0.048
0.039
0.035
0.021
0.025
0.034
0.031
0.021
0.029
0.032
0.092
0.051
0.059
0.047
0.043
0.027
0.032
0.042
0.038
0.027
0.037
0.040
0.107
0.061
0.050
0.039
0.035
0.021
0.025
0.034
0.031
0.021
0.029
0.032
0.092
0.052

1-min\64050KDMN201907.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201908.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201909.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201910.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201911.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201912.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202001.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202002.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202003.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202004.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202005.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202006.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202007.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202008.dat
DATAFILE FINISHED
DAT5FILE STARTING
5-min\64010KDMN201901.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201902.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201903.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201904.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201905.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201906.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201907.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201908.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201909.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201910.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201911.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201912.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202001.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202002.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202003.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202004.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202005.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202006.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202007.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202008.dat
DAT5FILE FINISHED
SURFDATA STARTING
SURFACE_DATA\722725-23078-2019.dat
SURFACE_DATA\722725-23078-2020.dat
SURFDATA FINISHED
OUTFILES STARTING
HOURFILE OUTPUT\hourfile_LP_NorthPlaya_19_20.dat
SUMMFILE OUTPUT\minute_summfile_LP_NorthPlaya_19_20.csv
COMPFILE OUTPUT\checks_LP_NorthPlaya_19_20.csv
1_5_FILE OUTPUT\LP_NorhtPlaya_16_comps_19_20.csv
SUB5FILE OUTPUT\LP_NorthPlaya_sub_5_19_20.csv
OUTFILES FINISHED
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1.2.2. Road Forks Field, Lordsburg Playa
STARTEND 01 2019 08 2020
IFWGROUP y 9 27 2006
DATAFILE STARTING
1-min\64050KDMN201901.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201902.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201903.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201904.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201905.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201906.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201907.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201908.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201909.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201910.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201911.dat
1-min\64050KDMN201912.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202001.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202002.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202003.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202004.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202005.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202006.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202007.dat
1-min\64050KDMN202008.dat
DATAFILE FINISHED
DAT5FILE STARTING
5-min\64010KDMN201901.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201902.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201903.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201904.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201905.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201906.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201907.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201908.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201909.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201910.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201911.dat
5-min\64010KDMN201912.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202001.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202002.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202003.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202004.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202005.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202006.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202007.dat
5-min\64010KDMN202008.dat
DAT5FILE FINISHED
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SURFDATA STARTING
SURFACE_DATA\722725-23078-2019.dat
SURFACE_DATA\722725-23078-2020.dat
SURFDATA FINISHED
OUTFILES STARTING
HOURFILE OUTPUT\hourfile_LP_RoadForks_19_20.dat
SUMMFILE OUTPUT\minute_summfile_LP_RoadForks_19_20.csv
COMPFILE OUTPUT\checks_LP_RoadForks_19_20.csv
1_5_FILE OUTPUT\LP_RoadForks_16_comps_19_20.csv
SUB5FILE OUTPUT\LP_RoadForks_sub_5_19_20.csv
OUTFILES FINISHED

1.3. AERMET Model
1.3.1. North Playa Field
1.3.1.1. First Stage
JOB
MESSAGES
REPORT

STAGE_1_UPPERAIR_SURFACE_ONSITE.MSG
STAGE_1_UPPERAIR_SURFACE_ONSITE.RPT

UPPERAIR
DATA
EXTRACT
XDATES
LOCATION
QAOUT
AUDIT

DATA\TWS_23160_2019_2020.FSL FSL
UAEXOUT.DSK
2019/01/01
TO
2020/06/30
23160
32.23N
110.96W 7
UAQAOUT.DSK
UATT UAWS UALR UAWD

SURFACE
DATA
EXTRACT
XDATES
LOCATION
QAOUT
AUDIT
NO_MISSING

DATA\722725-23078-2019-2020 ISHD
SFEXOUT.DSK
2019/01/01
TO
2020/06/30
23078
32.262N
107.721W 7
1310.9
SFQAOUT.DSK
SLVP PRES CLHT TSKC PWTH ASKY HZVS
PRES

DPTP

ONSITE
DATA
DATA\NM003_NorthPlaya_60min_2019_2020.MET
XDATES
2019/01/01
TO
2020/06/30
LOCATION
99999
32.253N
108.953W
0
1271.626
OSHEIGHTS
10
QAOUT
OSQAOUT.DSK
READ
1
OSDY
OSMO
OSYR
OSHR
HT01
WS01
TT01 DP01
FORMAT
1
(4(I2,1X),4X,F4.1,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2)
RANGE
WS
0
<=
50
-999.00
RANGE
WD
0
<=
360
-999.00
RANGE
RH
0
<=
100
-999.00
RANGE
TT
-30
<
45
-999.00
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RHUM

WD01

RH01

RANGE
THRESHOLD

DP
0.3

-65

<

35

-999.00

1.3.1.2. Second Stage
JOB
REPORT
MESSAGES

STAGE_2_MERGE-UA_SF_OS.RPT
STAGE_2_MERGE-UA_SF_OS.MSG

UPPERAIR
QAOUT

DATA\UAQAOUT.DSK

SURFACE
QAOUT

DATA\SFQAOUT.DSK

ASOS1MIN

DATA\hourfile_LP_NorthPlaya_19_20.dat

ONSITE
QAOUT

DATA\OSQAOUT.DSK

MERGE
OUTPUT
XDATES

MERGE.DSK
2019/01/01

TO

2020/06/30

1.3.1.3. Third Stage
1.3.1.3.1. Dusty Day of February 3, 2020
JOB
REPORT
MESSAGES

STAGE_3_UA_SF_OS_North_Playa.RPT
STAGE_3_UA_SF_OS_North_Playa.MSG

METPREP
XDATES
DATA
METHOD
METHOD
NWS_HGT
AERSURF
AERSURF2
OUTPUT
PROFILE

2020/02/03 TO 2020/02/03
DATA\MERGE.DSK
REFLEVEL
SUBNWS
WIND_DIR
RANDOM
WIND
10.0
DATA\SP_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.OUT
DATA\SS_DEMING_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.OUT
AERMET_OUTPUT_North_Playa_20200203.SFC
AERMET_PROFILE_North_Playa_20200203.PFL

1.3.1.3.2. Dusty Day of June 5, 2020
JOB
REPORT
MESSAGES

STAGE_3_UA_SF_OS_North_Playa.RPT
STAGE_3_UA_SF_OS_North_Playa.MSG

METPREP
XDATES
DATA
METHOD
METHOD
NWS_HGT

2020/06/05 TO 2020/06/05
DATA\MERGE.DSK
REFLEVEL
SUBNWS
WIND_DIR
RANDOM
WIND
10.0
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AERSURF
AERSURF2
OUTPUT
PROFILE

DATA\SP_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.OUT
DATA\SS_DEMING_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.OUT
AERMET_OUTPUT_North_Playa_20200605.SFC
AERMET_PROFILE_North_Playa_20200605.PFL

1.3.1.4. Profile Output File from AERMET Stage 3 and an Input File for AERMOD Model
1.3.1.4.1. Dusty Day of February 3, 2020
** Field(s)
description
** ----------------** 1-4
year (2-digit), month, day, and hour
** 5
measurement height (m)
** 6
indicator flag: 1=last level in profile for the
hour, 0=not the last level
** 7-8
wind direction and speed (degrees, m/s)
** 9
temperature (oC)
** 10
standard deviation of the lateral wind direction
(degrees)
** 11
standard deviation of the vertical wind speed
(m/s)
20 2 3 1
10.0 1
103.0
1.68
7.31
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 2
10.0 1
162.3
1.91
4.78
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 3
10.0 1
193.5
2.09
5.94
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 4
10.0 1
204.6
2.41
7.22
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 5
10.0 1
181.6
3.01
7.52
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 6
10.0 1
196.1
3.10
7.98
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 7
10.0 1
219.9
3.01
5.61
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 8
10.0 1
287.6
2.73
3.11
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 9
10.0 1
249.5
2.32
5.98
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 10
10.0 1
228.1
2.48
8.94
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 11
10.0 1
143.8
3.46
13.07
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 12
10.0 1
247.0
6.76
14.85
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 13
10.0 1
219.2
7.81
15.93
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 14
10.0 1
215.5
9.78
16.08
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 15
10.0 1
204.1
9.31
17.08
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 16
10.0 1
212.2
10.00
17.37
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 17
10.0 1
216.7
12.57
17.74
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 18
10.0 1
214.4
11.12
16.39
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 19
10.0 1
227.3
10.73
14.92
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 20
10.0 1
267.0
11.39
11.37
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 21
10.0 1
267.9
8.37
10.63
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 22
10.0 1
269.2
7.79
9.03
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 23
10.0 1
268.3
8.77
8.60
99.00
99.00
20 2 3 24
10.0 1
266.1
8.56
7.81
99.00
99.00

1.3.1.4.2. Dusty Day of June 5, 2020
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

189.0
243.9
168.0
243.4
281.8
155.0
167.5

1.10
2.51
2.70
1.85
1.78
1.92
1.33
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27.94
27.50
27.74
24.65
23.50
23.00
19.62

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

187.0
227.2
104.3
118.3
75.4
116.1
116.4
123.5
151.8
108.5
105.2
153.7
269.1
238.4
238.8
145.9
177.1

0.82
0.77
1.85
2.96
6.11
8.12
9.70
9.09
10.58
9.58
11.15
8.63
7.42
4.66
3.05
5.64
2.65

20.96
24.82
29.36
33.00
35.46
36.83
37.82
37.95
36.97
36.06
36.77
36.31
33.76
32.69
30.75
29.43
28.26

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

1.3.2. Road Forks Field
1.3.2.1. First Stage
JOB
MESSAGES
REPORT

STAGE_1_UPPERAIR_SURFACE_ONSITE.MSG
STAGE_1_UPPERAIR_SURFACE_ONSITE.RPT

UPPERAIR
DATA
EXTRACT
XDATES
LOCATION
QAOUT
AUDIT

DATA\TWS_23160_2019_2020.FSL FSL
UAEXOUT.DSK
2019/01/01
TO
2020/06/30
23160
32.23N
110.96W 7
UAQAOUT.DSK
UATT UAWS UALR UAWD

SURFACE
DATA
EXTRACT
XDATES
LOCATION
QAOUT
AUDIT
NO_MISSING

DATA\722725-23078-2019-2020 ISHD
SFEXOUT.DSK
2019/01/01
TO
2020/06/30
23078
32.262N
107.721W 7
1310.9
SFQAOUT.DSK
SLVP PRES CLHT TSKC PWTH ASKY HZVS
PRES

DPTP

ONSITE
DATA
DATA\NM003_RoadForks_60min_2019_2020.MET
XDATES
2019/01/01
TO
2020/06/30
LOCATION
99999
32.242N
108.944W
0
1267.968
OSHEIGHTS
10
QAOUT
OSQAOUT.DSK
READ
1
OSDY
OSMO
OSYR
OSHR
HT01
WS01
TT01 DP01
FORMAT
1
(4(I2,1X),4X,F4.1,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2)
RANGE
WS
0
<
50
-999.00
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RHUM

WD01

RH01

RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
THRESHOLD

WD
RH
TT
DP
0.3

0
0
-30
-65

<=
<=
<
<

360
100
45
35

-999.00
-999.00
-999.00
-999.00

1.3.2.2. Second Stage
JOB
REPORT
MESSAGES

STAGE_2_MERGE-UA_SF_OS.RPT
STAGE_2_MERGE-UA_SF_OS.MSG

UPPERAIR
QAOUT

DATA\UAQAOUT.DSK

SURFACE
QAOUT

DATA\SFQAOUT.DSK

ASOS1MIN

DATA\hourfile_LP_RoadForks_19_20.dat

ONSITE
QAOUT

DATA\OSQAOUT.DSK

MERGE
OUTPUT
XDATES

MERGE.DSK
2019/01/01

TO

2020/06/30

1.3.2.3. Third Stage
1.3.2.3.1. Dusty Day of February 3, 2020
JOB
REPORT
MESSAGES

STAGE_3_UA_SF_OS_Road_Forks.RPT
STAGE_3_UA_SF_OS_Road_Forks.MSG

METPREP
XDATES
DATA
METHOD
METHOD
NWS_HGT
AERSURF
AERSURF2
OUTPUT
PROFILE

2020/02/03 TO 2020/02/03
DATA\MERGE.DSK
REFLEVEL
SUBNWS
WIND_DIR
RANDOM
WIND
10.0
DATA\SP_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.OUT
DATA\SS_DEMING_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.OUT
AERMET_OUTPUT_Road_Forks_20200203.SFC
AERMET_PROFILE_Road_Forks_20200203.PFL

1.3.2.3.2. Dusty Day of June 5, 2020
JOB
REPORT
MESSAGES

STAGE_3_UA_SF_OS_Road_Forks.RPT
STAGE_3_UA_SF_OS_Road_Forks.MSG

METPREP
XDATES
DATA

2020/06/05 TO
DATA\MERGE.DSK

2020/06/05
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METHOD
METHOD
NWS_HGT
AERSURF
AERSURF2
OUTPUT
PROFILE

REFLEVEL
SUBNWS
WIND_DIR
RANDOM
WIND
10.0
DATA\SP_LP_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.OUT
DATA\SS_DEMING_2016_lc_can_imp_zorad_sfc.OUT
AERMET_OUTPUT_Road_Forks_20200605.SFC
AERMET_PROFILE_Road_Forks_20200605.PFL

1.3.2.4. Profile Output File from AERMET Stage 3 and an Input File for AERMOD Model
1.3.2.4.1. Dusty Day of February 3, 2020
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

159.2
131.1
226.1
169.2
187.8
217.8
170.5
189.2
285.0
281.3
200.7
247.0
241.8
241.8
228.3
232.8
238.2
234.9
239.0
280.4
285.1
285.8
284.0
278.8

1.83
1.94
1.87
2.50
3.75
2.50
2.93
3.24
2.39
2.32
3.19
6.98
9.52
10.37
9.83
10.10
13.24
12.48
9.06
11.27
8.14
7.43
9.07
9.13

6.52
4.91
4.23
5.01
8.58
7.59
6.91
4.12
5.18
8.68
13.28
15.11
16.05
16.33
17.15
17.47
17.95
16.51
15.05
11.62
10.61
8.80
8.45
7.93

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

2.81
4.81
4.25
1.44
1.40
1.98
1.85
1.58
1.87
1.92
3.28
7.85
9.33
12.02
11.84

28.86
27.95
27.79
23.37
22.93
22.13
18.96
20.65
25.04
29.52
33.45
35.56
36.95
37.84
37.98

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

1.3.2.4.2. Dusty Day of June 5, 2020
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

185.9
219.9
213.7
146.2
254.1
149.8
144.9
171.9
194.2
168.7
163.0
134.1
149.3
154.8
156.8
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20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

191.7
144.2
138.3
171.0
258.8
233.8
192.3
171.8
204.8

12.39
11.46
13.25
10.64
7.93
6.56
4.34
7.04
2.79

36.94
36.10
36.71
36.26
33.73
33.00
31.19
29.59
28.09

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00

1.4. AERMAP Model (the same for both North Playa and Road Forks)
1.4.1. AERMAP control file
CO STARTING
TITLEONE Preparing Receptor Grids for AERMOD using AERMAP
**The FLAGPOLE keyword specifies that receptor heights above local ground
level (i.e. flagpole receptors)
**are allowed on REceptor pathway. The FLAGPOLE keyword may also be used
to specify a default flagpole
**receptor height other than 0.0 meters.
FLAGPOLE 1.7
DATATYPE NED
DATAFILE DATA\USGS_LP_NED_CONVERTED.tif
**ANCHORXY defines the relationship between the user-defined system and
the UTM
**coordinate system
ANCHORXY 695264.69 3572139.52 695264.69 3572139.52 12 4
DOMAINXY 688757.72 3554408.03 12 710351.31 3590190.64 12
RUNORNOT RUN
CO FINISHED
SO STARTING
LOCATION AREANOPL
SO FINISHED

AREA

695264.688850

3572139.521797

RE STARTING
INCLUDED DATA\Lordsburg_AERMAP_DISCCART_Input_150_Mod2.dat
RE FINISHED
OU STARTING
**Receptor file for input into AERMOD
RECEPTOR OUTPUT\LP_NORTH_PLAYA_RECEPTOR_150METERS.SOU
**Source Location file
SOURCLOC OUTPUT\LP_NORTH_PLAYA_RECEPTOR_150METERS.ROU
OU FINISHED

1.4.2. Part of the AERMAP Model Processed Topographical and Receptor Grid
** AERMAP - VERSION 18081
11/22/20
**
12:30:29
** Preparing Receptor Grids for AERMOD using AERMAP
**
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**
**
**
**
**

A total of
1 NED files were used
A total of
6800 receptors were processed
DOMAINXY 688757.72 3554408.03 12 710351.31 3590190.64 12
ANCHORXY 695264.69 3572139.52 695264.69 3572139.52 12 4
Terrain heights were extracted by default

RE ELEVUNIT METERS
DISCCART
692270.97
DISCCART
692420.97
DISCCART
692570.97
DISCCART
692720.97
DISCCART
692870.97
DISCCART
693020.97
DISCCART
693170.97
DISCCART
693320.97
DISCCART
693470.97
DISCCART
693620.97
DISCCART
693770.97
DISCCART
693920.97
DISCCART
694070.97
DISCCART
694220.97
DISCCART
694370.97
DISCCART
694520.97
DISCCART
694670.97
DISCCART
694820.97
DISCCART
694970.97
DISCCART
695120.97
DISCCART
695270.97
DISCCART
695420.97
DISCCART
695570.97
DISCCART
695720.97
DISCCART
695870.97
DISCCART
696020.97
DISCCART
696170.97
DISCCART
696320.97
DISCCART
696470.97

3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64
3566138.64

1297.96
1295.78
1294.25
1292.99
1290.99
1288.01
1287.26
1284.43
1282.43
1280.76
1278.83
1277.14
1274.31
1272.92
1272.06
1271.78
1271.58
1271.48
1271.28
1271.18
1270.98
1270.88
1270.77
1270.66
1270.58
1270.58
1270.58
1270.58
1270.66

1297.96
1295.78
1294.25
1292.99
1290.99
1288.01
1287.26
1284.43
1282.43
1280.76
1278.83
1277.14
1274.31
1272.92
1272.06
1271.78
1271.58
1271.48
1271.28
1271.18
1270.98
1270.88
1270.77
1270.66
1270.58
1270.58
1270.58
1270.58
1270.66

1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70
1.70

1.5. AERMOD Model

1.5.1. Dusty Day of February 3, 2020
1.5.1.1. Control File
CO STARTING
TITLEONE AERMOD for dusty day of 2020/02/03 from North Playa and Road
Forks Fields, Lordsburg Playa, New Mexico
MODELOPT CONC FLAT
AVERTIME 1 24
POLLUTID PM10
RUNORNOT RUN
EVENTFIL AERMOD_20200203_EVENT_COMBINED.INP
SAVEFILE SAVEFILE.FIL
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FLAGPOLE 1.7
**INITFILE INITFILE.FIL
ERRORFIL OUTPUT\AERMOD_20200203_EVENT_COMBINED.OUT
CO FINISHED
SO STARTING
ELEVUNIT
INCLUDED
HOUREMIS
SRCGROUP
SO FINISHED

METERS
DATA\SOURCE_LOCATION_SRCPARAM_20200203.DAT
DATA\SWEEP_EMISSION_NP_RF_20200203.DAT ALL
ALL

RE STARTING
INCLUDED DATA\LP_RECEPTOR_GRID_150METERS.DAT
RE FINISHED
ME STARTING
SURFFILE DATA\AERMET_OUTPUT_ROAD_FORKS_20200203.SFC
PROFFILE DATA\AERMET_PROFILE_ROAD_FORKS_20200203.PFL
SURFDATA 23078 2019 DEMING
UAIRDATA 23160 2019 TUSCON
SITEDATA 99999 2019 ROADFORKS
**PROFBASE specifies the base elevation for potential temperature profile
**North Playa southwest point elevation is used here
PROFBASE 1269.0 METERS
STARTEND 2020 02 03 2020 02 03
ME FINISHED
OU STARTING
RECTABLE
MAXTABLE
DAYTABLE
SEASONHR
MAXIFILE
SUMMFILE
PLOTFILE
PLOTFILE
POSTFILE
POSTFILE
OU FINISHED

ALLAVE FIRST-THIRD
ALLAVE 50
ALLAVE
ALL OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200203_SEASONHR.OUT
24 ALL 0 OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200203_MAXFILE.OUT
OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_2O200203.SUM
1 ALL FIRST OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200203_01H.PLT
24 ALL FIRST OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200203_24H.PLT
1 ALL PLOT OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200203_01H.PST
24 ALL PLOT OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200203_24H.PST

1.5.1.2. PM10 Source Location and Parameters
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO

LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION

AREANP01
AREANP01
AREANP02
AREANP02
AREANP03
AREANP03
AREANP04
AREANP04
AREANP05
AREANP05
AREANP06

AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA

694360.765324
0.00 213.133
694416.201350
0.00 213.139
694438.993298
0.00 213.152
694559.726574
0.00 213.164
694680.463940
0.00 213.168
694833.852489
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3573520.223910
401.703 52.69
3573280.506614
714.722 52.69
3573010.350670
1159.380 52.69
3572831.511960
1472.943 52.69
3572652.674526
1517.592 52.69
3572504.278397

1264.284058
0.00
1264.184082
0.00
1264.247192
0.00
1264.084106
0.00
1264.084106
0.00
1264.184082

SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO

SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM

AREANP06
AREANP07
AREANP07
AREANP08
AREANP08
AREANP09
AREANP09
AREANP10
AREANP10
AREANP11
AREANP11
AREANP12
AREANP12
AREARF01
AREARF01
AREARF02
AREARF02
AREARF03
AREARF03
AREARF04
AREARF04
AREARF05
AREARF05
AREARF06
AREARF06
AREARF07
AREARF07
AREARF08
AREARF08
AREARF09
AREARF09

1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0

0.00 213.169
695019.892491
0.00 213.171
695238.583623
0.00 213.172
695489.924972
0.00 213.173
695773.915032
0.00 213.173
696123.196091
0.00 213.173
696700.973112
0.00 142.102
693702.955776
0.00 29.620
693597.567860
0.00 29.621
693492.178371
0.00 29.622
693405.823001
0.00 118.483
693479.184848
0.00 88.863
693543.725091
0.00 88.862
693570.194136
0.00 88.862
693615.699764
0.00 88.861
693642.169734
0.00 59.241

1517.606 52.69 0.00
3572386.325036 1264.184082
1517.618 52.69 0.00
3572298.816256 1264.084106
1517.627 52.69 0.00
3572241.754220 1263.986206
1517.634 52.69 0.00
3572215.141437 1263.984131
1517.638 52.69 0.00
3572249.425092 1263.984131
1517.638 52.69 0.00
3572496.842755 1264.068237
757.981 52.69 0.00
3569205.444241 1267.179077
186.024 71.19 0.00
3569128.682875 1267.470947
309.797 71.19 0.00
3569051.922692 1268.273804
454.741 71.19 0.00
3568983.218589 1269.884155
579.216 71.19 0.00
3568885.612187 1269.724365
558.084 71.19 0.00
3568816.435276 1269.862305
454.665 71.19 0.00
3568731.148253 1270.282471
434.072 71.19 0.00
3568653.916556 1270.153809
372.065 71.19 0.00
3568568.629691 1270.305054
351.566 71.19 0.00

1.5.2. Dusty Day of June 5, 2020
1.5.2.1. Control File
CO STARTING
TITLEONE AERMOD for dusty day of 2020/06/05 from North Playa and Road
Forks Fields, Lordsburg Playa, New Mexico
MODELOPT CONC FLAT
AVERTIME 1 24
POLLUTID PM10
FLAGPOLE 1.7
RUNORNOT RUN
EVENTFIL AERMOD_20200605_EVENT_COMBINED.INP
SAVEFILE SAVEFILE.FIL
**INITFILE INITFILE.FIL
ERRORFIL OUTPUT\AERMOD_20200605_EVENT_COMBINED.OUT
CO FINISHED
SO STARTING
ELEVUNIT METERS
INCLUDED DATA\SOURCE_LOCATION_SRCPARAM_20200605.DAT
HOUREMIS DATA\SWEEP_EMISSION_NP_RF_20200605.DAT ALL
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SRCGROUP ALL
SO FINISHED
RE STARTING
INCLUDED DATA\LP_RECEPTOR_GRID_150METERS.DAT
RE FINISHED
ME STARTING
SURFFILE DATA\AERMET_OUTPUT_ROAD_FORKS_20200605.SFC
PROFFILE DATA\AERMET_PROFILE_ROAD_FORKS_20200605.PFL
SURFDATA 23078 2019 DEMING
UAIRDATA 23160 2019 TUSCON
SITEDATA 99999 2019 ROADFORKS
**PROFBASE specifies the base elevation for potential temperature profile
**North Playa southwest point elevation is used here
PROFBASE 1269.0 METERS
STARTEND 2020 06 05 2020 06 05
ME FINISHED
OU STARTING
RECTABLE
MAXTABLE
DAYTABLE
SEASONHR
MAXIFILE
SUMMFILE
PLOTFILE
PLOTFILE
POSTFILE
POSTFILE
OU FINISHED

ALLAVE FIRST-THIRD
ALLAVE 50
ALLAVE
ALL OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200605_SEASONHR.OUT
24 ALL 0 OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200605_MAXFILE.OUT
OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_2O200605.SUM
1 ALL FIRST OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200605_01H.PLT
24 ALL FIRST OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200605_24H.PLT
1 ALL PLOT OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200605_01H.PST
24 ALL PLOT OUTPUT\TESTPM10_COMBINED_20200605_24H.PST

1.5.2.2. PM10 Source Location and Parameters
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO

LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM

AREANP01
AREANP01
AREANP02
AREANP02
AREANP03
AREANP03
AREANP04
AREANP04
AREANP05
AREANP05
AREANP06
AREANP06
AREANP07
AREANP07
AREANP08
AREANP08
AREANP09
AREANP09
AREARF01
AREARF01

AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0

695183.438364 3572171.994544 1264.184082
0.00 143.254 619.881 -55.56 0.00
695568.835062 3572054.349734 1264.184082
0.00 214.899 1416.862 -55.56 0.00
695954.507673 3572027.155819 1264.284058
0.00 214.904 1549.333 -55.56 0.00
696200.225091 3572108.516471 1264.184082
0.00 214.904 1549.689 -55.56 0.00
696410.949360 3572217.017740 1264.184082
0.00 214.903 1549.681 -55.56 0.00
696621.669308 3572325.523638 1264.184082
0.00 214.902 1549.673 -55.56 0.00
696832.384933 3572434.034164 1264.184082
0.00 214.902 1549.649 -55.56 0.00
697043.096236 3572542.549321 1264.184204
0.00 501.392 1549.657 -55.56 0.00
697289.807699 3572985.686885 1264.084106
0.00 143.265 1239.694 -55.56 0.00
693957.929385 3569017.934445 1267.679077
0.00 54.302 125.035 -18.42 0.00
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SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO

LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM
LOCATION
SRCPARAM

AREARF02
AREARF02
AREARF03
AREARF03
AREARF04
AREARF04
AREARF05
AREARF05
AREARF06
AREARF06
AREARF07
AREARF07
AREARF08
AREARF08
AREARF09
AREARF09

AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0
AREA
1.0

693943.873032
0.00 54.303
693937.086943
0.00 54.304
693908.487822
0.00 54.305
693814.934318
0.00 108.609
693714.109206
0.00 108.609
693663.696358
0.00 54.305
693511.503717
0.00 54.303
693432.013662
0.00 54.303
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3568877.423715
400.111 -18.42
3568712.986379
550.153 -18.42
3568620.329138
625.174 -18.42
3568554.648676
625.174 -18.42
3568512.895945
600.167 -18.42
3568492.019973
575.160 -18.42
3568806.120815
100.028 -18.42
3568880.953658
400.111 -18.42

1268.134033
0.00
1268.579102
0.00
1268.879028
0.00
1269.254761
0.00
1269.993408
0.00
1270.316650
0.00
1270.289062
0.00
1270.974976
0.00
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